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FOREWORD

Artificial revegetation in Region 3 has passed
through varying stages of development, and has
now reached the point where its significance in

the soil conservation program is becoming apparent.
We have all seen the_ results that can be accom-
plished by natural revegetation under management.
Management alone will not suffice in all cases;

we know that in those difficult situations where
nature needs help, the best thought, judgment,
and experience of trained men are required.

I have read the manuscript with great interest,

and wish to commend it to the field men of Region

B, both es valuable technical material and as good
reading. Mr. G-oodding's notes should be a most
valuable reference work to those who are engaged
in revegetation activities. They will be useful
to the layman as well as to the technician who
knows botany.

liugh G. Calkins,
Regional Conservator.





INTRODUCT ION

The foil owing notes are not compiled with any thought that

they constitute the last word. Ho claim is laid to infallibility.

Often the statements represent the opinion of the writer. The

notes, it is hoped, will be thought-provoking and will help the

field men to a better understanding of the plants of the region.

Common names are given where possible and these are in-

cluded in the index. It was planned at first to include a botanical

key but it was found that such a key of necessity would be very

technical and voluminous. If the field man becomes interested in

any plant or plants, he can obtain a determination by sending

specimens to the Regional Nursery Section. If this cannot be

determined readily at Albuquerque the plant in question will be

forwarded to " "ashington. It is often very difficult to determine

specimens from "scraps". An adequate specimen is pressed and con-

tains stems, leaves, flowers, and if possible, fruits. The Soil

Conservation Service men in Albuquerque, and even those in the

National Herbarium at Washington, are not for the most part wizards,

so if you wish plants determined, send in adequate material.

The notes do not constitute a manual. Perhaps the first

plant you will wish to look up will be one not discussed. Your

suggestions for a revised edition will be greatly appreciated.

Plants marked with an asterisk (*) are considered to have

the greatest erosion control or forage value.





PTERIDOPEYTES

Equisetun spp . The Scouring Pushes are not so common in the

Southwest as they are in the more humid parts of the United States. •'

They, however, are not infrequent in swampy places along mountain
streams. The root system makes of these plants an ideal soil binder

but there are many other plants which arc less moisture-loving
which arc to be preferred. These scouring rushes must be considered

weeds. They are frequently reported as causing internal disturbances

in stock and for this reason are listed among the poisonous plants.
The scouring rush is indelibly associated with childhood. Yihat

little girl has not woven curls, brace 1' ts and crowns of the jointed

stems of the scouring rush?

I'larsilea vostita, Fern Clover, is only mentioned here because
of its striking appearance during certain seasons. Since it is

certain to attract attention it is well to note some things about it.

During the summer of 1937, following the rains which made numerous
shallow lakes in certain parts of eastern ITew Mexico, this plant came
in abundance and when the lakes dried up the entire lake beds were
covered by a solid green carpet of this little fern ally, tinny

people without examining it carefully take it to be a clover. Others

think it is an Oxalis. A slight examination, however, reveals at the
base of the plants little brown nut-like structures, slightly smaller
than peas. These are the fruiting bodies and contain the spores.
This plant has been rather persistently reported to be poisonous to
sheen. This report, however, has not been definitely verified.

TYT'EACEAE

Typha latifolia, the common Cattail, has an extremely wide
distribution. In our range it is found almost every place where
there is adequate swampy land. As it grows only in situations
where the water is still, it has little value as an erosion control
plant. The fresh shoots are occasionally used for food, especially
by the Indians. The tops arc not browsed by stock.

* Ephedra sinica . Among our most successful exotics is the
Ephedra., which is the source of the drug Ephcdrine. Under cultiva-
tion it grows rapidly and produces fruits in great abundance.
Plants established at Fresnal and Continental, Arizona, withstand
the drought well, growing without irrigation. They have not, how-
ever, up to the present, escaped and run wild, the final test of a

good exotic for desert conditions. Seedlings planted on the rifle
range Trent of Tucson under strictly desert conditions but with the
advantage of contouring, seem, to be living through the very dry
pi .. r t o £ thc c.c a s on •





GNETACEAE

If in the future strains of this and other Ephedras can be found
or developed which contain the active principle Ephedrine in com-

mercial quantities they can well be expected to become commercial
crops in our warmer regions.

^Ephedra viridis , Morm.on Tea. This is one of our best native
Ephedras. it has a wide range but reaches its optimum development
in the Eavajo region north and west of the Carrizozo Mountains. Here

it covers thousands of acres where it has taken advantage of condi-
tions of grazing adverse to other plants. It is not hard to conceive
what this country would be like without this and the prickly muhly.
It would be like vast areas to the cast — merely bare rock. This

plant supplies abundant forage for sheep and seems to thrive under
abuse.

Han;/ references can be found to the uses made of this and

other native Ephedras as medicine. Tests have shown that they con-
tain no Ephedrine, Can it be that tests ended here? Plants so uni-
versally used must contain some active principle worth the effort
to locate and study.

Other native Ephedras of the Southwest which seem to be in-

ferior to E. viridis but which should be studied when a real attempt
to locate Tahe* active" principle of these plants is made, are E,

antisyphi 1 itioa , E, ncvadonsis, E. trif

u

rea and E. torrcyana. These
are all generally known as Mormon Tea.

EINACEAE

* Juniperu s paehyphloea, Alligator Baric Juniper. The part the
junipers should play in our erosion control program is somewhat of
o riddle. The part they arc playing is evident to anyone who ob-
serves as he travels. The juniper trees already occupy millions of

acres which if the land were not thus occupied, would at present be

barren and windswept. All attempts at exploiting our woodlands
type cither in the pretense of establishing farms or grass areas,
should be studied with avowed prejudice in favor of the existing
trees. The utilization of wood and pests is legitimate but it should
guarantee a similar cover to return. The juniper forests are an
enormous source of revenue; the trees protect the land against
rapid erosion of water and wind and with proper grazing permit the
growth of an abundant grass cover. The juniper twigs arc browsed
by game animals and deer, particularly, fatten on the berries when
they fall. The fruits of pa chyph 1 oca and J. mono s perms- have been
utilized by Indians for food. In many of our sMfcll towns juniper
is the chief fuel wood on the market. A general plan of planting
juniper, however, seems to be uncalled for. Properly managed, the
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PINACEAE

forests will take care of themselves and continue to yield their
revenue to man. The use of the junipers for ornamental-:, and for

wind breaks will probably be much greater in the future. The cut-

ting and mutilation of large alligator bark juniper should be dis-

couraged. The trees are used only for wood and posts and the com-

mon practice is to cut the limbs which will not leave the wood chop-

per too fatigued after his job is done. In the nursery the seeds

of this species and of J_. utahens 3 s have proved difficult to germinate.

Any discussion of the utilization of junipers in woodlot,
shelter belt, for erosion control or of the protection in the wood-
land forest, is not complete without reference to the very serious
diseases which affect them* Several Gymno sporangia causo severe
damage to small trees and distortion of large ones. All of these
have other hosts than the juniper and their elimination from an
existing juniper area or from a planting program which might bring
them into association with junipers, will effectively control the
diseases. The planting of the following in association with junipers
is not a guarantee of the immediate attack by disease but their
elimination docs guarantee continued freedom from the disease of
which they are alternate hosts

:

The Service Berries (Amelanchicr spp.), Haws (Crataegus spp, )

,

fountain Ash (Sorbus sop,), Desert Crabapple (Feraphyilum rar.os.is-

simun) , Mock Orange (Philadelphus spp. or Fendlera spp.) , and
Vauquelini a cal if omice , Apples and pears are likely to cause
trouble with the eastern

T,
ed Juniper and one variety of pear is

attacked by a Gymno sporangia which attacks the alligator bark juniper
near Prescott, There may be an excuse for taking a chance on plant-
ing fruit trees but it is hardly necessary to use the above mentioned
hosts in association with junipers when there are many other plants
which can be substituted,

*

J

unip erus monospermy, One-Seeded Juniper, This juniper has
been discussed somewhat in connection with J, pachyphloea and J,

utahensi s. In nursery work it has the advantage' in that the seeds
are easy to germinate. In at least one locality what we have been
calling the one-seeded juniper grows to be a very handsome shapely
tree with. a single trunk. This is in the Sycamore Canyon region of

southern Arizona., The trees in this region also produce a fruit
that is very juicy and sweet, almost fit for human consumption, A
fair supply of seed of this was collected in the fall of .1937 for
nursery production, /mother type of the one- seeded juniper grows
in western Texas and southern New Mexico. It is very low, much
branched and shrub-like and produces a bronze colored fruit.





PIMACEAE

*Junlperus scopulorun, Rocky 'fountain Juniper. This species
closely resembles the eastern rod juniper* It is a very handsome
tree (with straight bole and drooping twigs. It frequently forms

thickets at the heads of draws where rapid erosion would be likely

to occur if the trees were not present. It, however, grows only at

relatively high altitudes (5,000-8,000 feet). It is more rapid
growing than our other native junipers and is much more suitable
for an ornamental.

*Junipcruc utahonsis, Utah Juniper. This is sometimes con-
fuse rl with the so-called one-seeded juniper, Juniperus monosperaa.
The former is commonly coarser, usually more tree-like and has a.

largo fibrous one-seeded fruit. The latter is more slender, usually
has abundant trunks from a single base and has small juicy one-
seeded fruits. Each is to be found in pure stand covering thousands
of acres. The Utah juniper is usually considered superior to the

single-seeded juniper becau.se of its more tree-like habits which
yield better posts. It, however, becomes somewhat of a weed in
places, encroaching rapidly on grazing land when it becomes over-
grazed. This is the condition over large areas between Ashfork and
Presoott for example.

Pseudotsuga taxifolia, the Douglas Fir, is too widely known
to need discussion here. As is knoxvn, it is one of our best forest
trees. This applies to the Southwest as well as to the Rooky Moun-
tains and the Morthwest. It, however, is not suitable for erosion
control work in any of the projects now under consideration as it

grows at too high an altitude.

Cupressus arizonica, the Arizona Cypress, is one of our best
known and most widely appreciated trees in the Southwest* It is a

grayish-green cedar-like evergreen tree native to the canyons and
mountain slopes in the southwestern ranges at altitudes of 3,000 to

7,000 or 8,000 feet. Cupressus arizonica var. bonita closely resem-
bles this species. It reaches its optimum development in the
Chirioahua fountains (Chiricahua National Monument) and in northern
Mexico. In congested stands and in deep canyons it frequently
reaches a height of seventy feet and a diameter of one and one-half
feet or more. It reaches its greatest altitudinal range in the
Chiricahua Mountains, there appearing on the crest of the main
range as a low spreading tree of striking beauty. Doubtless the
species and variety are us'ed indiscriminately on the market. Balled
trees can be purchased in many of the Southwest and Pacific Coast
nurseries. The greatest value of this tree is for ornament and
shade but its drought resistance suggests it for woodland planting
and for binding rocks and soil in canyons. In the mountains above
Clifton and in the 3 edona section of Arizona it is severely attacked
by a fungus, Gymno sporangium oupress i-

Picea sap. Two species of true Spruce extend into the South-
west. Both occur in the Rockv Mountains to the north and extend
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south into northern Few Mexico and northern Arizona. They occur

only at quite high altitudes and are hardly suitable for erosion

control practices. They are frequently used, however, for ornamen-

tals for street, park and cemetery plantings at altitudes of 4,000

feet or less as one goes north. The species are Picea oungens, the

Colorado Blue Spruce, and P. engelmanni i , the En.glene.nn Spruce.

Abies spp. Two true Firs occur in the Southwest,

-

A. lasi ocarpa.

extends from Alaska southward into the Cascades of southern Oregon

and in the Rockies to the mountains of northern Arizona and northern

New Mexico, In the southern portion of its range it is frequently
called the Arizona Fir (A, arizonica). A. c one o lor, or common "kite

Fir, occurs from northern~"Ore^orT'T^nt"o Lower California and from

southern Colorado along the Pockies into northern Mexico. The latter
is frequently a very large tree, sometimes 250 feet high and six feet
in diameter. It is frequently used for ornamental, plantings and may
prove of value for erosion control work to a limited extent at alti-

tudes of 5,000 feet or more. A lasiocarpa grows only at high alti-

tudes in our range.

*Pinus edulis. The most common of our Pinon pines is
J_j_

edulis.

It extends from the Ayoming line into western Texas and northern
Mexico and is scattered over most of Utah, Colorado, Arizona and Few
Mexico, It, with the other pinon s and junipers, makes up most of

the woodland type of forest in the Southwest, Too much has been writ-
ten about the pinons to call for reiteration here. Perhaps few
realize, however, the enormous economic importeJice of these trees,

-

from the standpoint of water and. wind erosion control, fire wood,
posts, and most of all, nuts, Fhcn one notes a few packets of the
shelled nuts in confectionorv stores or a bushel or so of the un-
shclled nuts in the grocery store, he commonly fails to multiply
these small amounts in his mind by the thousands of stores in which
they occur. Many car-loads are shipped each year to markets in the
east, to say nothing of the quantities consumed by school children
locally. The so nuts are collected by the Indians almost solely and
sold to traders at prices ranging from five to ten cents per pound.
As retailed the price is much greater.

lhc pinon is not being grown extensively in our nurseries
for the reason that where it is most needed it is usually present.
It is likely, however, that very gradually superior strains will be
planted either for ran id growth or for superior nuts. Of all the
pinon nuts on the market it is safe to say SO;* are from Pinus edulis.
Other species may be better for the production of big nuts. Samples
brought from southern Utah indicate that P. monophylla produces a

much larger nut, at least in some localities. Empty "shells found
below a tree on Superstition Mountain were easily three times as
large as the normal pinon nut. The 3 ingle-leaf Pinon (P. monophylla )

,





PINACEAE

however, seems to produce many empties and those sampled were not

so well flavored. Reports cone to us that the best pinon nut comes

from southern California and northern Lower California. It is the
nut from the Parry Pine (P. quadrifolia) • Thus far we have failed
to collect nuts of our pinon so common. in the extreme southwestern
ranges, i.e., P. cembroides, and at present our information on their
importance is nil.

Other pines than the pinons produce edible nuts. One, P.

strob iformis , the Mexican vihite Pine, produces nuts comparable in

size to those produced by P. edulis. These are sometimes sold on
the market as pinon nuts along the Mexican border or were in the

past. The Torrey Pine, the Digger Pino and. the Coulter Pine, all

produce nuts of good size. Very extravagent statements have been
made about the nuts produced by P. pines., an exotic, and the number
of people they feed. All these and the pinons are too slow growing
to warrant the nurseries in producing certain selections. Such
work must be left to other agencies. Our own men can render a ser-
vice to future generations by reporting the exact location of trees
producing nuts of superior size or quality.

GEAMTNEAE

Agropyron cristatum, Crested wheat Grass, has been introduced
long enough that it is considered naturalized in many places. Some
years back it was tried out by the Forest Service at Flagstaff but
the results at that time were not promising. P.ecently Dr. Raymond
sowed it on his ranch near Flagstaff and. he reports excellent
results. The difference is probably due to strain or to the source
of the seed used. Dr. Hardies in his experimental work is finding
that seed from grasses brought from the north, for example from the
Dakotas, commonly does not respond so well at Tucson as seed produced
in warmer sections. Crested VJheat is being tried on the Rio Grande
and the 1'avajo prefects. I'r. Musgravo reports very excellent results
with it at Mexican Springs. An interesting feature of his work
and one which may prove very significant later is that Crested '..heat

Grass and M'estern VJheat Grass planted in association, have hybridized.
Vi/hat part this hybrid will play of course remains to be seen. Crest-
ed V:heat is one of our most promising exotics for our dry southwestern
conditions. It is not suitable for our low altitudes such as those
around Tucson and on most of the Gila projects.

*Agropyron smithii, Western 1/Vheat Grass, has such a wide
distribution that this discussion will be limited to observations
made in the Southwest. This species is one which in the struggle
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GltAIIINEAE

for existence in the Navajo region has apparently adjusted itself

to the adverse conditions of drought and over grazing in the South-

west. In spite of its resistance to drought the chief limiting

factor seems to be lack of moisture. It hugs the swales where

there is some over-flow, creeps into the low places along the high-

ways, and spreads with apparent reluctance to the drier sites in

"brushy flats and slopes. As a soil erosion control plant it is

excellent because it occupies the places where the slightest run-

off gives a little added moisture and the long rhizomes tend to

bind the soil. Often the lower places are heavily sodded and the

culms and leaves of the grass form excellent desilters. Unfortuna-

tely the grass is rather unpalataMo to sheep and goats, or pos-

ibly this is fortunate. V.kile this species is ono which forms
extensive upland meadows in the Dakotas and eastern Colorado, with
us it is usually quite scattering except in meadow strctchos such

as occur at Blucwatcr, Mew Mexico, whore the grass is irrigated.
This specie;: is of doubtful value at altitudes below 4,000 foot with
u s •

Sinco seed can commonly be obtained on the market, nc attempt
is being made to raise this species in the nursery. In fact the

grass is so much more abundant in ether sections that we do not
attempt to collect seed. It is probable, however, that strains
can be selected and propagated in the nurseries which are more
drought-resistant than those normally found in the Dakotas or

Colorado. The hybrids of this, with crested wheat grass, should
receive special attention.

Alopccuru s yentricosus , Observational ^rork on the range may
chango our conception of many of our exotics, vvhile this grass is

low and not likely to produce much forage, its rhizomatous habit may
make it more valuable than others. Its resistance to drought has
not been ascertained,

*Andropogon glomoratus
,
Bushy Beard Grass, is widely distri-

buted from Mew England to California by way of the southern states.
In the Southwest it is a rare grass, being found only in deep can-
yons as the Grand Canyon, Fish Creek and Sycamore Canyons in Arizona.
It can commonly be distinguished by its long spathes or bracts which
extend beyond the very plumose seeds, and by its purplish color.
The culms are strongly tufted from a dense, hard base which has
numerous long, fibrous roots. vThore it can be persuaded to grow,
that is in places where there is some moisture, it is an excellent
soil binder. Up to the proscnt too little is known about its
palatability .and the situations in which it will grow, to make it
a significant grass in our erosion control work. Since it grows
well in the nursery, however, it should be tried in suitable situa-
tions in connection with our observational program.
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*Andropogon hallii, or Turkeyfoot, is widely distributed in

the central states west of the Mississippi and in the Rocky Moun-
tain regions. It also grows in Iowa. It is a tall, coarse grass
with plumose seed heads which grows by choice in very sandy regions.
It has large, creeping rhizomes. In eastern Mew Mexico and Colorado
it is an excellent sand binder. A grass which is considered to be
the same species but which has peculiar yellow heads, grows in the
Navajo region. This is called A. chrysocomus by some authors. It

is also a good sand binder.

*Andropogon furcatu s, Bluejoint Turkeyfoot, is a grass quite
similar to A, hall ii. It has shorter rhizomes and the finger-like
divisions of the seeding heads are narrower and loss plumose. It

grows in all the states of the Union except California, Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Nevada, In the Southwest, however, it is relative-
ly rare. From eastern How Mexico eastward and northward it becomes
of much greater importance. It is comparable to A, hallii as a sand
binder.

*Andropogon scoparius, the Prairie Beardgrass, grows in all
of the states of the United States except California, Nevada, Oregon
and "Washington. It is probably most abundant in the central western
states where it is a very important range grass. It is frequently
called Little Blue Stem and can be recognized by its bushy habit,
purplish tinge, single spikes of flowers and flexuous beards.
Within Region 8 it is commonly very scattering but nevertheless an
important part of the grass cover. It is common in eastern Hew
Mexico and the upland region east of Flagstaff. With us it is not
commonly considered a highly palatable grass.

Andropogon saccharo ide s , Silver Beard Grass. Perhaps A.
barbinodis should be considered along with A^ s accharoides . The two
are very similar, cannot be readily distinguished in the field and
have a similar range In Region 3. Perhaps the chief point in favor
of this grass is its ability to reproduce itself and "carry on" on
the range. It lias been tried successfully on small scale seeding
operations in the past. It commonly occupies swales, strips along
old roads and trails and other places where there is a little excess
moisture. It is a fair soil binder and makes fair forage when
young. Seed is difficult to collect except by hand as the plants
are too tall for the use of power machinery. Ho attempt has been
made to raise this species on increase plots in the nurseries.

Andropogon cirratus, Texas Beard Grass, Although this species
can hardly be considered a form of A. scoparius, it is very similar
to it in habit and environment. It is also comparable to. it as a

soil, binder and probably somewhat superior as forage. This species
is seldom found in pure stands and occurs in such rocky sites that





GHAMINEAE

seed cannot be collected by means of machinery. No attempt has

been made up to the present to raj se it in the nurseries and it

has not been planted in the field*

Aristida spp. -Most of the Three-Awns may well be considered

weeds on the range. Thoy are almost without exception indicators
of an overgrazed condition. They are unpalatable and for the most
part not exceptional as erosion control plants. One of those, ex-

ceedingly common throughout the Southwest, is an annual which is

abundant along highways and in waste places. This is A . a d scon s i on is,

Six-Weeks Three Awn, an introduction from the old world. In south-
ern Arizona, southern New Mexico and extending southward through
Mexico into South America, is A^ ternipes or Spider Crass, a grass
two to three feet high. In Santa Cruz County in Arizona in many
places it forms pure stands. The vcr- loose panicles give rise to

the name Spider Grass. Although it forms c complete ground cover
in places, the stand is seldom dense. Its palatability is relatively
low and its . rosion control value is certainly not equal to such
grasses as the Boutelcuas. A somewhat similar three-awn is --.

orcuttiana or Boggarstick Grass. It is less common but more widely
distributed from Texas to southern California than is A. ternipes.
It seldom forms pure stands and or. the whole is less valuable. It

may be said in passing that these two three-awns, A. ternipes and
A. orcuttiana, ere poorly named. Thoy do not hove three awns. Two
of the awns in each cose are rudimentary. For this reason they have
been confused with the Stipas and the Muhlenbergias.

Aristida divaricata or Poverty Three-Awn, is widely distri-
buted from Kansas to southern California. On hundreds of square
miles of overgrazed uplands it is abundant. Perhaps it should be
considered a godsend in the. land that man has mutilated. As it is

unpalatable -end promoted by overgrazing, it has an opportunity to
occupy land which would otherwise be barren.

Aristida barbate. , the Havard Three-Awn, extends from western
Texas to Arizona and central Mexico. It is much more common with
us on the plains of northern and eastern New Mexico than elsewhere.
It is a low grass with very open panicles which break off at matur-
ity and roll about in masses before the wine. It is valueless as
forage but is sufficiently abundant in places to be a fair soil
binder.

Aristida fend.leriana , Foadler Three-Awn, is widely distri-
buted through the wWtV~hTth us it is very common in the plains
country of eastern New Mexico and northern Arizona, frequently form-
ing almost pure stands. Like the others, however, its abundance
indicates range abuse. It is perhaps one of the better Ari-stidas
and is a fair soil binder.
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*Ari stida glabryata, Smooth Three-Awn, is a dense bunch grass

found in our range only in southern Arizona. Jt extends also into

lover California* According to Professor J. J. Thornber of the

University of Arizona, this is excellent forage grass. It is suf-

ficiently abundant in some places to be considered a good soil

b inde^.

Aristida hamuiosa is a Three-Awn. very closely resembling the

Poverty Three-Awn and often confused with it. According to

Hitchcock's lAanual of Grasses it is more common in Arizona than the

Poverty Three-Awn. Its range is fron Texas to southern California
and. south to Guatemala.

Three other Aristidas which arc more or less abundant in the

Southwest arc A. longisota , lied Throe-Awn 5 A. purpura sc ons , Arrow-
fcatherj and A. -ansa, .00ton Throo-Ar.n. Each one of these is

abundant in places but none are outstanding for forage or as soil

binders

.

Aristida pinnata , .Pinnate Three-Awn. Enlow reports this
grass to be remarkable as a sand binder in Asia Kinor, There it

grows largo and forms spreading clumps which are effective soil

binders in sand dunes. In the nursery at Tucson this and a couple

of varieties are rather indifferent and thus far do not come up to
expectations. Until they have been tried extensively, however, they
will not be given up. In the mosquito sand dune regions of Texas
and Now ncxico, in the drifting sands along the Rio Grande and in
the Shinncries of eastern New 1'exico, this species or its varieties
may find a worthwhile place. Unfortunately we are not in a position
at present to establish observational plots in these regions.

Astrcbla lappacea. '..hat is in a common name 1 "any of our
exotics have not "yet" acquired common names v.

rith us. This grass
night be designated as aat Tail iron its very long, slender curved
spikes of seeds. "vVhilo the culms are two foot or more in length,
the bunches do not stand nearly so high as both culms and leaves
curve, the spikes often touching the ground. The culms and seed
spikes of this species are coarse, >-hilc this appears to be a

grass well adapted tc oui warmer sites, its use may be United by
the difficult;," in collecting the seed, the grass being very hard
to mow because of the recurved habit of stems and leaves.

*Astrebla elynoides. This night be called the slender rat-
tail as the seed spikes are much more slender than the Last named
specj.es. It is very similar in habit and probably the two could
be used ind iscriminatel'-.
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*Boutoloua ourtigpadula , Side Oats Grama, is one of our most

widely distributed grama grasses but it seldom fons pure stands of

large extent, being usually nixed with other grasses such as the

Blue, Rothrock or Spruce gramas* It is excellent forage and with-
stands grazing fairly well. It is one of our best from the stand-

point of seed gemination and case of production in the nursery. In

order to avoid the necessity of travel and the expense of hand-

stripping we have planted seventy-five acres in the nurseries* Since

this lends itself so well to cultivation we should look forward to

having farmers and ranchers produce our seed.

*Bontoloua eriopoda, Black Grama, is •.•ore restricted in its

distribution than Blue Grama, It, however, forns pure stands over

wide areas almost throughout our range. In 1936 seed was collected
east of Dolor., Hew I'.'cxicc on the Jorn&do F.ange in southern Few rlexico

and northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona. In 1337 seed collecting was

confined to the Flagstaff region. It has been stated tkv'c it requires
o. line coil but this is not always evident from casual observations.
For example, a luxurious stand was located in the foothills of the
Baboquivari mountains, a region largely composed of igneous rocks.

Fhilo this grass is highly stoloniferous it does not with-
stand grazing as well as Blue Grama. The sites, however, indicate
that it is more drought-resistant.

The Forest Service has had considerable success in transplant-
ing this species fre— one site- to another. The system they use is

called the Paper Bag method. By it a snail clump cr plant is lifted
on a shovel and placed at once in a i;o. G cr !7o. 10 Kraft paper bag,
top up, and the bag closed and placed in the bed of a truck. After
a loo.d or these bags has been obtained it is taken to the pln.nti.ng

ground and planted at once. Ir planting, a shovel is pushed into
the ground and forced to one side to open up a hole. Into this the
entire paper bag is pushed and the soil packed against it. As it

is left in the field the top of the bag is open and protrudes
slightly above-ground. This scorns to protect th< young plant fror.

the drying wind and fro:" rodents and insects.

Commonly it is much more difficult to obtain, good seed of
Black Grama than of Blue, and the grain in the former not infrequent-
ly fails to form. It is hoped that we may get satisfactory results
on our increase plots at ATbuquerqu;' and Pima, -five acres at the
former and ten acres at the latter place. ..e should be able to as-
certain whether it is feasible to propagate it for seed production.
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*Bouteloua gracilis , Blue Grama, is probably suited to a voider

range of conditions in the Southwest than any other grass. It is a

grass, however, that has suffered severely fro:: overgrazing and from

ill-advised attempts at dry land faming. Our conditions in these

respects are no different from those in eastern Colorado, Kansas and

Nebraska. There are vd.de stretches of country in eastern New Ilexico,

formerly in Blue Grama, which have been plowed and later abandoned,

the land coming up to annual weeds such as Mussian Thistle. On the

overgrazed areas the common weed coming in the wake of the grass is

one of several species of Turpentine h'eed (Gutierrezia) . These are
variously reported as being acceptable browse to being seriously
poisonous. It is certain that in some sections stock poisoning
occurs when there is practically nothing on the range but the tur-
pentine bush. Available moisture seems to play a very important
part in the behavior of the turpentine bush and the Blue Grama. In

1934 the drought was so severe in southern Hew I'exico that the tur-
pentine bush came on by the thousands. It seems likely that the
grass on a properly managed range would take advantage of a situa-
tion like this as the small seedlings can but poorly compete with
the grass. One thing is certain, the grass is better equipped to
withstand drought than most of the accompanying vegetation.

Dr. E. If, Hardies, Assistant Agronomist at our nursery at
Pima, Arizona, is growing Blue- Grama from several localities. There
is a great variation in the species and doubtless some forms with-
stand, extreme abuse better than others. For example, we have one
strain from the vest slope of the Iluachucas which withstood the
trampling of stock-

, turkeys and chickens in a barnyard. Nr. E,

Telford, laanager of the Boil Conservation Service Nursery at

Colorado Springs, Colorado, has a clump in his nursery that is

strongly rhizomatous

•

**hile this species is sufficiently abundant on the range
that it should not be necessary to grow it on the nursery for seed
production, it seems likely that choice ranges receiving some over-
flow should be selected and cared for to assure the production

each year of a high grade of seed. In the not distant future, also,
definite strains doubtless should bo grown to suit certain condit-
ions. To .ascertain the feasibility of growing this species for
seed production a five-acre plot has been planted at Chiprock, Hew
fexico* Blue Grama is not uncommon in southern New I'exico and in
southern Arizona. Under tho -ore severe drought conditions there,
however, it docs not survive overgrazing as well as it does further
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*Bouteloua chondro s io.ide s ,
Spruce-Top Grama, This is a grama

which is confined to a relatively small range in our region. It

occurs, however, in extreme western Texas and in northern hexico.

It is a firm rooted bunch grass of excellent erosion control and

forage value, because of the scattering nature of this species and

the rough country in which it grows , an attempt will he made to raise
it for seed in the nurseries at Tucsor and Pima,

houteloua eludons , Santa Cruz Grama, This very promising

grass is confined in our range to extreme southern Arizona. It sel-

dom grows in pure stands and has not been located in sufficient

quantity any place to warrant its collection by machinery, As this

has excellent erosion control value and is a good forage plant, we

hope to be able to raise it in increase plots in the nurseries at

Tucsor and. Pima, It is a dense bunch grass with numerous short

spikes to each culm and abundant basal leaves, Professor Thornber

says that this grass was named 3, eludons by i-'r, Griffiths of the
United States Department of Agriculture", because in spite of the

extensive collections and careful stud]' of grasses in southern
Arizona by Professor Thornber, this particular species had eluded
him as well as other plant collectors in the region prior to
Dr. Griffiths' trip to the region.

*Eouteloua breviscta, Alkali Grama, This is one of our raro
grasses, being confined to western Texas and southern hew bexico in

our range. It, however, extends into Old hexico. Its range is

limited possibly by its soil requirements. It grows by choice in

gypsum sands or in rocky calcareous soils. On the borders of the
hhite Sands of hew hexico it is one of the chief grasses but at that
it is quite scattering. On the ridges above the bottomless Lakes
it is abundant end constitutes the chief grass, A strain of this
species forms pure stands on the rocky slopes of hills north of
man Horn, Texas, In general appearance it resembles blue Grama but
is much more wiry and has a rather open wood]/ base. Contrary to
what night be expected this grass grows beautifully in the nursery
and produces much leafage. While it docs not have a rhizomatous
base it stools freely in sandy soil and forms a very effective
erosion control agent. As very little seed of this grass has been
collected wc arc gradually getting an increase block through seed
collected from the initial trial planting. It is well worthy of
trial in very dry cites, especially in calcareous or gypsum soils.

Jknvteloua hirsuta, Hairy Grama, closely resembles Blue Grama,
It does not, however, produce so dense a sod and docs not commonly
form pure stands. It is very difficult to find on any range where
anything but banc! strippers can be used in seed collection. Plants
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from different localities show great variation, for example, those

from west Texas generally have very short spikes and the plants are

low, while plants of the same species from Turkey Creek in the "Shite

Mountains of Arizona are tall and have long hairy spikes. The spe-

cies is widely distributed in the central and southwestern states.

Because of the difficulty experienced in collecting pure seed we

have planted ten acres on the nurseries for increase.

* Bouteloua rothrockii. The Bothrock Grama closely remsmbles
Blue Grama grass but has several more spikes to the culms and does

not form so dense a sod. By stockmen it is usually considered to

"be little better than the annual Boutelouas and it is a question
whether it should bo planted except in mixture with more valuable
gramas such as Side Oats and Hairy Grama. Seed germination tests

have on the whole been very disappointing but field tests on the

range in the San Simon Valley have shewn promising results. Out-

side of Mexico this species is confined to extreme southwestern
New Mexico and extreme southern Arizona.

Bouteloua barhata, Six ".Seeks Grama, is a grama closely re-

sembling S. rothrockii. It is probably the best of our six-weeks
grasses, coming on rapidly after the summer rains begin. It is a

good nurse crop and makes fair forage. B. aristido i des is our other

six-weeks grama. It is more abundant than B'. barbata , probably
because it is much less palatable. Seed can be collected of both
of these on limited areas by Feppard strippers.

Bouteloua un iflora , Slender Side Oats Grama. This is a grama
closely resembling side oats but more slender and usually not so

tall. It is much more limited in its distribution, being confined,
according to Hitchcock, to western Texas in our range. It is rather
common in the San Antonio mountains but nowhere abundant. It is

possible that it is inferior to side oats. Sufficient seed has been
collected to plant a small row for observational purposes.

Buchloe dactyl o ides, Buffalo Grass, comes into Begion 8 only
in eastern Now Mexico. It does not hold the significant place here
that it does east of us but what little work has been done with it

indicates that it can be induced to occupy sites much further west.
At present it is growing in lawns at the State University and at
the Soil Conservation Service Nursery at Tucson. In these places
it receives some irrigation. The plant, however, is able to with-
stand extreme drought once it becomes established. In the Clovis
region in New Mexico the combination of heavy grazing and drought
killed much of the vegetation in 1D34. The ground looked perfectly
bare, scarcely a hare grass caudex showing, -a veritable land of
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desolation. As soon as rains cane the Buffalo grass made a remark-

able recover;'.

Buffalo grass does not occur in our territory in sufficient

abundance to warrant seed collection. As a result we must rely on

a supply of seed from elsewhere. V,e plan, however, to collect

enough pistillate plants to establish a small area on the Albuquerque

Fursery with just enough pistillate plants to insure fertilization.

Bromus anomalus, ITodding Brome. This specie? is very widely
distributed throughout our range, occurring at moderate altitudes
with a fair rainfall. It is perhaps our most drought-resistant per-

ennial brome. It is only fair as a soil erosion control plant but
males s good forage. This species is nowhere sufficiently abundant
to be collected by machinery in our region and up to the present
nothing more than samples of seed 'nave boon collected and no nursery
increase planting has been made.

Bromus carinatus, California drome. In 1935 we obtained
seversl thousand, pounds of what we called d. polyanthus, at Flagstaff,
Arizona, f. polyanthus, according to Hitchcock, is merely a for?- of

3. carinatus. This species (B. carinatus), is very widely distribu-
ted throughout our range and far to the north and east. It is per-
haps our best perennial brome for moderate to high altitudes. The
comparatively low altitude of our projects has precluded the exten-
sive use of this species outside of the state of Utah. This season
we have contracted for several thousand pounds, all of which will be
used on Utah projects.

This species is handled much as wheat or oats, being either
mowed or harvested with a binder and threshed. It is a crop that
can be grown readily by ranchmen. It is probably best to plant
seed in the fall at about ben to twelve pounds per acre.

Bromus tcctorum, Downy Chess, is a short-lived annual brome
grass introduced in the United States some years ago. It has spread
like wildfire in the warmer sections of the south and southwest.
Owing to the fact that it is so short-lived and that it dries up so
completely, this is all but useless* In fact it is generally con-
sidered a nuisance or a weed. It can usually be recognized by its
slender habit and its purplish tinge.

*£al_amagrostis psoudophragmites, Fake Cane Grass. This exotic
has all the earmarks of a grass which may be difficult to control
if planted in cultivated fields. It is a rather coarse grass with
long rhizomes which sprout freely. Vfiilc it has some of the chara-
cteristics of -Johnson grass it is not poisonous to stock under any
condition or at any season. The growth is not so luxuriant as that of
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Johnson grass. This is an ideal grass for swales where floods give
a little extra water. It seems to be one that may be expected to

escape and to carry on for itself once it is established in favor-
able sites.

*CaJ.amovilfa gigantea, Giant Sand Grass. There are several
grasses which nay prove very valuable in our erosion control work
which must be classed as special use plants. This is true of our
giant Calamovilfa. It cannot be recommended as a forage plant or

even for general erosion control purposes but it is par excellence
as a sand binder, particularly along dry desert washes such as are
to be found in the Petrified Forest of Arizona. Its natural dis-
tribution is North Dakota to Texas and west to Arizona. Not only
does it have rhizomes which quite effectually bind the sand but it

is of sufficient size (1-2 meters high), to check the winds. Up to

1938 we had been able to obtain only a handful of seed. This will
be used in the nursery where the plant can be kept under observa-
tion and possibly a small amount of seed produced.

*Chloris berroi, Finger Grass. Some of the Chlorises are an-

nual weeds of rather low palatability. This is an exotic perennial
which forms dense stands and seeds itself vigorously at Tucson. Up
to the ^resent we have not tried any experiment to determine its

palatability except that we know it is sufficiently tasty to please
jack rabbits. It thrives with little irrigation but has not been
tried on the range. At Shiprock it freezes out in winter but may
bo used as an annual in our colder regions.

Chloris cucullata, Texas Finger Grass. In Western Texas
this Chloris appears more like an indifferent weed found occas-
ionally along bottom lands in the foothills, but plants in the nur-
sery are perhaps two feet tall and form excellent large, leafy
clumps. It is a drought resistant grass which responds nicely to

a little care and water.

Dactylis glonerata, Orchard Grass, has been so widely dis-
tributed tnat we no longer think of it as an exotic. Seed can be
obtained from seed houses. It is an excellent meadow and pasture
grass and escapes rapidly. It Is not well adapted to our desert
types but grows woll in moist cites at practically all altitudes.

Digitaria e riantha var. stolonifera. This exotic is related
to the common crab grass found in lawns and orchards. It is coar-
ser and a more vigorous grower with long stolons. It has not been
tried on the range but indications are that where there is a little
extra moisture it will be an excellent soil binder and furnish good
forage. It seems hardy at Tucson.
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Elymus gigantea. Under nursery conditions this grows very

much like cat-tails in swamps, having heavy culms and coarse leaves.

Its forage value is probably low but its heavy rhizomatous roots

suggest it as a good erosion control plant. It is a native of

Siberia and has been grown in this country as an ornamental only.

*Elymus sabulosus. One of the most vigorous and tenacious
soil binders we have under cultivation is this exotic rye grass.

The roots spread ranidly and sprout abundantly. The blades are

light green, coarse and harsh, and the stems are stout. The grass

requires very little irrigation and where sand piles among the culms

the growth becomes more vigorous. This has not yet been tried on

the range and no feeding experiments have been conducted,

Elyonurus barbiculmis. In the extreme southwest are to be

found some grasses which have their maximum, development in T'exico

and which arc little known to the usual agrostologist in the south-
west. One of those is Elyonurus barbiculmis . It is a rather
coarse grass l\ to 2

;

<- feet high with a dense mass of perennial
roots, along the Mexican line from the south end of the Huachuca
Mountains to the region south of Rubv, Arizona, this is in places
an important part of the grass cover and of the available forage.
It occurs also in southwestern Texas. Up to the present we have not
tried this in the nurseries. Indications in the field are that it

should be hardy far north of its present range. This is assumed
from the fact that it grows at altitudes which are cold in winter.

*Distichlis stricta, Desert Salt Grass, also often called
Alkali grass, is extremely widely distributor, throughout the west
and Mexico. It is a moisture and alkali lover, being confined to
moist alkali meadows • It is a short grass with very sharp leaves
and short spikes. It has largo, often very long rhizomes. For
this reason it constitutes an excellent soil binder. Y»hcrever the
water table is lowered, however, the grass soon disappears because
of water shortage. It is probably of much greater value for for-
age than is generally thought. Cattle and horses at certain sea-
sons of the year are soon, feeding on It in great numbers. Its

palatability, however, is usually considered low.

Echinochloa colonum, 'Jungle dice. Throughout the south this
grass grows as a weed on waste land and in gardens and cultivated
land. It is v?r r common In the nursery at Tucson. In habit it is

almost prostrate, and can readily be recognized by the rather broad
leaves which are cros alined, with, purple. It is an annual, and may
have some value for erosion control as a ground cover on wasteland
where there is som.G overflow. It is not sufficient!" abundant to
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be considered of value for forage.

*Eragrostis curvula, Giant Love Grass. In 1934 "the nursery
at Tucson received" a small packet of seed of Eragro stis curvula , a

perennial grass from South Africa. In 1937 the first seed crop in-

crease from the original packet was more than two tons of cleaned
seed. A second crop was harvested later. It yielded slightly less.

This grass is an exotic and was grown under irrigation. It remains
green practically the entire year and produces a heavy hay and seed
crop early. A seed crop was harvested at Tucson by June 15 in 1937*
Experiments on the range indicate that the grass is very drought
resistant and able to reseed itself at least to some extent. To be

sure no such results on yield can be anticipated from open range
grass but if it can withstand our dry seasons and provide a grass
cover as well as desirable forage, it should prove to be a worth-
while contribution.

Since this grass provides forage of fair value and can be
readily cut for hay, there may be those who will desire to raise the
grass either as hay or as a seed crop. At present there is no call
for the seed owing to the fact that ranchers and farmers do not
know anything about the grass. When it is learned, however, that
about three tons of hay can be produced per acre per year and that
this has none of the objectionable features of Johnson grass or that
approximately 1,000 pounds of seed can be harvested per acre per year,
many ranchers may desire to grow a small acreage of it*

This grass was tried in 1937 in several localities to deter-
mine its ability to survive and to reproduce itself on the range.

Observations on these plantings will largely determine future policy
in growing this grass for seed on the nurseries. It has been sug-

gested since this is likely to freeze out in our colder regions,
that it be tried as an annual. YiTith this in mind seed will be

planted in othor regions than the Gila. Seed planted in 193^ °n the

Albuquerque Nursery produced a good stand. While this stand was
quite severely injured during the winter of 1936-37* there was still

a marked survival.

Eragrostis lehmanniana, Geniculate Love Grass. Seed of this
exotic from South Africa was sent to the nursery at Tucson labeled
E. parosa At the beginning of the second season it was discovered
to be a well rooted perennial and as E. parosa is an annual the
name was revised, This is not as heavy a hay yielder as E. curvula
nor does it rroducc so much seed. In the spring when E. curvul a
is a rani: luscious growth of green, this grass is merely beginning
to show a little new growth. While all of this may seem to recommend
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E. ourvulr it door not prove its superiority on the range. The

excellent root system and the tendency of E. Ichmanniam to re-

main dormant during the very dry spring months, may make it more

sturdy .and drought resistant in our dry climate. It grows rapidly

in the summer and produces a seed crop early enough to assure a

second crop after the first is cut and harvested. This grass is

being tried on the range on sites similar to those used for
E. curvula.

*Bragr ostio chloromelas, Seed of a third eaotic perennial

Eragrostis from "South Africa "was received at the same time the seed

of E. le-hmanniana was received. In growth habit it is between the

two just discussed. It is a handsome grass which can be depended
upon to produce tvo crops of seed a season. It is being tried
along with the others on the open range and further reports on it

can bo orepeated. The above determination may be revised later,

Eragrostis brizantha. This eaotic from South Africa is

coarse and' spreading but it not stoloniferous. It is probably much
inferior to Lh^ lehmann ia'na for our purposes.

Eragrostis obtusiflora, Stoloniferous Love Grass. In our

region this is a relatively rare grass. At any rate it is but
slightly known to /*ur personnel. Where it grows near V'illcox,

Arizona, however, it is abundant and forms pure stands. It is re-
ported, from southwestern New Mexico also. It is harsh to the touch,
has very stiff, sharp-pointed leaves, and forms long rhizomes and

stolons. The flats on which it grows are strongly alkaline and very
wet for short seasons but the ground, soon becomes dry and very hard
and baked. For sites of this kind this grass is probably superior
to Distichlis, In spite of its harshness this grass is quite heavily
grazed at times according to reports.

Wo have only a small experimental olot of this at present
and no seed has been collected. Its characteristics are so out-
standing, however, that it seemed well to discuss it briefly.

Pestuca arizonica, Arizona fescue. At present our program
of erosion control takes us into higher altitudes very little,
first, because the erosion problem, there is not usually so acute
and second, because this work is usually within the boundaries of
the Hational forests and they assume the duties of soil conserva-
tion there. Perhaps, however, a few of the grasses which arc note-
worthy erosion control agents at higher altitudes should be men-
tioned. One of the most important of these in the pine timber and
in the upland parks, it the Arizona Fescue, It is a grass which
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has long narrow leaves and forms dense clumps anchored to the ground

by a mass of fibrous roots. Tv.ro other grasses of similar habit but

not at all related are Dlepharoneuron tricholepis and Fuhlenbergia
montana. These three often form the greater part of the upland
meadows and small parky in the pine timber. In places north of the

Grand Canyon Festuca idahoensis replaces F. arizorica. It is very
similar and the two are hard, to distinguish.

Festuca elc.tior, meadow Fescue. Seed of this can be obtained
on the market. It is a common meadow grass suitable for more moist
sites at practically all altitudes. It is not extremely drought
resistant. It was introduced many years ago from Eurasia and has

escaped in many quarters about the country. It is worthy of careful
observational work in the field.

Festuca arundinacea. This Fescue is very similar to F,

elatior and is probably no better or worse for erosion controT work.
It does well under irrigation at Tucson.

Hilar in belangeri. This is quite commonly called Curly
Fesquite. It ranges through western Texas, southern Hew Mexico,
southern Arizona, and northern Fcxico, where it often covers exten-
sive areas in pure stands. It is very aggressive, withstanding
drought and quite severe grazing. It seems to be spreading into
new territory. The sites en which it seems to thrive best are
rocky slopes and mesas where the soil is heavy. The culms arc
short but rather lone stolons arc produced which root at the nodes
and produce now bunches of grass, Fhile the sites on which it

grows arc not those which are usually subject to severe erosion, the
roots and stolons act as excellent soil binders. It is highly
palatable especially to cattle and horses.

Our use of this valuable grass will be very limited unless
we are able to produce seed in the nurseries. In its native haunts
it fruits very sparsely and the ground is commonly so rocky that
seed cannot be collected with power or horse-drawn strippers. Six-
teen pounds of cleaned seed was collected in 1936 and this was used
in the nursery in increase plots, two acres being, planted at Pima.

Hilar in jamesii, Galleta Grass. Grasses which can be
expected tc stage a come-back after severe overgrazing are few.
Among these few Galleta is outstanding. On stretches of land in
southern Utah, northern Arizona and northern Few Mexico where sheep
and cattle have bee-', run during extremely dry yesrs and where the
grass cover has all but disappeared, this gra 3 3 recovers rapidly
whore it is given the slightest chance. .'.lien you add to this its
high palatability end its excellent erosion control value due to





its strong rhizoinatous character, ,rou have a well nigh perfect
grass for sites on which it will grow. On the Navajo Reservation
east of the Chuska Mountains this is probably the dominant grass
and one that is coining in abundantly on the fenced areas along the

highway between Gallup and Shiprock, New Mexico. Mexican Springs

reports it to be much more palatable for sheep and goats than
Agropyron smithii, another very important grass in this region.
In the hi If or d region of southern Utah on areas heavily overgrazed
by sheep, this grass shows a more rapid recovery than probably any

other of that region. If given a chance it could be expected to

relieve the severe erosion during flood time in southern Utah,
It should be remarked, also, that this grass is to be found in a

very wide range of conditions and soil types. It thrives best on

rather heavy soil that gets some overflow.

Collecting seed of this species offers a problem. Often

beautifully headed grass is very short in caryepscs, the grass is

commonly spcrsc or, the ground, and the stands arc scattering. The

growth of this species adjacent to irrigation ditches at Shiprock
suggests the desirability of planting and irrigating it for seed
production. Five acres have been planted at Shiprock for seed
production,

Hilar

i

mutica, Tobosa. In the southern part of our range
tobosa occupies sites comparable to those occupied by II. janesii in

northern New Mexico and Arizona, It is somewhat more confined, how-
ever, to the heavy soils along swales which receive overflow during
the rainy season. It is poorly appreciated by stockmen and perhaps
by Soil Conservation Service men because of its extreme abundance
and its habit of forming masses of old dry leaves and dense clumps
which make the ground rough, A careful study in the management of
ranges on which it occurs might greatly increase the appreciation
of this species. Its erosion control value cannot be questioned
but it is highly probable that proper grazing and treatment of

these lands would increase both the erosion control value and for-
age value. Mr. Riggs, proprietor of the Riggs Ranch out of Villi cox,
Arizona, reports this species to be one of the most valuable on his
range. It seems likely that system tic discing of the land would
prevent the formation of dense clumps and help the grass to spread
to the low places caused by stock paths and water courses.

This grass has short i-hizom.es but does not spread as widely
by them as does E. jamcsi i. The collection of seed is not difficult
in fields that are smootl: "enough to permit the use of power or

horse-drawn strippers. "Jhile the growing of this species in the
nursery is hardly desirable, it seems likely that much greater
•".mounts of seed and seed of a much higher grade could be obtained
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from fields properly levelled by discing and systematically flooded

during the rainy season. Sometimes entire fields of this species

are badly infested with ergot and these must be carefully avoided.

*Hilaria rigida, Big Galleta. A'e do not commonly expect

to find grasses in this country which can be classed as bushes.

Big Galleta, however, has woody perennial stems and branches at

the base much like many of our shrubs. It is very common and in

many places abundant in our warmest regions of the southwest

where the rainfall frequently falls below three inches per annum.

In many places it grows flowers and fruits almost continuously
throughout the year, its periods of activity depending on the rain-
fall rather than on the season. Almost pure stands of it occur in

the Kingman, Arizona region, on the plains east of Yuma, and on many
of the lowlands in the extreme southwestern part of Arizona, It

seems to have little choice in soil requirements, growing equally
well in regions of drifting sand and rather heavy adobe soil. It

is not uncommon well up in the mountains on very rocky slopes.

Owing to the Arery bunchy nature of this grass it can hardly
be classed as an excellent erosion control agent. Its wide dis-
tribution, however, permits the wider distribution of stock, thus
preventing heavy trampling in localized areas.

VJhile the palatability of this species is lowwhen the entire
plant is comidcrcd, it produces ' a relatively large -amount of pala-

table loaves which form a large part of the forage in certain regions.

Several attempts have been made to transplant ""the heavy rhi-
zomes of this plant in the nursery without success, and young seed-
lings seem to have a low tolerance for alkali* The use of this very
valuable species will donend almost entirely on the development of
nursery or seed collecting technique. The plant must be induced
by some system of cutting back or harvesting to produce seed at
definite intervals. This may be accomplished in the field or with
cultivated plants in the nursery,

Hyparrhonia hirta . This exotic is a bunch grass which forms
dense clumps about four feet or more high. It seems well suited
for a lo'vY windbreak and as a sand binder, though it is not creeping
or rhizomatouc . It is not hardy in the cooler p-rts of our region.
Hitchcock reports it as probably having little forage value.

Tool eric, cri stata, June Grass • This is widely distributed
in the west and southwest. Anile it does not comonlv or possibly,

over, form pure stands, it still constitutes an appreciable 1 part
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of the gra.SE over large areas* This species is so extremely var-

iable as to be frequently unreoognized. It may be that the species

will eventually be divided into two or more distinct species or at

any rate, varieties. There seems to be considerable variation in the

moisture conditions of the different forms of the June Grass. Its

natural home seems to be the open meadows, plateaus and plains in

and adjoining the Rocky Fountains. Recently a form was found quite
abundant on the hills between Safford and Clifton. The site seems
much drier than that normal to this grass and it may prove to be a

strain better adapted to our arid conditions.

Lycurus phleoides , Texas Timothy, This seldom grows in pure
stands in our range. It, however, is rather abundant in eastern
New Mexico and in limited areas in southern Arizona* "«tfhile it is

not one of our outstanding grasses, its rather high palatability
and fair root system, combined with good seed production, commend
it. "ve have planted an acre of it at Albuquerque and if seed can
be produced in this way the lowered cost of harvesting may warrant
its more extensive use.

Muhlonb ergia . The genus Muhlonbergia (or the Muhlys), con-
stitutes an enormous group of grasses in the southwest. They are
so numerous that they will only be discussed very briefly here:

Muhlenbergia asperifolia, Scratch Grass. In the nursery at
Tucson this shows some of the characteristics so desirable in an
erosion control grass. It has abundant rhizomes and forms a rather
dense sod. It grows in quite dense alkali* Its usefulness is

limited by its moisture requirements, as it grows only in moist or
wet soil. It has a wide natural distribution occuring throughout
the west*

Muhlenbergia dumosa, Oane Muhly. This is one of the grass
curiosities of "the south'west* The slender canes are perennial and
"branch quite freely. They arc leafy from bottom to top with slen-
der soft leaves which give the entire plant a plumose appearance.
This grass is a handsome ornamental and it is sometimes used as
such by those who arc acquainted with it. The places in which it

grows arc nearly as unusual as the grass itself. This must be so

for the grass is so little known. In places in the Baboquivari
Mountains of Irizona, however, it forms pure stands in secluded
spots where there is little or no grazing. It is to be found also
in the Santa hita and Santa Catalina Mountains and along Sycamore
Canyon in Santa Cruz County, Arizona. Its distribution is
probably much wider even in Arizona. Where it grows in pure stands
the stout rhizomes almost completely fill the top soil and the





bunches of grass cling tenaciously to the ground. What appears to

be a wonder grass seems to have some limiting factors,- it does not
seem to be able to withstand grazing; the hard solid perennial
stems and the tender leaves all seem to go; the grass does not
seem to produce a good crop of seed often; and finally, it is con-
fined to relatively warm sites. Observations in the field and in
the nursery may enable us to use it to a limited extent.

Muhlenberg ia emersleyi, Bull Grass, is very common in the
mountains of southern Arizona, southern New Mexico and western Texas.
It is a large coarse bunch-grass, often three or four feet high
with a plumose head of flowers. It is quite palatable, especially
for horses. It has a dense mass of roots and serves as a fair ero-
sion control grass. It grows well in the nursery but seems to pro-
duce no viable seed or practically none. This grass is not likely
to gain any general uso in our program because of its low seed
productivity in the nursery. It can be recommended for ornamental
purposes

.

Muhlenbergia porteri. This grass played an important part
in the early history of the southwest. While its range is probably
as great as it ever was, its abundance has decreased under heavy
grazing until in many places it has all but disappeared where it

was formerly the chief forage. From its habit of occupying clumps
of brush, mesquite and catclaws, it is often called Mesquite Grass.

Formerly, however, it was called Hoe Grass from the fact that those

gathering it hoed it out of the bushes. In fact this was the only
way it was collected, hundreds of tons being gathered each year
and sold at the forts in early days for horse feed.

This grass has very long culms, often four or five feet in

length on ungrazed plants but the culms which are slender and wiry
recurve, fall to the ground and root at the nodes. Thus a single
plant often produces a round-topped clump several feet across and
three or more feet high. Unlike most of our native grasses, the
culms are perennial and large clumps are often the accumulated
growth of several years. In spite of the hard, wiry nature of the
old culms stock, if given a chance, eat the plants down to the ground.
It becomes evident that this species can be grown only where grazing
is rigidly controlled.

It has been found that the seed of this grass germinates
readily and the young plants thrive on open ground where no protect-
ion from brush is available. A small wisp of hay or brush, however,
will often protect the small plant and enable it to become estab-
lished. Mr. Collins, Assistant Agronomist on the Gila Project,
reports that their best results in seeding denuded areas to grass
have been obtained with this species. He also reports that it has
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not been necessary to apply a hay mulch to obtain these results.
I Ir « Hamilton, Regional Agronomist, suggests an experiment in seed-

ing range land with the grass by permitting the seeds which are

very light, to be blown about during a heavy wind storm. He be-

lieves the seed will lodge at the base of bushes and germinate
there. If such a method proves feasible and sufficient seed can
be produced, there may be a chance to rejuvenate some of our old Hoe

Grass ranges.

As it is much easier to obtain seed from nursery grown plants
than from those growing in brush or on the range,' a patch of about
two acres has boon established on the nursery at Tucson and three
acres at tho Gafford Nursery* "While many of the plants arc small
it seems evident that wc shall soon, have excellent stands and we
shall be able to obtain seed from them* As the plant seeds for
several months, the ripening is similarly drawn out, making the col-
lection of seed slow and difficult. The seed, too, are so small
that threshing is all but impossible. These difficulties have led
to the practice of raking out the tops with the contained inflores-
cences and running them through a rubbing machine which breaks up
the heads and tops. Instead of attempting to get the pure caryopscs
tho entire mass of macerated material is used in seeding. The fine
broken up hay is spread out on the areas where seeding is desired,
the hay forming a protective mulch. Promising results have been
obtained in this way.

Special emphasis should be placed on the erosion control
value of this grass* A. ,7* Bayer in writing about the erosion pro-
blem in the Thornveld in South Africa, emphasizes the apparent fact
that trees in arid regions often promote, instead of retard, erosion.
This seems to be the case in some sections of the southwest where
mesquite growth has become so abundant that grasses are precluded.
VShile doubtless it will be difficult to establish this grass in
dense stands of mesquite, it secr.s to have distinct ability to grow
in these bushes where the stands are not too dense and, according
to observation of ranchmen, and others, frequently to cause their
death. The erosion control value of the grass is doubtless greater
than that of the tree or shrub.

It should, be mentioned that a. part of tho difficulty experi-
enced in raising this grass comes from the persistent habit of jack
rabbits in eating up the plants before they become established.
Thus far we have resorted to poisoning rather than enclosing the areas
in rabbit-proof fence. '

* r
Tuhlenborg i.' pungens, Blowout muhly. It is probable that

much of the Navajo Indian Reservation now covered more or less
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completely by Ephedra viridis and Nuhlenbergia pungens , was once

covered by other plants. At present, however, much of the wind-

blown sandy area is so completely taken by these two species that

a definite statement regarding the original vegetation seems con-

jectural. This species likes the drifting sands where the move-

ment is not too severe and since it forms dense clumps, spreads by
creeping rhizomes and is quite unpalatable even to sheep and goats.

It is an ideal sand binder. Our knowledge of. its propagation is

nil at present and reports must await the results of observational
planting which the Nursery Section or the Navajo agronomists can

make in the future, Vihile it seeds abundantly, the only way seed

can be conveniently collected is with hand strippers because of

the extreme roughness of sites on which it grows. Incidentally,
it should be mentioned that this is ono of our riost handsome
grasses well worthy of trial as an ornamental. This species reaches
its maximum development in northern Arizona and northern New Mexico
but extends as far north as Y/yoming and South Dakota in the Rocky
Mountains.

*Muhlenbcrgia ropens, Creeping I'uhly, Among the plants which
have taken advantage of the severe overgrazing of the range in some

of the southwestern mountains, is M, ropens. It is very low in

palatability and as it spreads raplcTly by creeping rhizomes and
forms dense carpets, it is an ideal erosion control plant. Like
all other plants, it is limited in its usefulness by the site
requirements* It, however, covers hundreds of acres of the gentle
slopes in such mountains as the Capitans of New Mexico and the Dos

Cabezos of Arizona. It has a persistent habit of closing in on

small water courses started by cow trails and old wagon or auto
ruts. On gentle slopes and in the bottoms of swales it is an al-
most perfect desilter, ^ little of it planted on the nursery at
Tucson has grown vigorously and spread rapidly by rhizomes but not
by seed. On the range it is not easy to locate good seed. A good
collection, however, was made in 1337, Since it is very low it is

best collected by means of lawn mowers with the usual hopper attach-
ment. Its natural distribution is western Texas, New Mexico and
Arizona. It doubtless is widespread in northern Chihuahua also but
thus far it has been reported from but one locality.

*Muh 1enberg ia rigens. Deer Grass, as this one is often cal-
led, is confined to rather moist places usually in the beds of
rocky washes and to steep usually north-facing slopes in the extreme
southwest. It has rather coarse, stiffly erect stems from a tough
hard rhizomatous base which is calculated to held its ground even
in severe floods. In fact the clumps anchor themselves sc tightly
to the rocks that viator merely bends the culms downstream after
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which they promptly bee one erect or send up new culms. In spite

of the coarseness of the sterns stock oat the grass down very close

but the hard knotty base soon sends up new culms. In fact this is

a grass that is very hard to defeat in its proper site. Its chief

limitation is that it requires considerable moisture. In the nur-
sery it produces at least two excellent crops of hay and seed.

Muhlcnbergia longil igula , Slender Bull Grass, is a tall

bunch grass closely resembling H« emers leyi . It does not have awns

on the spikelets and the lower sheaths are not compressed-keeled.
This is a good forage grass from western Texas to southern Arizona
and Mexico.

Huhlenbergig. subpatens. Beardless Bull Grass. Hitchcock's
Manual makes this species* a 'synonym of M, emersleyi. Field obser-
vations, however, indicate that it a well defined species which fre-
quently hybridizes with II. emersleyi » A form in the &os Cabezos
Mountains of southern Arizona is less than two feet high and may
prove to be distinct even from II, subpatons . This has long, hard
scaly rhizomes and almost spicatc paniclcsT Judging from the way
it is browsed it is a highly palatable grass.

Muhlenbcrgia glauca, Glaucus Muhly, occurs in the mountains
in the southern part of ^egion Eight and in Old Mexico. It is con-

fined to quite steep, rather dry, loose rocky slopes. It is a very
leafy, rather loosely bunched grass with numerous rhizomes and looks
like a very promising grass for propagation and erosion control work.

*!luhlonborgia polyoaulis ranges from western Texas to south-
ern Arizona and central Mexico. It is a perennial from a rather
loose crown* The culms are numerous and leafy. The entire grass
is usually not more than a foot and a half high. This grass has
probably been driven back into the fastnesses of the steep rocky
hills because of its high palatability,

*Muhlenbcrgia moriticola, Mesa Muhly, is a perennial from a

rather loosely tufted base, the culms being numerous and quite
leafy. The panicles resemble those of M. polycaulis. It ranges
from western Texas to Arizona, and. central Mexico and is quite simi-
lar in the sites in which it grows to that species, being confined
by stern necesciry, hiding itself away in rough, rocky places whore
stock cannot reach it.

*Muhlenborgia montana, Mountain Muhly. In the southern part
of Arizona and Hew Mexico this species is scarce, if not rare. In

the Flagstaff section, however, and along the Mogollon mesa it is
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one of the dominant grasses. It is. almost constantly and abundantly

associated with Fostuca arizonica and Blepharoneuron tricholcpis .

It is a bunch grass with hard base and abundant roots. The leaves

tly basal. To obtain pure seed hand strippers must be used

but power machinery may be used to obtain mixtures of the above-
mentioned species. It is probably better to plant seed in the fall,

broadcasting perhaps five or six pounds to the acre. For our use

the value of this species is negligible as it grows at altitudes at

which we do not have projocts. This year, however, we will have

some seed colloctcd and expect to give it a trial at Albuquerque
and Shiprock next season.

*MuhIonbcrgia virescens, Gcrewlcaf Muhly, closely resembles
IT. montr.na and may be considered its southern couterpart. It is

confined to the higher mountains of central and southern New Mexico
and Arizona to central Mexico, This is a very important grass on

the higher slopes of the Kuachucas.

I luhl enbergia racemosa, the Harsh Muhly, may be considered
a truly eastern grass. It extends from Ilewfoundland to British
Columbia and south to Arizona. In fact it grows in practically all
states of tne Union except those of the true south and California.
It is a ratner loosely tufted grass with numerous broad leaves and
slender culms, a mass of rhizomatous roots, and contrary to the
common name, grows in many places that are not swampy such as sandy
bottoms of canyons. It is, however, not very drought resistant,

*
: luhl enbergia rigida, the Purple Muhly, is confined to rocky,

gravelly foothills and mountain slopes from Texas to Arizona and
northern Mexico. It is a beautiful bunch grass, 1-g- to 2 feet tall
with dark purple, widely spreading panicles. Very little is known
regarding its pal ratability. What has been termed M, rigida grows
in pure stands in the San Rafael valley in southern Arizona where
it constitutes practically a pure stand and is an excellent erosion
control grass.

Muhlenbergia torreyi and M. aren icola are called Ring grasses.
M. torreyi is commonly much shorter, - 4 to 8 inches tall,- while
K, arenicola occasionally reaches a height of 1-g feet. Both are

exceedingly common in the plains and mesas of western Texas, New
Mexico and Arizona. The dense bunches of purple panicles make
these grasses very showy. An abundance of these grasses is a

definite indication of an overgrazed condition on the range. They
are unpalatable but (airly good erosion control plants.

Muhlenbergia arizonica, the Arizona Muhly, is relatively
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rare, being confined in our range to southern Arizona and northern .

Mexico. It is a very loosely rooted perennial grass found on dry

mesas and bottom lands in shallow, poor soil. The grass has a loose

appearance on the ground. The panicles are wide spreading and the

culms quite short. It is relatively poor forage and owing to the

loose root system, a comparatively poor soil binder. Further study
of this species may lead to a higher appraisal of its value for
erosion control.

Iluhlenbergia arenacea in superficial appearance, is some-
thing like M. arizonica. It, however, has a loose stoloniferous
rhizomatous habit, the rhizomes being very close to the surface of

the ground. In many places it forms pure stands over small areas
along swales in the lower mesas of western Texas to Arizona and
Sonora. It is not very palatable but owing to its rhizomatous
character, is worth attention as an erosion control plant.

*0ryzopsis hymenoides, Indian Rice Grass, can hardly be
classed with grasses of high erosion control value. The dense
bunches are always too much separated and scattering to do more
than check the flow of water slightly or retard the wind and sand.
Its chief value is for forage. Formerly it was much more abundant
than at present and covered thousands of sections from Idaho and
Montana through the Rocky Mountains into Mexico. In fact Hitchcock's
distribution map indicates that it occurs in all the western states
except. Oklahoma. It is found on almost all types of dry mesa soils
from quite heavy to very sandy. It is a familiar sight along road
grades where grazing has not been heavy. i<;e have experienced con-
siderable difficulty in getting a reasonable germination. Cutting
tests indicate that a high per cent of seed collected has not fil-
led out and germination tests at Tucson seem to show that seed must
be dormant for a season. At Shiprock, however, no difficulty was
experienced, the seed germinating as readily as most grass seeds.

As this grass is usually so scattering that it is expensive
to collect and as it is one for which we have a large demand, we
have established a 10-acre plot at Albuquerque and a similar one
at Shiprock for seed increase.

*Oryzopsis miliacea. Under irrigation at Tucson this exotic
Rice Grass is very vigorous, forming large dense clumps two feet
high or more. Under cultivation it will produce two crops of hay
or seed in a season. Though it has not yet been tried on the range
it is probably not very drought resistant and since it will not
withstand the winters at Shiprock, its range of usefulness is

probably limited. It should be tried, however, as an annual in

cooler climates.
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Oryzops is coerulescens is another exotic Rice Grass which

is less promising than 0. niliacea . Until careful observational

work in the field has been carried on, however, their relative

merits cannot be determined,

Piptochaetium fimbriatum, the Pinon Rice Grass, is a remark-

able grass, closely resembling the common rice grass, Oryzopsis

hymenoides , but it has a very dense mass of slender, basal leaves.

It has the peculiar habit of seeking extremely dry, sandy sites at

the base of cliffs and in canyons. Occasionally, however, it forms

almost pure stands under pinons and junipers. It ranges from Colo-
rado to western Texas, Arizona and Mexico, is a fine forage grass
and fairly good soil erosion control grass but is extremely dif-

ficult to handle in the nursery.

*Pan icum antidotalc, Giant Panic. Judging from observations
on the nursery at Tucson, this is one o? cur most valuable grass
introductions for warmer regions. Under irrigation it is very
vigorous, forming heavy rhizomatous roots and tops five to six feet
high. It is ideal as a low windbreak and as a sand binder. In

winter the culms die but remain standing, thus continuing to offer
protection against the wind. On the nursery it requires very lit-
tle irrigation. 'While it freezes at Shiprock, its very vigorous
first year's growth suggests its desirability as an annual. It is

reported to be fair forage, Vfe have not verified this at Tucson,
At Mandan, North Dakota, this grass grows vigorously and seeds the
first year, convincing proof that it can be used as an annual in

cooler climates.

Panicurn bulb o sum, Bulb Ionic. iJe find very little mention
of this species among our Soil Conservation groups. It is, however,
widely distributed in the southwest but with us is confined to

canyons and valleys in the mountains where the grazing is not too
severe. It is found also in Texas, Oklahoma and Mexico. The
culms are often three root or more tall and small areas are often
completely covered by it. The roots arc gnarled and. the bases of
the culms are bulbous. There arc at least two distinct strains in

our collections from Arizona, Both make luxuriant growth in the
nursery but one is considerably larger than the other, ".Then irri-
gated the bulbs all but disappear and up to the present seed pro-
duction has been very disappointing, Since this is a good forage
grass and a fair soil binder, further observational work on it is

warranted.

Pan i cum, hallii , Hall's Panic. The features of this little
grass which recommend it are that it grows in very dry sites and
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withstands rather heavy grazing. It is not rhizonatous and it

does not grow in pure stands, so its effect on holding the soil

is not -very great* It may have a place in grass mixtures for

re-vegetation, purposes. Its range is Texas, Hew Mexico, Arizona

and Mexico.

Panicurn obtusum, Vine Mesquite. The Forest Service has con-

ducted some experiments and made some observations in the field on

this species. Reference is made to their Leaflet No. 114. This

grass can be used through a wide range both of conditions and alti-

tudes. It is best adapted to swales and gullies in rather heavy
soil where erosion is likely to be heavy when a grass cover is not
present. Its long stolons spread rapidly and form, a good protective
cover, V.'hile this is rated as low in palatability, the upright
culms with the fruiting heads are quite greedily eaten and the hay
is highly prized in certain localities as feed for dairy cows. It

is highly probable that vie will be able to obtain seed of this in

the near future as a crop raised by the farmers. The grass can be
cut at seed ripening time, threshed arfd the straw either stacked or

baled for stock food. The natural range of this panic is Arizona,
Mexico and eastward to Texas and Iowa,

Panicum texanum, Texas Millet, Seed was received from Texas
of this promising panic. The Clumps we have at Tucson do not seem
to root at the decumbent nodes, a characteristic of some strains of

this grass, while it is fond of damp ground it withstands some
drought. It often becomes a weed in waste fields, Akilc this
grass has been reported in our range it is rare in the extreme
southwest • It extends eastward through the southern states to South
Carolina and Georgia,

Panicum roverchoni , Reverchon Panic, This is another Texas
grass, while it does not make the growth of F. texanum, it is much
more drought resistant, growing on dry rocky and sandy land. It

forms dense clumps from rhizonatous bases end should, prove to be a

good erosion control plant. Plants at Tucson are growing nicely
though a poor stand was obtained from seed planted. It is confined
in natural distribution to dry rocky, sandy hills of Texas,

Panicum yirgatum, Switch Grass, In many places in the East
this is doubtless a more important grass than in Region 8, With us
it Is found occasionally. It is often in snail clumps but some-
times is found in almost pure stands of an acre or so. In all
cases its extensive rhizomatous root system suggests its possibili-
ties as an erosion control plant. Ahile it prefers meadow lands
and oven wet ground, it Is frequently found on dry sandy slopes.
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We have planted six acres in the nursery at Albuquerque for seed
increase.

It is probably a strain of this which we obtained near
White City, New Mexico, which is very promising in the nursery.

Pappopho rum wrightii , Spike Pappus. This is a rather un-
usual grass in our region and is hardly significant for erosion con-
trol or for forage. Its natural range is Texas, New Mexico, Arizona
and south of Bolivia in South America. We are trying it in the nur-
sery, however, as its growth habit, slightly decumbent culms and
perennial root system recommend it. We obtained seed from Texas of

P_. bicolor, a grass confined to the southwest and Mexico, and have
a planting in the nursery at Tucson. Plants are two feet high, very
leafy and promising as forage plants.

Paspalun dilataturn, Dallis Grass. This is a native grass
of South America but has been extensively introduced into southern
United Statos. It accommodates itself to quite dry bottom lands as
well as to marshy, brackish places. Its use with us is certain to

bo very limited.

Paspalum di.stiohum, Knot-grass, is only suitable for low
moist places or ground under irrigation, and for this reason its

use must be very limited in the southwest. It often forms low
clumps with numerous stolons. At the nursery at Tucson it looks
promising and for any situations where water is rather abundant
it may prove to be a valuable soil binder. It is excellent forage.

It is widely distributed through the east, south and west.

Penni setum chil cnsis . This exotic grass does not resemble
Elephant Grass mentioned later, being very much smaller and more
slender. It is seldom over two feet high. Its response in the

nursery is good but it has not been tried in the field. We ob-

tained a good seed increase in 1937*

Pennisetum orientalis . This exotic Pennisetum is similar
to P, chilcnsis. It is a rather slender grass without rhizomes.
Further observations in the nursery are necessary on this as well
as P. ohilensis before they can be tried in the field.

Pennisetum purpuroum, Elephant Grass, is even coarser than
corn but" is a perennial with a heavy root system. With us it is

probably no more than an interesting exotic. It is not suitable for
dry sites or cold climates. It is, however, grown for forage in

Florida and should be tried in wet sites in our southwestern ranges.
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Phalaris tuberosa
,
Canary Grass. This is very vigorous in

the Salt River Valley and at Tucson. It is a tall coarse exotic

grass with a loose rhizomatous base and is suitable for hay and

pasture. It is not drought resistant but is a wonderful soil bin-

der in moist situations. It is not hardy at Shiprock and owing to

the rhizomatous character of the roots which require a couple of

seasons to become established, cannot be used as an annual.

Phragmites communis. The Mexicans call this Carrizo or Cane

Grass. It" grows commonly in damp places,- in fact it is a quite

definite indicator of underground moisture. Occasionally it is

found in stretches of desert along arroyos as in places in the

Petrified Forest or even along ridges as in the Navajo country
south of Shiprock, but even in such localities there is always a

slight seepage. As a soil binder this grass is par excellent, its

usefulness being limited only by available moisture. It is not
commonly thought of as a forage plant but indications in the Navajo
country are that it is quite highly palatable for sheep. The culms

are variously used by Mexicans and Indians as material for lattice
work in adobe huts, in mats, screens, thatching, cordage, etc. The
culms are reported to contain some sugar.

While this plant produces large clusters of flowering heads,
it produces very little seed in our region. For this reason its

propagation must bo by roots. It has not been grown in the nursery
for distribution ur> to the present.

What appears to be a strain of this plant grows along Fish
Creek above the Apache Trail Highway in Arizona. Here it has not
produced flowors or seeds since it was first observed by the Soil
Conservation Service personnel, nor has it produced them in culti-
vation in the nursery. This strain produces abundant large rhizomes
and the culms root readily at the nodes where the tops happen to

fall to the ground. It seems to be well adapted to moist stretches
along draws or streams where erosion is likely otherwise to be
heavy. This is being planted experimentally along ditch banks on
the nursery at Tucson. Plants closely resembling this strain were
collected near Hatch, New Mexico, and planted in the bottoms along
the Gila. Those are very promising as soil binders.

Phragmites communis is a grass of world-wide distribution.

Poa pratensi s , Kentucky Blue Grass, has assumed a position
in our erosion control program which would have been considered
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preposterous at the beginning of our work. It may be stated at the

outset that it is doubted by many that our Rocky Mountain strain

of Poa pratensis is the true Kentucky Blue Grass. Be that as it

nay, "what we are calling by this name is spreading very rapidly

even under heavy grazing in our comparatively high altitudes of

southern Colorado and northern New Mexico. The true Kentucky Blue

Grass is an introduction from Europe. Its long rhizomes and numer-

our fibrous roots make it an excellent soil binder,- in fact one of

the best. It is highly probable next season's program will call

for the collection of a quantity of seed of our southwestern
grass to be grown for comparison with grass grown from commercial

seed.

Another Poa worthy of mention is the Ganada blue Grass, Poa

compressa, also an introduction from Europe. While it is inferior

to the Kentucky Blue as a grass, it grows in sites where the latter

will not grow, in very poor and even alkaline soil. It is of simi-

lar habit to the Kentucky Blue.

A Poa Bound on the north slopes of the Superstition Moun-
tains, probably P. fendleriana , has rhizomes similar to the Ken-

tucky Blue though somewhat shorter. It forms very large, dense
clumps with much leafage. It is vary drought resistant and may
prove worthwhile at some of our lower altitudes where Kentucky Blue

will not grow, he have very little seed with which to start our

observational work.

Redf ie ldia flexuosa , Blow-out grass, as this is called, is

comparable to the giant Calamovilfa. It is much smaller but has

very extensive rhizomes and is a good sand binder. It is a much
smaller grass and from this standpoint is not so effective an
agent in retarding the wind. It has about the same distribution,
not extending quite so far north. Our seed increase plot of two
acres is being established at Albuquerque,

Schismus barbatus. "Be find very little mention of this
grass in grass" literature of this country. It was introduced from
the old world where it is widely distributed from southern Europe
through India and South Africa. In the United States it is re-
ported only from southern Arizona. From Tucson to Phoenix it is

very abundant in many places following mostly the draws in the
driest portions of the desert. It is seldom more than eight in-

ches tall. In Paradise Valley north of Phoenix it forms dense pure
stands covering large areas in the more or less sandy creosote land.
Whdre there are any winter rains this grass forms a good ground

cover and acceptable forage. By June it has commonly seeded and
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dricsd, in which condition it is unpalatable. Compared with our

Six-"feeks gramas this is superior both as forage and as a ground

cover. It remains green much longer but furnishes forage in the

winter instead of late summer*

Mr. Gambee of Phoenix, Arixona has devised a small machine
which he pushes by hand like a lawn mower on which he has mounted
a snail gasoline engine to run the stripping devise, he lias used

this machine quite successfully in collecting Schismus seed,

Scleropogon brevifoliur, Burro Grass, is relished by ani-

mals other than burros. It is one of the things that is so very
common that it is poorly appreciated. It occupies large areas

often of very dry flat land but not infrequently it extends up the

more gentle slopes. It's a heavenly gift to fools who insist on

grazing the last spear of grass fro?-: the range. Vvhile it is flower-
ing and fruiting the long awns are forbidding to stock but after
the seed are mature and fall the grass forms a good winter pas-
turage and the long rhizomes are very effective in binding the soil.

Its normal range is western Texas, southern Hew Mexico, southern
Arizona and Mexico. It occurs also in Argentine, South America.

Setar ia macro stachya . The Bristle grasses are among our
most drought resistant grasses in the extreme southwest, growing
in many places where the rainfall is less than five inches. They

are also among our keenest disappointments. The seed is very
poor, most of it empty, Vvhile the germination is fair the trans-
planting which is very necessary is all but impossible. We may be

able eventually to sow the seed directly in the field which may
give us desired results. The heavy roots with numerous rootlets
suggest that plants could be transferred from the field to the nur-
sery and thus valuable strains secured. Almost invariably such
transplanting results in killing the plants.

South of Carlsbad wo secured a strain of this which has
largo rhizomes. In case our transplants all prove failures we may
succeed in getting seed later in the season. YJhon we learn how to

handle these plants we will add a very desirable grass to our

r eve getat i on program.

The Setarias grown from seed at Tucson in 1937 gave remark-
able results, '-has we have called S.. macr o stachya from different
localities proves to be practically as many well defined strains
as we have localities represented, Ae may have more than one
species. S_j_ macrp stachya t for example, from the Baboquivari Moun-
tains is two feet or more tall and has coarse stalks and wide leaves.
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while the same species from the Kofa Mountains is much smaller in

every way but is still a vigorous bunch grass. A second species

from the Baboquivari Mountains which is possibly only an annual,

is very promising under cultivation.

The above discussion must reveal the fact that our Setarias
are badly in need of careful taxonomic work.

Sporobolus airoidos. This is variously called Alkali Grass

and Alkali Sacaton. It is much more resistant to alkali than any
of the other Sporoboli and occupies hundreds of acres of low bottom
lands which receive overflow during flood time but which often be-
come very dry during a portion of the year. Commonly, however, the
material lowering of the water table as occurs from severe erosion
where deep channels arc cut through the meadows, is sufficient to

completely kill the sacaton. For this reason largo areas formerly
occupied by this grass have become denuded or have come up to mos-
quito*

The palatability of alkali sacaton is rather low but it

frequently constitutes a largo part of the available grass during
dry years and it is frequently mowed for hay.

The collection of seed is usually a problem because of the
roughness of the land, the grass forming large bunches which in
turn collect debris. If the ground could be given a little pre-
liminary attention, the hummocks disked or dragged down and a

little irrigation applied, the grass could bo harvested with mower
or binder and afterward threshed. With this in mind wo have planted
eighteen acres at Albuquerque. The threshing of all the Sporoboli
is easy in any thresher with the proper screens. In Y-)yo some of
the seed was collected with power strippers but much had to be
gathered by means of hand strippers. The crop in the summer of 1937
was exceptional and was collected by mowers, rakes and power
strippers

»

Alkali Sacaton is widely distributed throughout the west.

Sporobolus contractus, Spike Dropsecd, is easily confused
with two other species. Often the spikes are long and narrow and
are mostly enclosed in the sheaths. In this case it can be mis-
taken for S. oryptandrus . If the culms are stout and the spikes
thick, it can bo confused with S. giganteus . It is very similar
to S. oryptandrus in site and soil requirements and can be planted
in practically any place whore the latter will grow. Further work
is nocossary before it can be definitely determined which is the
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better, S. contractus or 3, crytandrus. It often forms pure stands

in snail areas~"and produces an abundance of seed. Since it is de-

sirable, howex-er, to harvest it by machinery, we are planting six

acres for increase.

The range of ^» contractus is Colorado to western Texas,

southern California and kexico.

*Sporobelus cryptandrus, Sand Dropseed, occupies wide areas

across the "continent which are not outstandingly sandy. In fact

its value lies in part in its adaptability to a wide range of soil

conditions. It is much more drought resistant than either the alkali

sacaton or the giant sacaton and is frequently found on wide, dry

open flats. The grass is usually quite scattering. For this reason

it commonly is inferior as an erosion control agent to cither the

giant sacaton or the alkali sacaton where these will grow. Though

commonly it comes in as a result of overgrazing it is an exceedingly
valuable grass because of its ability to withstand heavy grazing
and because of its relatively high palatability. It not Infrequently
produces two crops of seed a season and often the character of the
inflorescence of the second crop is so different from the first as

to confuse one as to the identity of the grass. Not infrequently
the Inflorescence of the first crop is very long and narrow and

practically or completely enclosed in a sheath while the inflores-
cences produced later in the season are more or less exposed and
open.

Considerable quantities of seed were collected in 1936 in

southern Utah on the kilford Experimental kange.

This is probably the easiest of all our native grasses to

produce in the nursery and as It can be grown in much denser stands
than are found normally on the range, we arc growing twenty-five
acres in increase blocks. It should be remarked that in the nursery
this is inclined to become a weed because of its habit of readily
soeding itself.

*SporoboIus f

l

exuosus* This is called the kesa Dropseed
though it is hardly more entitled to this name than S, cryptandrus.
It not frequently grows in drifting sand in such places us the
Shinnerioo cf How koxioo or the plains country east of El Paso.
It will, however, grow in flats where there is considerable alkali.
It is thus seen that it is adaptable to a wide range of conditions.
It is much more drought resistant than C. airoides or ij

, wrightii,
even more than S, cryptandrus. It is not infrequent in the low
tushes in the extremely arid situation along Vermillion Cliffs,
Arizona, and the desert around Toqucrvillc, Utah. It is widespread
in the southwest.

"JO"
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This grass is nearly as easily produced in the nursery as

S. cryptandrus . The ease with which it can "be handled, together with
its other qualities, recommend it. he have eleven acres for in-

crease, he have experienced difficulty in geminating seed, it being
in this respect similar to £^ gigantou s. kr. Downs of the Albuquerque
Nursery has been successful in geminating the latter by treating it

with hot water (about 150 degrees Fahrenheit for ten minutes). Seeds
of 3. flexuosus will be subjected to this treatment for trial,

*3porobolus gigantous, the Giant Dropseed, is a close relative
of the Spike Dropseed (S. contractu:) but is much more robust, hav-
ing thick stems and wide leaves. This doe':; not form dense clumps.
It is at home in deep drifting sand and for this reason is well ad-

apted for use as a sand binder. It produces very long, dense spikes

and a heavy crop of seed. This and closely related dropsocds have
been used extensively in the past by the Indians and I Mexicans for
food. The seed habits of this species seem to make it more suitable
for this purpose than other species* In the pioneer days in Hew
I.:oxico and Arizona the dropceoda were .nixed with sugar, commonly
the unrefined pinecho, an:

1 carried in a pouch or sack and used as

a concentrated food. This was called "pinole", the term applied to

any mixture of grain and sugar*

S. gigantous ranges from Texas to Arizona.

Since there are no extensive stands of this valuable grass
we are planting twenty-five acres for increase, (Sec note on S.

flexuosu s seed germination).

Sporobolus wrightii, Giant Gacaton, is another large, coarse
dropseed. In contrast to the giant dropseed it forms very large,
dense clumps. The stems are not as coarse and the long seed tops
are open. The seeds of this species were probably more generally
used for human food than the seeds of other species because of the
abundance of the grass. The large dense clumps occupy rather nar-
row draws and flats, areas which receive overflow and which are not
too alkaline. The clumps rot only prevent erosion but act as de-
silters of flood waters.

Occasionally this grass is cut for hay but the extreme rough-
ness of the land after the large clumps form discourages land owners
from mowing the grass. Also, it is much less palatable than many
others even when young. It is possible that discing the land every
two or three years and using the hay for ensilage might make this
grass a profitable crop.
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The range of the Giant Sacaton is western Texas to southern

California and. Llexico.

In the nursery the Giant Sacaton is easily propagated. Its

seed production, iwwever, is erratic. Twenty-three acres are being

planted for increase. This experiment wil] he conducted not only

on harvesting but also on methods of preventing the grass from form-

ing the very large clumps*

Sporobolus fimbriatus . Packets of seed of two species of

dropseed were received from South Africa labeled Eragrostis. The

error is not surprising as the two bear a striking resemblance to

Eragro stis 3pp. mentioned above. These have responded beautifully

in the nursery but experiments with them have been limited to nur-

sery performance. Further experimental work is called for before
definite results can be reported. The two collections have been
determined by Hrs. Agnes Chase, (Sr. Agrostologist in the United
States Department of Agriculture), as S. fimbriatu s.

Trachypogon montufari, Crinkle-Awn. This is a grass similar
in habit to Elyonurus barbiculmis. V.'ith us it is confined to south-
western Texan" and extreme southern Arizona. It, however, extends
through Llexico and south to Argentina. It is frequently found with
Elyonurus barbi culmis and ic doubtless similarly hardy. Because
of the awns it is probably inferior to 7), barbiculmis for forage.

Trichaohnc culifornica. This is our common Cottontop Grass,
frequent and sometimes abundant fro:" -western Texas to southern
California. Usually it is too scattering to be significant as a

coil erosion control agent but its swollen knotty base with tena-
cious roots suggests Its use for this purpose as well as for its
forage value.

There seems to be much confusion with us on the identity of

some of our Tr ichachnes. Under T. californica we have several
forms, all promising. I7e also have what we have called T, insularis
from the Baboquivari I fountains and from, western Texas which are by
no means exactly alike. Then we have picked up others which up to

now we have called Trichachne so., but have since been determined
T. californica, All are promising in nursery production. The seeds
for T^. pat

o

n s wore received from Texas, This is perhaps the most
promising with the possible exception of the T. insularis from the
Baboquivari hour-tains. Our nursery work on tmese must eventually
be followed by feeding experiments to determine palatability. In
some localities all of these are classed as undesirable weeds.
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Triodia pulchella, Fluff Grass, is very common on depleted

ranges in the southwest where the soil is dry and roclcy. It is

commonly associated with Creosote Push. The low tufts are rather

shallow rooted. Short stolons root freely and frequently the plants

make an appreciable ground cover. The plants, however, are never

grows closely enough together to constitute a dense stand or to lorn

a good binder* Stock do not eat ar. appreciable amount of this

grass. It is possible that its value as an erosion control agent

has been underestimated and that it can be used satisfactorily as

a preliminary ground cover and ho gradually replaced by bettor
species. Ho work has boon done ; 1th this species in the nursery.

Triodia mvtioa . The Slim Triodia is more widely distributed

in the Southwest than Fluff Grass. It has a good root system but

not stolons or rhisor.es. It is not usually sufficiently abundant

to bo a real factor as a forage plant. The clumps are rather snail

and the panic 1. s narrow. There arc several other Triodia" in the

southwest. All are interesting handsome grasses but they are not
abundant enough to be oi much value for forage or for erosion con-

trol. The more important ore" arc T, nilosa, T, albescens and
T. olongata. All are bunch grasses which grow in very dry, roclcy

sites

.

Tripsacuw lancoolatnm, r exican Gama-Grass, is a very rare
grass in the United States, Three localities have come to our
attention,- one in the Huachuca Fountains, one in . Cycar.orc Canyon
and one near the F'cxican border south of Fuby, all in extreme
southern Arizona, he, however, have it growing in some profusion
on the nursery at Tucson. lip to the present wo have not gotten
fertile seeds in quantity, dccaivso of its rank growth it seems
possible that this might be made a commercial forage crop under
irrigation. It is a perennial with largo rhizomatous roots and tops
resembling small corn plants. In erosion control it is suitable
only to moist places along streams. A large collection of roots
of this species was sent to '.Washington with which to experiment in
hybridization with corn.

The Sedges arc too numerous and of too little significance
at present to warrant more than a passing v.-ord. Carcm sop, , are
most important.. Fost of then are soil birders of first quality and
some are fair forage. Those, however, which are the best soil bin-
ders are suited only- to stream banks,- thus their use is limited.
They are grass-like plants with triangular stems and usually saw-
like coarse leaves. Oyoerus is best knevar b-- the common name, Fut Grass.





It has a very wide range, almost throughout the world. Unlike many

of the sodges it is reasonably drought resistant and is an undoubted
coil binder. Don't plant it in your garden, however, Cladium

jamaicensis is quite rare in our region though common in swamps in

the east and south. It is one of the interesting plants around the

edges of several, of the Bottomless Lakes in Hew Hexico, where it

forms dense stands of the tall stems which droop over the edge of

the water. The seeds are abundant and doubtless supply much food

for water fowl, Scirpus occidental is is our common bulrush found
in the edges of lakes and ponds. It has round, thick pithy stems

which are leafless. It is worthless for forage and as it grows
only in still water, has no soil-binding value. It is a godsend to

the duck hunter, especially the one who can't hit them on the wing,

*Wa shin

g

tonia filifera. This beautiful palm has been called
TTashir.gtonia arizonica, Arizona .Pain, since some think that It is

distinct fro:: 1
, the true 'vYashingtonia f ilifera which grows at • Palm

Springs, California, Be that as it may, the palm, we have reference
to here is found only in the hofa fountains northeast of Yuma. These
mountains arc exceedingly dry, the rainfall being not more than three

or four inches per annum. They are very .jagged and cut by deep,
narrow canyons. There is no running water to be found in the moun-
tains. The palms are found only in the very steep cuts opening into

the larger canyons. Frequently these palms are thirty feet high or

more and constitute a sight worth going many miles tc sec. The

range in which they are located is about ten miles off the highway
between Yuma and Quartzito, Arizona, This ten miles is extremely
rocky and the road is hard to negotiate, "-hen ,rou visit the palms,
plan tc spend at least one hour to travel this last ten miles, I any
naturalists and wildlife enthusiasts feel that the Kofa mountains
should be set aside as a National monument, first, to preserve the
palms; and second, as a refuge for mountain sheep. In contrast to
many of the southwestern ranges in which mountain sheep live, these
mountains seem to be a permanent refuge. In most other ranges the
sheep are there today and perhaps fifty miles away in a very short
time. But even in the Kofa "bunta iris occasionally the water supply
is very short. This should be corrected and artificial water holes
for the summer rains provided, -deferring once more to the palms,
it is strange that anyone should care to destroy something as
beautiful and unusual as these palms, yet you will find that many
of the trunks are bare of the old leaf sheaths because fire bugs
have set fire to thorn to en.joy seeing them, burn. If the mountains
wero set aside as a '.rational monument and a minimum, amount of

policing done, the future of the palms and. the mountain sheep could
be assured. These palms are easily propagated ir. the nurseries and
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should be planted along our southwestern highways where the mean
annual temperature is high. Groves of the trees have a marked

erosion control value and the trees are possibly suitable for use

in other southwestern canyons,

JUNCACEAE

The Rushes resemble the Sedges but are not closely related

to thorn. The stems are commonly round or flat. Come are good

erosion control plants but hardly drought resistant. The most com-

mon one in the west is the wire grass, June us balticus, so common
in meadows. It has a long thick rhizomatous base and is an excel-
lent soil binder. The stems arc tough chewing for the cow but they
have played a real part in the fairyland of childhood in the weaving
of crowns, rings and garlands*

LILIACEAE

Asparagu s officinalis, Asparagus, is not a native of North
America, but its use has become almost universal and in many places
it has escaped from cultivation. Where it will grow it is to be
recommended as both a forage plant and as an erosion control plant.
It requires too much water to be of much value except as a cultivated
crop or in sandy bottoms where there is considerable moisture,

Dasylerion wheeleri, Sotol, is abundant on dry, rocky slopes
from western Texas to southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico, It has
long, narrow, drooping leaves on a thick crown or short trunk. The
leaves have curved spines along the margins. These turn towards the
free end of the leaves. In some localities the plant is abundant
enough to have a noted effect as a soil binder. Since the plants
are very slow-growing and are valueless, or nearly so, as forage,
we are not using them in our program. The plants, however, have
been of economic importance in the past. The butts have been used
much as the butts of the Agave for food after being roasted in pits
in the ground. A very potent distilled drink was formerly, and
doubtless still is, made from, the sugary juice of those butts. The
plant makes an interesting ornamental

,

Dasylerion leiophyllum, also called Sotol, is very similar
to wheeleri. It is the most aggravating plant in the state of
Texas. The recurved spines on the leaves curve toward the butts
of the leaves and thus catch hold of the passer-by. The plants
thus become very hard on pants and likewise on a man's religion.
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The distribution is limited to western Texas, adjacent New Mexico

and Mexico # It has doubtless been used the sane as D, leiophyllum .

Yucca elata is the common Yucca of the southern portion of

our range. The" trunks often grow to be ten feet high or more.

Under cultivation 20-foot trunks arc not uncommon. It is probable

that this plant has not been properly appreciated as an erosion

control plant. It has a tenacious fibrous root system and in many
valleys is sufficiently abundant to constitute a real factor in

erosion control. In times of severe drought stock oat the leaves

to considerable extent and at times the entire plants have been
ground and fed to stock, thus enabling cattlemen to tide over dis-

astrous times. The flower 3 are greedily oaten by all kinds of

livestock. Fortunately for the Yuccas the flowering stalks are
usually out of reach. The flowers are also eaten by several tribes

of Indians. If it wore not for the finicky notion of the whites
against eating a few insects along with their food they too would
doubtless appreciate a salad made of these large succulent flowers.
The roots of this plant constitute one of the orioles so commonly
used for soap by the Mexicans. A bed of this plant has been grown

at Tucson and so dense has it become in the bed that it suggests

itself for use in plugging gullies or for forming living de silting
structures and spreaders above eroding gullies.

*Yucca glauca is the common Yucca of ncrthca stern Mew Mexico
and the foothills of eastern Colorado* It is low, having little
if any stalk, and very narrow, glaucus leaves. In places plants
are very abundant. The fruits and flowers are used for food by the
Indians, the leaves are sometimes used for making stable brooms,
and the roots arc used for soap. It seems likely that this plant
could be grown for do silting and spreading structures as suggested
in the discussion of Yucca elata.

Yucca baccata, Baccate Yucca, is a low yucca with stiff,
rather broad leaves. It is common in northern Hew Mexico and south
crn Colorado and extends westward to Mevada. It probably has
little erosion control value but might be used by spreading struc-
tures. The fruits are vised by the Indians for food both fresh and
dried.

Yuc ca macrocarpa, Big-fruited Yucca, is the common Spanish
Bayonet in western Texas and southern Arizona. It is the o»o com-
monly used for ornamental planting along highways east of El Paso,
Texas. The trunks become large and often 15 feet or more tall,
especially under cultivation. Mooton a Standlov reoort that the
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fiber of the leave? of this plant is used extensively for basketry*

Since this is more rapid growing and more easily transplanted than

some of the Yuccas it night be well to try it for erosion control

plantings.

Yucca harrimaniae, Harriman Yucca, is a low acaulescent
form found naturally in southern Utah and southern Colorado. It

forms dense colonies and may be suited for erosion control work.

It grows in the heavy slippery soils with considerable alkali as

well as in more rocky sites. It is extremely drought resistant
and my be found suitable for erosion control work in certain sites.

Yucca mohaven s i s , Mohave Yucca, is confined to the extreme
desert in northwestern Arizona and adjacent Nevada and California.
It extends southward into the desert of Lower California. Trunks
are three to fifteen feet high and grow cither singly or in small

clumps. It is doubtful if this plant has any place in our erosion
control program. Seedlings in the nursery at Tucson while appar-
ently healthy, are extremely slow growing. The one feature about
this plant is that the fruits when ripe arc very juicy and have a

fine flavor. If it were not for the work of the pronuba moth the
fruits might readily become a table delicacy.

"Yucca schcttii, Schctt's Yucca, is confined in our territory
to extreme southwestern Hew Mexico and southern Arizona. In

Santa Cruz County its apparent optimum rang;;, it grows to be ten
foot high or more and frequently forms caespitosc clumps a rod
or so square. It has enormous clusters of large flowers which are
greedily eaten by stock when they can reach them. The fruits are
large and both fruits and flowers arc doubtless used for food by
the Indians, The flowers should be tried as salad by nore adven-
turous wives of Soil Conservation Service.

Voratrun spec io sum, False Hellebore, is widely known in the
Rocky Mountains as Skunk Cabbage. This, however, is more properly
applied to a very different plant of the northern and northwestern
swamps, Lysichiton kajntschatens o. The Vcratrum grows at high
altitudes in wet places, forming dense stands. The plants bear
large, dark green leaves which at times are greedily eaten by
sheep, frequently with serious results as the plant is one of the
definitely poisonous herbs, heedless to stay, this plant is not
recommended for erosion control work.

No I in a bigolovii . This grows in the south 1
, rest in the extre-

mely hot arid territory in Mohave and Yuma counties of Arizona and
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adjacent southern C-r.lif.orni".. It resembles a Yucca instead of a

Bear grass and aside fror
: its possible use as an ornamental, is

probably valueless. During blooming and seed time it is one of

the most handsome plants on the desert. The clusters are several

foot long and two to three foot vd.de, and arc pearly white with

a tingo of green.

Molina .microcarpa. There are two species of Bear Grass in

the southwec't. They arc so similar in character and habit that

what applies to one applies equally well to the other* Holina
microcarpa ranges westward in our territory, being common in the

mountains about Tucson and north". ard. It reach-: s its maximum
development in the mountains north of Globe, Arizona. Holine

rcenii, or what we have been calling by this name, is abundant
hrough Dragoon Pass in Arizona, covering several sections there.

It has very short flowering stalks r.nd differs slightly from the

typical }u grconii which is common on the lower slopes of the
Sacramento mountains and the Guadalupe Mountains in Now Mexico.
The western type, N. microcarpa, has tall flowering stalks which
stand several feet above the tops of the bunches of leaves. In

regions where cither species is abundant the plants are effective
in holding the soil, especially around and below the clumps. The

leaves are eaten by stock during storms and excessive drought. It

is reported that stockmen at times use the butts and roots for
stock food after grinding them up. The tall Yucca, Yucca elata,
is used In the same way. According to Dr. Castetter of the
University of l

Tcw Mexico, the seeds of IT. microcarpa have been
used for food by the Indians and doubtless those of I", greenii
have been similarly used. These two species can be grown from
seed in the nursery very satisfactorily. Up to the present no use
has been made of them in the field. Decent observation here
revealed that IT. greenii along the Hondo Valley in Hew Mexico is

heavily browsed* by cattle even when ether vegetation is abundant.

AiXlYLLIDAOSAE

*Agave locheguilla , known locally as Lechuguilla, is mere
limited in its distribution with us than A. schottii, being con-
fined to western Texas and southern Hew MexicTc"" It~is said to be
abundant in northern Mexico. A very similar plant, possibly
identical, occurs in extreme western Arizona. Locheguilla is a

commercial plant in Mexico, the leaves being used extensively for
the fiber used in cordage. The caudiccs constitute one of the
aroles of market. The Locheguilla Is similar in habit to A,

Schottii but the leaves are longer and are armed with hooked spines
on the edges in contrast to the spineless leaves of the latter.
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The flowering stalks of the locheguilla are also much heavier and

taller than these of A. schottii. The Agaves have a narked erosion

control value hut whether they can be used successfully in a reve-
getation program is doubtful because of their extremely slow growth.

Agave huaoliucensis, huachuca Cev.tv.ry Plant, is one of the
century plaTTtT ' vThTcir'Ys"* "abundant in the Huachuca "fountains of south-

ern Arizona and some of the nearby low ranges. Plants closely

resemble the common century plant but the leaves are much shorter

and proportionately wider. It often forms pure stands covering

small areas on rocky slope.? and ridges. Comparatively recently a

permit was issued to a liquor firm to harvest the caudioes of this

plant in the Huachuca fountains for the manufacture of mescal, a

potent alcoholic beverage possibly no worse than "that good old

whiskey" which goes down smoothly ana makes its victims see red.

Since this Agave is slow growing it is not likely that it will be

raised commercially in competition with the common century plant
which is the source in I'exico of sisal fiber, of pulque, Mexico's
national drink comparable to United States beer, and of the potent
drink, mescal. In recent years a syrup of the agave plant has been
marketed in the United States as a palliative or euro for high blood
pressure,- even the drink mescal has for many years been reported
as a remedy for arterio sclerosis.

There are several other Agaves in the southwest, none of
which arc of importance probably, except as ornamentals. One of
the most promising from this point of vicar is Agave palmer i which
has rather narrow long, very thick leaves which are dark green in
color.

Agave schottii, sometimes called Amole, is so abundant in
the mountains of the southwest that it is often considered a nui-
sance. The short stiff leaves often form a continuous carpet on
dry roclry slopes. There is considerable evidence that the butts
of the plants and the leaves arc eaten by rodents, peccaries and
probably door. This seems to occur only in places where water is

not available. It seems not unlikely that this plant may sometimes
be commercialized to the extent that the caudices and root crowns
will be harvested in the field since it is high in saponin or a

similar substance. The plant has been used probably for centuries
by the Indians and later by the Mexicans as a source of lather
for washing, the hair particularly. The saponin content is similar
to that of the closely related plant, Agave lecheguilla, and to
several of the Yuccas.
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Populus acuminata , Lanceleaf Cottonwood, This poplar is less
common in cultivation then many others, Pfooton C: Standiey in their

"Pi ora of Nov: Mexico" recommend it for ornamental and street plant-
ing ,

Populus I acDougalii , the PacDougal Poplar, and Populus
wisliscni i, the ITislizen Poplar, are used in the southern part of

our range for ornamental and shade trees,

Populus alba, the Silver-leafed Poplar, is far from popular
in many "places •* TE will grow almost any place where even a little
moisture is assured and proceeds to make thickets in lawns and
meadows and becomes very difficult to eradicate. The beauty of the
tree and its value as an erosion control agent cannot be questioned.
It should not, however, be planted without due thought of the conse-
quences. It is not indigenous to the southwest but has been planted
in many places and has escaped.

Populus angust ifol ia , the Harrow-leafed Cottonwood, is prob-
ably more suitable for planting along streams than any of our other

cottonwoods. It is abundant along mountain streams fro:: Central
Arizona and Hew Mexico tc the far north, - It grows readily from cut-
tings and while small, furnishes much browse for cows and horses.

Populus sargonti i, Cottonwood, The use of the broad-leafed
poplar in our erosion control program should always be limited to
sites where there is no reason to conserve moisture and to places
whore a quick shade is especially desirable. A bottom filled with
cottonwoods is likely to be streanloss, for the moisture required
to supply a large cottonwood will water a much larger area of grass
and quench the thirst of a few cows also. Cottonwoods are not very
good erosion control plants for they wash out too easily and tend
to divert water courses to new channels, ".Pillows, especially small
ones, form much greater masses of roots and bend downstream at flood
times instead of being uprooted.

The Sargent Cottonwood, common to southern Colorado and
northern Nov/ r'cxico, grows readily Prow, cuttings and is a fast
growing tree suitable for planting about dwellings*

Salix nigra, or the cor' ion Black Willow, is probably our
most effective tree as a soil binder along streams. It forms small
roots in such abundance that erosion is largely or completely
stopped. This can hardly be spoken of as an overlooked plant as
it has probably boon used more than any other tree in this region.
The disadvantage of this tree is that it is practically worthless
for other purposes; 'when it grows to any size the forage value is
gone; and the wood is not suitable for posts or even firewood.
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*3alix exjlgua, tho Basket Willow, is ideal for erosion control

along bottoms where there is some moisture and where erosion is like-

ly to become extreme without a protective plant cover. This willow
is low and becomes very dense on the ground. At flood time it bends

downstream, allowing rubbish and water to pass easily over while the

roots hold the soil. This is the willow which is so abundant along
the Bio Grande bottom. It is to be found along many washes where
there is water only at flood time. It grows readily from root or

stem cuttings. This is the willow used by Indians in basketry, much
more extensively in the past than now,

*Salix gooddingii, What is variously called Dudley Willow,
Goodding Will oar," oVTocb.1 ly , Black Willow, is abundant along the

Lower Colorado and the Gila river:;. It grows to be a large willow
second only to the Tourneyi Willow in our region. This is reported

to be tho one being so successfully used along bottoms on the Gila
Project.

*Salix cxigua var. This will or;, found in the canyons in the

Baboquivari Mountains, is growing well in the nursery at Tucson,
Cuttings grow vigorously, making groat masses of rather small stems
and branches and the roots become very abundant, seeming ideal for
erosion control. It is so tenacious that it is difficult to dig
up, sprouting from very small roots left in the soil. It seems to
bo more drought resistant than many.

*Saiix taxifolia, Yewloaf ./illow. Our attempts at growing
this in the nursery have not been satisfactory. It is one of our
most handsome and unusual willows. It has small silvery leaves and
old trees have broad canopy tops. The tree never grows tall but
does form an erect single trunk. The limbs are always pruned just
as high as a cow can reach as the leaves and small twigs are excel-
lent browse. As this tree is quite drought resistant and has a

tenacious root system, it is worthy of further attempts to grow it.

Apparently the only difficulty in raising cuttings is in obtaining
young wood of sufficient size, the entire tops of the trees being
masses of very slender branches. As this tree is confined to the
extreme southern part of Arizona at altitudes of 3,000 to 4,000 feet,
it may not be suitable to our more northern and higher sites.

*Sa l ix bonplcndiana var. tourneyi* The Toumeyi Willow is the
most common large willow in Southern Arizona and Northern Mexico*
It often grows to be a tree one to three feet in diameter and some-
times fifty feet high, in habit strongly resembling a Cottonwood*
It has a very tenacious root system, This should prove to be less
satisfactory than smaller willows for erosion control.

IJ e have other avillows in the southwest but the above mention-
ed group seems to be most outstanding. The avillows offer a very
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dif.fici.ilt group to name. They hybridize freely and in the future
outstanding willows for certain purposes may bo developed.

DETUL&CEAE

*AInus tenuifolia , Mountain Alder, is the shrub alder along

streams throughout the""ilaoky Mountains to northern Arizona and New
Mexico* It also occurs in the Cascades of '.'Washington and Oregon
and the Sierra Nevada s of California. Since it requires wet
situations in the mountains its use for erosion control is limited

though it is an excellent soil binder along mountain streams.

This shrub or small tree is one of the potent reasons for the loss

of religion on the part of western fishermen,

*Alnus oblongifolia, Mexican Alder, replaces the A, tenuifolia
in southern New Mexico and southern Arizona. This species makes a

real tree in spite of the statement regarding it in Sargent's Manual
of the Trees of North America. It is not infrequently fifty feet
high or more and sometimes one and one-half feet in diameter. Trees
of this size are to be found by the highway from Globe to Young,

Arizona- in canyons in the Gallino Mountains along Oak Creek south
of Flagstaff; and canyons in the south slopes of the Santa Catalina
Mountains. Large trees doubtless occur in other places as well.
This tree is an excellent soil binder along mountain streams and
the size of the tall straight trees suggests the use of the wood
for furniture.

Betula fontinalis or Mountain Birch, extends from northern
New Mexico and Ari zona northward into Canada. In habit it is

similar to the small alder. It is an excellent stream bank bin-
der but can only be used at relatively high altitudes along fresh
water streams. It is extremely ha 5 d on the fisherman's religion.

Betula glandul ifera is a lev." erect slender- stemmed birch
with small leaves, found only in swamps at high altitudes from
Colorado northward. It is a good soil binder but its water and
altitude requirements preclude its use as an erosion control
agent at present in man-devised plans.

Ostrya knowltoni , the Hop Mornbean, is a small tree and a
very rare one, confined to the Grand. Canyon and Oak Croek Canyon
in Arizona, and to the Grand diver in Utah as far as records
establish its distribution. The leaves resemble those of a birch
but the fruit resembles that of a hop. This tree should make an
interesting novelty in arboreta, otherwise it is probably valueless.
Ostrya bailcyi, Bc.ilev's Mop Mornbean, is a quite similar tree,
con. -.nod to tne canyons or"' the Guadalupe Mountains in southern
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New Mexico and adjacent Texas, It grows to be a much larger tree,

frequently forty feet high and eight inches to a foot in diameter.

This, like the previous species, should be grown in arboreta as a

novelty.

FAGA.CME

Querous emoryi , the Emory Oak, may well be considered a for-

est tree although it is found commonly in our foothills. The fur-

ther they extend into the open at the base of the mountains the

more widely spaced they become. Viewed from high points they lend

to the lane1 scape the appearance of orchards* Large trees arc

commonly hollo:-;. The wood is very hard and heavy and excellent
for firewood. The camper and hiker in the Southwest is remiss who

has not broiled beef steal's over the coals of the Snory Oak. The

acorns of this tree are an important article of d.i.et among Mexicans
and Indians. In the Pine and Fay son region of Arizona Indians go

for a couple of weeks or more on camping trips at acorn time to

nick these acorns. P.ost of them contain worms and if sacked and
stored immediately after picking are soon a total loss. The

Indians spread the newly picked acorns out in the sun and as soon
as the shells begin to get hot the larvae emerge. If the acorns
are planted immediately they geminate in spite of the larvae.
Because of rodents it is probably not .feasible to sow the acorns
in the field. They should bo planted in the nursery and the young
seedlings transferred to the field.

TJhile the Emory Oak is probably the most outstanding oak in

the southwest, it is in no way comparable to cone others as an
e r o s i on c ontr o1 piant

•

*Quereus gambellii, the Gambell Oak, and its near relatives
such as Q. noo-moxicana , the Hew Mexico Oak; ":. runnisonii, the
Gunnison Oak* utalien s is, the Utah Oak; and possibly others,
all here classed as Gambol 1 Oaks, arc far superior as soil binders.
In fact a little study of the Gambell Oaks about Prescott, Arizona
in the v.Tiite Mountains, and in the Dur&ngo region of southern
Colorado, must convince anyone of their merit in holding the soil
on steep hillsides.

Quercu s undulata, Pocky Mountain Shin Oak, has followed
ancient fires in the mountains south of Las Vegas, 'Tew Mexico,
along the lower slopes around Cimarron, and in the Sacramento
Mountains, carpeting and holding thousands of sections of land
that would otherwise be washed into tho ocean or at least part
way.
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Gamble oak (Quercus gambelii)

An excellent soil d indcr. The acorns
supply abundant food for wild pigeons,
turkeys, pigs and live stock,





*Quercus Kavardi, Havard's Oak, steps into the sand dune re-

gions in the Shinneries of eastern New I.iexico. "what this region
would be without the oak is hard to conjecture. The bushes arc sel-

dom more than two feet high but the whole country is completely
covered and the sand stays put.

*

Q

ue reus turbinella, Scrub Oak, The Turbinate Oak forms pure

stands covering section after section about Prescott, Arizona, and

the hills north of Toquervilie, Utah, as examples. These oaks are

not very inspiring as trees but the hills arc staying where they
belong because of them. The acorns of these are collected by the

Indians in southern Utah for food, Y.'hile they contain more tannin

than the Emory acorns, they still sustain the inner man.

Our work has been confined almost exclusively to the Emory
r-ak.

ULMA.C2AB

*!Tl:ius puriila , Chinese Elm, is an exotic as the name indi-

cates. It ""is" one of the favorite trees for street planting over

wide areas at lew and medium altitudes. Its drought resistance
is marked though it makes very slow growth when not irrigated or

planted where there is a high water table. It succumbs quickly

to Texas cotton root rot and for that reason is not desirable in

many parts of the southwest.

*Celtis pallida, Ilackberry, An ever recurring topic when
erosion control is being considered is that of wildlife and any
program of conservation is hardly complete without some treatment
of plants suitable for game food and game refuge. In the extreme
desert probably no plant is more important than the desert hack-
berry. It forms dense thorny thickets and bears a very delectable
fruit considered from the standpoint of the taste of birds and
foxes. It has not been tried as an erosion control plant in any
planting program but in its natural sites in draws and along washes,
it is an excellent soil binder. It is readily propagated by seed
and root sprouts.

Coltis reticulata, Palo Blanco or ..kite Hark Hackberrv.
Shade for stock is an item frequently not considered in our con-
servation programs. Stock often gather along bottoms where shade
is abundant and trample as well as eat all available material. The
western hackberrv furnishes shade along many of the dry washes and
oven up on the dry slopes where otherwise shade would be unavailable.
It forms a small symmetrical troo and furnishes an abundance of
fruits relished by birds and foxes. It is easily propagated by
seeds and the very long roots are excellent soil binders along
wash* s and draws.
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*Morus miorophylla, Native I'ulberry. Few of our indigenous

trees have a wider distribution than our small and exceedingly var-

iable native mulberry. It is common throughout the southwest at

altitudes from 2,000 to 6,000 feet. Frequently it grows singly but

more often in dense clumps. In many places near the road from Tucson
to Oracle, Arizona, it forms clumps along the bottoms of swales and

along rocky washes in open dry sites. Fore frequently it occurs

along very rocky washes and in canyons in the mountains. It is par-
ticularly fond of rocky north-facing slopes below cliffs or high
bluffs. The fruits are commonly very small and are not produced
in too great abundance. They are, however, more tart and of better
flavor than the usual cultivated mulberry. The fruits are difficult
to collect because they are scattering on the trees ant", mostly be-
cause the birds get to them first. The trees are excellent soil

binders where they occur along washes, the long horizontal roots

often effectively holding arroyo banks* It scorns likely that strains

can be found which will produce fruit of a size better suited to col-

lection or which will produce trees of larger size and better growth
habit. For example, a tree was found on the American Hanch out of

Froscott, Arizona which bore fruit fully twice the usual size and
of excellent flavor. Trees much tailor than the usual run and much
more shapely, were found in the Fofa fountains of western Arizona.
Since mulberries can be persuaded to grow from cuttings, these
offer possibilities. The Russian and ..hito mulberry trees also
offer possibilities. They form good trees and produce abundant
fruit for birds. They arc not so drought resistant as the Osage
Orange. The nurseries grow many thousand of these each season.

I .aclura pomifere (Toxylon pomiferum), Osage Orange, is very
drought resistant where it once becomes established. It forms an
extensive and intricate root system when grown in hedges and makes
excellent windbreaks and thickets. The wood is durable and is much
used for fence posts. About 100,000 plants arc ready for distribu-
tion from the nurseries to the projects. Direct seeding on the
range is hardly feasible.

Ilumulus lupulus Vtxr. noo-moxieana . The '.Tild Hop has been
suggested for erosion control. In certain sites where there is

adequate moisture it should do admirable work. Below Ifutrioso,

Arizona along a valley which had become badly gullied, hops arc
growing over the banks and doing a remarkable work in soil binding.
The hop, however, is limited to sites with considerable moisture.
By preference it grows in willow and brush thickets along streams.
The hop has been widely distributed throughout the world as a result
of its use for the manufacture of yeast and beer. Our hop is very
closely related to the hop of commerce. In fact the native hops
wore formerly gathered in quantity for the local markets. In 1937
our Service sent fresh plants to Cornell University for experimental
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work in the production of hop mildew-resistant strains. Some plants,

also, were set out on the Albuquerque Nursery for trial. In this

location where the ground contains considerable alkali the hop does

not seen happy.

JUGI ATTDACEAE

Juglans major . Our native black walnut or I'Togal, is worthy
to be classed with our forest trees although it is frequently to be

found along canyons and washes below the general forest boundary.
The trees are frequently large, with spreading tops. The roots are

very effective in binding boulders and dirt in washes where floods -

are severe. The wood is of superior quality, the stumps especially, /..

being sold on the markets at fancy prices* The trees are, however,
very slow growing ant", the nuts though of excellent flavor, have a

shell so hard and thick that they aro all but valueless. They are,

howevet
,
frequently gathered and usee by h'exicans and Indians. Ex-

tensive experiments have been conducted in grafting other species
onto tills tree. In the Huachuca Mountains , Mr. Bicderman, since

deceased, grafted forty or more different species and varieties onto
his native trees. Some of these grafts were very promising.

* Juglans rupestris, Little kalnut. In our range this species
is confined to western Texas and southern New kexico. It can hardly
be classed as a tree. It ferns much denser stands than J. major.
The bottoms of Diary of the rocky washes leading out of the Sacramento
Mountains to the oast and the Guadalupe s to the south, are effectively
hold by thickets of these large shrubs. The nuts arc very small but
are produced in abundance.

I..011AJTTHACEAE

Phoradendron sop. The Mistletoes are economic plants be-
cause of their extreme d.c struct ivoness . It takes more than
Christmas sentiment in the tree lover to work up an appreciation
for these posts. The cottonwood a in the Hie Grande Valley arc in

places solid nas:-;cs of mistletoe, for is this the only tree att-
acked. TTalnuts, Ashes, Soapberry trees, kesquites, Catclaws,
Junipers and Cypress are attacked and a vcrv close relotive, the
Arcouthobium, attacks pines. The ". lex ican white pine (p. strobiformis )

,

would bo an important tree in the southwestern ranges if it were not
for this peat.

SAUHUPACEAii

Anemopsis californica , called "ferba ;Sanaa by the Mexicans,
is a low broad-leafed herb which is very abundant in wet alkali
bottoms in Sow Mexico, Arizcnr.

t
south m Utah, southern kevada
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and southern California* It has handsome white flowers resembling
anemones. The leaves and stems hove a strong medicinal odor and

the plant is evident];." used medicinally by the Mexicans • TVh.il e the

plant has a good root system and forms pure stands, it is hardly
suitable for erosion control as it does not thrive on even wet soil

that is well drained.

POLYGONACEAE

Briogonum wrightii is perhaps the most common Buckwheat in

the mountains of the southwest. It ranger, fro- southeastern Texas
to southern California and southward into Mexico. In many places

in the foothills and even up to altitudes of 6,000 or 7,000 feet,
it forms a considerable part of the ground cover and constitutes

one of the most valuable of the browse shrubs. In regions where
there has been no grazing this plant frequently reaches a height
of three feet and. forms a compact mass of slender twigs with narrow,
grayish leaves. The white to pink flowers are in dense racemes,
vie have handsome beds of this growing in the nursery at Tucson and
in the Safford IJursery. The bushes can be cut close to the ground
after the seed matures without injury to the plants. This Buckwheat
is worthy of extensive observational work,- in fact its value through
observations on the range can be considered well established,

*Eriogonum 1eptophy1 lum is abundant in parts of the Navajo
Indian Reservation, particularly in the vicinity of Mexican Springs,
It is a rather slender, erect shrub which is heavily browsed, ac-
cording to Mr. Musgrave, Erosion Control Practices, formerly of the
Research Division, Soil Conservation Service. This Buckwheat doubt-
less docs not have the wide range of adaptability of E. wrightii but
it is sufficiently important that it should be given trial in sec-
tions similar to those about Mexican Springs.

Briogonum polifolium, Tush Buckwheat, is a divaricately,
much-branched, rigid shrub two to three feet high with congested
umbels of pinkish flowers. This shrub covers thousands of acres of

extremely dry foothills country and plains at altitudes of three
to five thousand feet in western Arizona and eastward to the moun-
tains about Globe. It is the shrub which is so abundant for miles
along the Apache Trail in Arizona. It is sufficiently abundant to

be a good soil binder but its palatability is very low. In the
extreme western and southwestern part of the state of Arizona this
species shades into JD^ fa sicu la,turn, which is common in southern
California. In the Kofa Mountains north of Yuma, Arizona, E.

fasiculatum seems to be a much better browse shrub. It, however,
Is not sufficiently abundant to be of much value for erosion control.
S. J^amesii and E^ baker i are Buckwheats which are very similar dn
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growth habit. Both are low shrubs clinging tight to the ground but

which have flowering stalks six inches or so in height. E. jamesii

has umbels of white to pinkish flowers, whereas E_. bake ri has umbels

of bright yellow flowers. These species are scattered sparingly
through the mountains of the southwest but are more abundant farther

north. As they form dense carpets on gravelly or rocky soil, they

constitute excellent soil binders. They are browsed to some extent

by sheep and goats and very little by cattle and horses.

In many parts of the southwest we have annual Buckwheats

which come on in abundance in early spring and others which follow
the summer rains. These comnonly are upright, very slender plants

with a single taproot. They are worthless as forage and have very

little effect on checking erosion. They may be good nurse crops for

more permanent vegetation in places. It would be interesting to try

planting grass seed in the great flats of E. cernuum west of Kingman,

Arizona. Such experiments do not seem to have been tried.

*Rumex hynenosepalus , the Canaigre, is the most common dock in

the southwest. It has large, green leaves and fascicles of tuberous
roots. It is confined generally to quite sandy, rather dry bottom
lands, particularly in the Mesquite belt. The roots contain a high
percent of tannin and have been used extensively in the past for

tanning,- in fact large quantities of it were formerly dug in the

Mesilla Valley region and shipped east. Very indifferent attempts

have been made to grow the plant commercially but as the roots are

rather slow-growing and as the initiation of the program was left

to farmers who were rather indifferent, these attempts have been
failures. At present the United States Department of Agriculture
is doing considerable work with the plant in attempts to obtain
strains which arc rapid-growing or which have more desirable fea-

tures than the common run of the plant. Two or three acres were
planted in 1937 near Las Cruces, New Mexico. A plant carrying as

much tannin as this one is worthy of careful experiments over a

number of years. Outside of possible commercial use the Canaigre
is valueless. There are other docks in bhe southwest but these are

of no significance for erosion control or other purposes.

CHETTOPODIaCEAE

*Atriplex canescens is called Chamiza. It has a very wide
range in the west, extending from South Dakota to western Texas and

Westward to California. Discussions of it common in literature des-

cribe it as the plant direct from heaven. It is drought resistant,

produces an abundance of palatable food for ail sort of livestock
the year round, and produces seed in abundance. From the erosion
control standpoint Chamiza is not an ideal plant. The root system
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is deep, supplying very for; surface roots to prevent erosion. The

bushes which are often four foot or mors high are erect, not form-
ing a good ground cover, and other vegetation such as grass, does

not grow close to the bushes* Its extensive use is not to be re-

comondod but as a browse plant scattered, through grass land it is

excellent. It is admirably suited to rather heavy bottom land

which is not too alkaline*

*Atriplex linearis is often confused with the ordinary Chard za.
In fact some taxononis ts make it a variety of that species. It is,

however, quite distinct, the bushes arc much smaller, two to three
feet tall, and the leaves arc smaller and more slender. The seeds

arc not so widely winged • The range of this salt bush is much nar-
rower than that of A. cazic scons, icing confined bo southern
California and southern Irisona in rather heavy adobe soil which
is not very alkaline. As forage it is probably superior to A.

cane sc ene end since the bushes arc smaller it constitutes a hotter
erosion control plant. It is probable, however, that it will not
withstand the more vigorous winters beyond its normal range.

Atripl ox soribaccata or Australian Salt Bush, is hardly a

bush as it is woody only at the base. It is, however, perennial
but it is not hardy as sue.

1

! in the forth. Of all our salt bushes
this is the best as an erosion control agent since it is low and
spreading and makes a complete ground cover. It is similarly
excellent for forage. At Colorado "wrings seed planted in the
spring produced good plants which seeded profusely the sane season.
This indicates that it nag' be possible tc raise this salt bush in

cold climates as an annual.

*AtripIcx sabuLpsus is a low erect salt bus::, woody only at

the base and confined to heavy quite alkaline soils. It forms al-
most pure stands of small extent in such regions as the Little
Colorado fiver bottoms and ranges from southern Colorado to south-
ern Arizona and central few Mexico. This plant is one of the
striking features of the alkali flats oast of "fins lovf whore the

numerous erect stems of each bush, arc a marked contrast to other
vegetation in the region. It is particularly good sheep browse and
is probably worthy of wide use in the revogctation of alkaline
flats.

Atriplcx ounoata is very similar to A. sabulosus and doubt-
less can bo used in similar sites. Its natural range is southwestern
Colorado and adjacent few Acxico, Utah and Arizona.

Atriplex mitt&llii, futtall's fait rush, is one of the Con-

ner, low spreading salt bueh.es of the western central plains region.
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It occurs also in southern Idano, Utah and Levada but does not oc-

cur in Arizona or Lew Lexico. The low spreading habit of this bush
melees it a very -ood erosion control plant though it must be remem-

bered that none of the salt bushes with the possible exception of

A. semibaccata , arc comparable to grasses as erosion control agents.

The chief reason is that they never form continuous stands. This

plant is fair sheep browse.

*Atr iplex corrugata is closely related to A, nuttallii. Its

range is much more limited than the latter, being confined to south-

ern Colorado and adjacent Utah, Arisen.', and Hew I'exico. The plants
are very low, woody at the base and spreading. As an erosion control

plant it is superior to A. nuttallii but does not supply as much
forage. Like A. nuttallii, it occupies rather heavy adobe soils,

*Atr iplex r^arrettii, Garrett's 3aIt Lush, is reported to have
been brought to Loo's l^crry, Arizona by a Ilormon missionary. This
has never been substantiated scientifically and probably is an er-
ror as it has been found also in several widely separated locali-
ties of southern Utah. At Lee's Ferry whore it grows in profusion
it is herbaceous or very slightly woody at the base and is low and
spreading. It is excellent stock food and worthy of very careful
experimental and observational work.

*Atriplox polycarpa, Desert So.lt Lush, is extremely abundant
in the lower valleys of Arisona and adjacent California, Levada,
Utah and Hexico. It is perhaps oui most drought resistant salt bush,
and from the standpoint of forage, our most worthless one. Its use
in any revegetation program, can hardly be justified.

*Atriplex confertifolia, properly called Shad. Bush, is a very
low spiny bush with oval shiny silvery leaves. It forms dens'e

clumps but owing to the scattered nature of the stands does net con-
stitute a good erosion control plant. It constitutes a consider-
able nroportion of the browse for sheen and rroats in the Lavaio
region but is far inferior to canescons as a forage plant. It

has about the same range as that species but is much more toler-
ant of alkali.

"-Atr iplex lentifomis, Giant Salt Lush, is our largest and
most striking salt bush. It is often ten feet high or more with
a main stem four or five inches in diameter at the base and a
spread of ton or fifteen feet. It frequently forms dense thickets
along washes ana irrigation ditches in our warmer regions. Its
natural distribution is southwestern and western Arizona, extreme
southern Utah, southern Levada, southern California and Ilcxico. It

constitutes fair forage and mckos a handsome ornamental as certain
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bushes turn red or purple in the fall. From its habit of forming

dense thickets it should prove to be of value in erosion control

but its use is decidedly limited by its climatic range.

*Atriplex acanthocarpa, Texas Salt Bush, is abundant in west-

ern Texas and occurs in extreme southern New Mexico in low dry

alkaline bottoms. It is a spreading shrub !§ to 2 feet high with

scurfy loaves and bur-like fruits. It grows in almost pure stands

and has some erosion control and forage value. It should find a

place in our observational work.

*Salsola kali, the Russian Thistle, which is everywhere in our

range, has the warmest friends and the bitterest enemie-s of any of

our plants. In an overgrazed, exploited and all but abandoned range
it is a godsend as it furnishes an enormous amount of forage while
it is young. Often it has been gathered and stacked for stock food
during the winter months. Its presence is always the sign, unmistak-
ably, of abuse and exploitation, laziness and mismanagement of the
land. Formerly ncsters settled on quarter sections, plowed the
land, tried to raise wheat or corn and eventually starved out, leav-
the land to grow to seeds, usually Russian Thistle, where this weed
grows it is not usually difficult to establish Blue Grama or western
YJheatgrass. This seems to be indicated by work on the Navajo Dis-
trict where adequate protection against stock has been given and by
contour work clone in eastern Colorado and New Mexico.

*Koohia americana, Green Molly, is common in the Great Basin
and extends into southern Nevada end southern California in heavy
alkaline soils. It is a low shrub with a good root system but is

commonly found in sites where there is little trouble from erosion.
The forage value of green molly is rather low. It is, however,
browsed some by sheep and goats particularly. This plant may be
worthy of use in. programs of revegetation since it is more resistant
to alkali than the salt bushes and is superior as forage to
Sarcobatus, Dondia and Allenrolfia.

*Burotia lanata, w'inter Fat, seems to be a bono of contention
between eu-ecologists and quasi-ecologists. But which is Eu- and
which is Quasi- remains for the Clements and the Weavers. Some
say it represents a climax type and others that it is a certain
sign of a depleted and overgrazed range, "whatever it is, sheep
and cattle like it and whenever it is ruthlessly overgrazed it
disappears from the range. Along with sagebrush, it cannot be
classed as a first-class erosion control plant. A -Mr. Thorley in
southern Utah who has an extensive winter-fat range, maintains that
winter fat should be heavily grazed during the winter and the bushes
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never allowed to grow more than a foot high but that there should

he no grazing during the summer while the shrubs are setting seed.

In this way the plants always supply tender forage and reproduction
is assured. His range seemed to bear out quite well his assertion.
It was noticed, however, that he preached better than he practiced.

Seed collecting on stands that are kept grazed short can be

done with power strippers, Y/here the bushes grow to be two or
three feet high, seed collecting becomes a matter of hand stripping,

Dondia sop, - Seepweed, V.
re havo two or three very closely

related species of this shrub in the west and southwest. They are

among the very characteristic shrubs of the heavy alkali flats and
as they grow on practically level ground, have little value as soil
binders and they are valueless as forage. The plants frequently
grow on alkali where no other plants can survive. Even these often
grow to a foot or mere in height and turn seared and black. The
plants can usually be recognized by their dark green or purplish
color and the narrow thick leaves,

Sarcobatus vermiculatus is the true Greasewood of the west.
It frequently forms dense stands of bushes five to eight feet tall,
on low, heavy alkali flats. These plants constitute considerable
forage for sheep at times although it can never be spoken of as
first-class pasturage. In regions that have been severely over-
grazed the bushes often accumulate the sand and dirt from the sur-
rounding land and form tall hummocks. These divert the wind into
channels and leave the bottoms in a severe type of devastation,
Greasewood can be readily recognized by the slender, round, succu-
lent leaves which, as the specific name indicates, resemble worms,

A! IARAMTIACEAE

Amaranthu s spp , The Fig Weeds and Cock's Combs are about
as good and about as bad in some localities as the Russian Thistle.
Some of us can remember cutting them for the pigs in the dim and
distant past, in the good old days of the swill-barrel. Occasional-
ly these weeds were used as greens. They are quick growing annuals
which arc pretty good forage but decided pests in cultivated fields.
If annuals are needed as nurse crops and for ground cover these may
serve the purpose. They are, however, water hogs and can be ex-
pected to deprive other plants of their needed moisture unless they
are mowed early,

ETCTAG IIIACEAE

Abronia spp. The Sand Verbenas are conspicuous plants in
sandy regions throughout the southwest and many other parts of North
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America. Some are annuals and others perennials. No thought seems

to have been given them from the standpoint of sand binder though
they certainly play an important part in that work. They are low

spreading scurfy plants often with showy flowers and large colored

showy winged seeds. They seem never to be browsed. A close rela-
tive of the AbroniaS, a Nyctaginia, comes into the eastern part of

our range, in the Shinneries of New Mexico. It is a wide spreading

scurfy plant with very showy, dark red flowers. This plant should
be worthy of cultivation.

Quamoclidion multiflorum is the most handsome Four-o'clock
we have in the southwest. It is confined to the Juniper and Pinon

belt from western Texas to southern Arizona. It frequently forms
bushy plants two or three feet across and two or more feet high and

when in blossom is a mass of crimson. The plant has no significance
as an erosion control or forago plant but should be interesting as

an ornamental.

PORTULACACEAE

Portulaca ol eracea , the common Purslane, is good for a ground
cover and for a nurse crop. It is good forage and is used for greens
by both Indians and whites. After all is said, it is a poor substi-
tute for grasses which will grow on the same soil.

CRUCIFERAE

The Mustards are very abundant throughout the southwest. When
in flower they arc easily distinguished from any other plants as

they have four petals and six stamens, four long and two short. Barely,

extremely rarely, the flower has two or four stamens but why bring
that upi Other signs failing, chew a leaf and if it tastes some-
thing like cabbage it is a mustard. The Ibustards are too numerous
to treat separately. Practically all are wayside weeds, many of them
annuals. Practically all are important bird food plants and many are
eaten by stock. Very few form any significant ground cover. Among
the better bird food plants are the Lepidiums or pepper grasses;
The lypod ium; Streptanthus ; Thlaspi or Penny Cress; Bursa or
Shepherd's Purse; Sophia or Tansy Mustard; Sisymbr ium and Cheiran-
thu

s

, or Wallflower. there probably is no better quail food than
the Tansy Mustards, which are abundant annual weeds throughout our
range. The mustards are especially valuable in chicken yards as
the leaves as well as the seeds are eaten. At least one species,
the Black Mustard, Brassica nigra, causes green streaks to occur in

the yolks of eggs. In some quarters this renders them unsalable.
The suggestion has been made that eggs of this type may be exception-
ally rich in vitamin* Up to the present no high-powered advertising
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agency has promoted the sale of these streaked-yolked eggs. At

least one of our wild mustards is used for salads. This, the Water
Cress (Roripa Na s tu rt iurn*aquaticum) , is abundant in cool, fresh-
running water and in springs. One uncommon mustard ( Lyrocarpa
coulter

i

) , is a weak shrub in very dry, hot sections of the extreme

southwest* It is almost prostrate, thus forming a fair soil binder
and it is closely browsed by stock and game. Stanleya albescens
is a tall, perennial with grayish, thick leaves and pale yellow
flowers. It is frequently heavily browsed by stock but since it is

reported to be a plant with a very perverse appetite for selenium,
its use in any region should be questioned until plants from that
region have been analyzed. In the nursery at Tucson this plant
grows luxuriantly, forming largo thick leaves of a very pleasant
cabbage flavor.

CAPPAPJDACEAE

C lecme serrulata is the common Colorado Beeplant, readily
recognized by its large bunches of pink flowers. It is found in

waste places throughout the west and is commonly considered a worth-
less weed. It is certain that it becomes abundant in places as a

result cf overgrazing. In many places it has apparently given way
to Russian Thistle. The common name of the plant indicates that
it is a choice with the bee. As it blossoms almost continuously
from early summer until late fall if there are good summer rains,
it must supply much honey. The plants which are often three to

four feet high are sometimes mowed and placed in silos, the ensilage
being reported to make passable c ow feed. The seed and leaves are
used in various ways by the Indians as food. C, sonorae is a simi-

lar plant to C, sorrulata but has very short pods ( one -ha If inch
long) in contrast to those of C, serrulata, which are two to four
inches long«

Clecme lutoa is quite similar to the Colorado Beeplant but
has bright y •silow flowers. It is abundant in places but not so gen-
eral as the Colorado LcerC art There norm to be no reports of its
use by stock or Lidians though it is probable it can bs similarly
used t

Wisli.:en -
' t r .-fracta hat a general appearance of t.

1

: e yellow-
flowered beeplant ': v.t ha a a two-seeded, two-valved fruit instead of

the long pod. It is a weed in western Texas and extreme southern
New Mexico

Polarisia trachysoerjaa is called Clancy-Weed, It is a
glandular sticky, foul-smelling weed resembling the Colorado Bee-
plant, The flowers are quite showy, entirely out of keeping with
the foul smell of the plant as a whole. Though this plant is very
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widely distributed in the west it is seldom, very abundant, The ten-

der shoots and the seeds are used in various ways by the Indians for

food. Stock seem never to eat the plant in any stage.

FJiNDNCDLACEAS

Clematis l igusticifolia or Virgin 1 s-Bower, is the very com-

mon Clematis found almost throughout the west covering low shrubs,

small trees and fences along draws. It has five to seven leaflets
to the leaf, clusters of small white flowers and seeds with long
plumose tails. As the vines layer readily and are fairly drought
resistant it may have come soil-binding value. Its chief value is

as an ornamental

.

Clematis drummondii is another of the Virgin's Bowers. It

resembles closely the last but will withstand more drought and a

much warmer climate. As a soil binder it has little value but it

has value as on ornamental.

BERBERIDACEAE

*Bcrberis fromontii is one of the common Algeritas extend-
ing through northern New Mexico, northern Arizona and adjacent
Colorado and Utah. The form in southern Utah, however, is so dif-
ferent that it seems unreasonable to include it in this species.
3. fremontii is a tall shrub which grows in very dense clumps. It

has very hard, thick leaves with spiny edges. The fruits are black
and quite juicy. The Utah form is similar except that the fruits
are much larger and consist of nothing but a thin inflated shell

which turns bright red on ripening. The black fruited form is used
for making jelly. Both forms arc. te be recommended for erosion con-

trol, for hedges, windbreaks and as ornamentals. They are extremely
drought resistant and naturally occupy very reeky sites. The species
is reported as susceptible to grain rust and. should not be planted
in wheat sections.

Berber

i

s haomatoc arpa , Red-fruited Algerita, is common almost
throughout New Mexico. It occurs also in central Arizona near
Prescott, not infrequently associated with 3, fremcntii. In size
and habit it is hardly distinguishable from it. The fruits, however,
arc bright red and much better for .jelly than those of B. fromontii .

Because of its better fruits it is to be recommended over the latter.
The same rules apply with reference to planting this species in

wheat regions as it is susceptible te grain rust.

Berberis wil cexii , Wilcox Algerita, is very similar to 3.

fremontii. Its range is southwestern New Mexico,' southern Arizona
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and south into Mexico, It is so similar to B. fremontii that it

can be used in similar sites and though its susceptibility to grain

rust has not been determined, it should be tentatively classed as

susceptible

.

Berbe r is trifoliolata , Three-leaved Algerita, is the common

Algerita of western Texas. In Wooton & Standley's Flora of New
Mexico it is reported as occurring in western Texas, southern New
Mexico and southern Arizona. The writer has never observed it in

southern Arizona, Commonly this species is a lower bush than the
above-mentioned Algeritas but it is quite similar otherwise. It

can be readily distinguished from the others in having three leaf-

lets to the leaf instead of five or more. It is listed among the

barberries susceptible to grain rust. Its fruit is excellent for

.jelly.

Berber is f end.l eri is a Barberry which is very different in

habit and general appearance to the Algeritas. It is a slender
shrub seldom more than three feet high with numerous horizontal
roots which sprout readily. The species is thicket-forming. The
plants are thorny (not just the leaves), and the fruits are bright
red. It ranges in the mountains of Colorado and northern New
Mexico. As an erosion control plant it is ideal except that it

requires a relatively high altitude and considerable moisture. The

chief objection to it is its high susceptibility to grain rust and
the fact that it cannot be expected to grow in regions where it

will not be a menace to grain.

Berber is vulgaris is the common Barberry of cultivation.
It is not a native of the west but has been planted extensively and

more extensively eradicated to prevent the spread of grain rust.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent to get rid of this
pest when Congress was much more Scotch, with appropriation than it
is today. It goes without saying that its use is not to be recom-
mended.

Berberis thunbergii, the Japanese Barberry, closely resembles
B, vulgar is. It has been quite extensively Introduced throughout
the United States as a substitute for B, vulgaris. It is not sus-
susceptible to grain rust but it is unsuited to the southwest as an
erosion control plant as it is not drought resistant not suitable
to very warm climates.

Berberi s is often erroneously called Oregon Grace.
It is a handsome, very low shrub with large pinnate spiny-edged
leaves, bright yellow blossoms and clusters of black fruits which
make delicious jellv. It grows throughout our range but only in
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cool, damp places in the mountains. It is not susceptible to grain

rust but because of moisture and soil requirements," is unsuited for

erosion control work except in very limited sites. •

•

Berberis aquifolium probably does not occur in our range.

One very similar to it, hov,rever, occurs in our southwestern ranges,
the Huachuca, Santa Rita and Chiricahuas for example. It is a

shrub frequently four or five feet high which closely resembles
B. rep ens except in height. As it is confined to wet canyons it

doubtless will never be of value as an erosion control plant,

*Berberis sp. A very handsome trifoliate Barberry occurs
in the Kof.a Mountains in western Arizona. For convenience we may
call it the Kofa Mountain Barberry. It is a shrub three to five
feet high with a marked tendency to droop to the ground and root
or layer. Its susceptibility to grain rust has not been determined
but because of its drought resistance, good fruiting habits and
tendency to layer, it should be given careful trial in our obser-
vat i ona 1 wo rk

.

PAFAVERAOEAE

Argemono spp. All of our white Prickly Poppies are enough
alike that they may well be discussed together. All are weeds in

waste places and arc frequently abundant along sandy roclry bottoms
which have boon heavily overgrazed. Since they do not constitute
weeds which arc hard to exterminate and since the poppy seeds are
almost the only food in certain sections for great flocks of doves
for perhaps two months or more during late summer and fall, their
use may be justified in wildlife programs. The plants are not
good forage and their erosion control value is negligible. Since
the genus contains both annuals and perennials their questionable
use should recommend the annual s • Extensive analysis may show that
this genus contains species high in narcotic content.

Bsohscholtzia californioa, "the California Poppy, following
winters of considerable rainfall puts a complete covering of gold
over many of the foothills of southern New Mexico, southern Arizona
and westward thr ough the Mohave Desert and the deserts of southern
Utah and Fevada, It is highly prized as a quick annual forage
plant but owing to the fact that it dies in a short time raid that
the last remnants of the plants disappear, it is practically worth-
less for erosion control. It is raised as a garden flower practi-
cally throughout the United States.

SAXIPRAGACEAE

Philadelphus spp . There arc two or thro o species of the
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Mock Orange scattered over a wide range in the west. They are tall,

rather slender shrubs with narrow, rather thick leaves and handsome,

large, fragrant flowers. They arc frequently abundant in canyons

and on stoop slopes in the Juniper and Pinon belts and whore ac-

cessible to stock they are usually quite heavily grazed. These

bushes should be courted as ornamentals. Their extensive use in

any revogctation program, however, is open to question because of

their high susceptibility to the most serious disease attaching
Junipers in the southwest, namely, Gymno sporang ia spocicsu .

Fcndlora spp. There arc three species of Fcndleras in the
west and' "souQiwc'stT They range fro:'.- Colorado through hew hoxico,

Arizona and western Texas. '.That has been said of Fhiladclphus is

true of Fcndlora. The flowers arc handsome and the bushes are suit-

able for ornamentals. They are heavily browsed and likewise subject

to Gymno s porangia

.

*Ribes aureum or yellow flowering currant, is extremely widely
distributed throughout the west, occurring from the Kississippi to

the Pacific and from southern Canada into Old Jlexico. It has pro-
bably also been introduced into most parts of the world where it

formerly did not grow. It is a choice ornamental and the fruits
are frequently sold on the markets .as black currants. This, how-
ever, is a misnomer as this species is quite different from the
true black currant. In southern Arizona ana southern Hew Fexico
this shrub is rather rare but becomes abundant northward. It is

confined in our range to cool, moist canyons or to cooler altitudes.
;

«/here it has been planted in gardens extensively it lias escaped and
now is to be found along fence rows and as thickets in chicken yards
and orchards. In regions where it will grow it is an incomparable
erosion control plant but has the disadvantage of being extremely
susceptible to Pinon blister rust and white pine blister rust. For
this reason, it should never be planted in. association with these
trees

.

Ribes cereum, Squaw Currant or Squaw Bush, is somotim.es cal-
led the wild, red currant. For our consideration here we should in-
clude in this the closely related species, P. inobrians, as the two
arc very similar. The;.- are drought resistant shrubs, widespread
through, the mountains of the west. Since they are slow growing
and not particularly adapted to erosion control, as well as being
subject to the blister rust and another Pinon disease, Coleosporium
ribioola, they should not be considered in any revegetation program.

Ribes 1 opto nthum is the most common wild gooseberry on dry
bottoms and hillsides throughout southern Colorado and adjacent
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New Mexico. It has small black fruits and .extremely thorny stems.

In many places it forms thickets along dry washes- -and in regions
where this is already common it should be seriously Considered as

an erosion control plant. It is highly susceptible to pinon blis-

ter rust but since it is already common in the pinon territory of

southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, it can hardly add to the

blister rust menace.

Ribes pinetorum is a gooseberry which is exceedingly abundant

in many of the higher mountains of southern New Mexico and central
and southern Arizona. It can readily be distinguished from other
gooseberries of the region by its large, prickly fruits. Vfherever

this gooseberry is common it is quite extensively used for jellies.
The bushes form thickets end are good erosion control plants but
they require cool, high altitudes. This like other Ribes, is sub-

ject to the blister rusts.

Ribes me sealerium is a wild currant of the drier mountain
ranges of western Texas and southern Rev; Mexico. The fruits are
black and arc covered with, glandular hairs. They are not usually
considered palatable. This currant frequently forms very large,

widespreading bushes. It is noteworthy because of its size and
its abundance in certain pinon regions.

There are other currants and gooseberries in the southwest
but they are all relatively rare and of no particular significance
as erosion control plants. Some, like Ribes incrme, are locally
considered good for their fruits.

FLATABACEAR

Flatanus wrightii , our native sycamore, is one of the hand-
somest trees bordering our rocky streams in the foothills of the
southwest. Like some others it is probably too common to be .appre-

ciated. There can be no doubt of its value in holding stream banks
and the boulders in the washes. The largo roots are frecuentlv found
extending entirely across the washes, While the sycamore is fre-
quently planted as an ornamental and as a shade tree, it seems never
to be planted with a view to obstructing erosion, A small grove of
these trees was planted in a draw east of the Santa Rita Mountains,
fifteen or twenty years ago. After the trees had grown to be five
or six inches in diameter they were all cut down close to the ground.
The grove was, however, not so easily discouraged. All the stumps
sprouted and a very dense cover has resulted with roots so thick
a rat would have difficulty in digging there. This suggests that
these trees might be used to control erosion and to regulate the
channel of mountain streams which frequently reach flood proportions.
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Crossosoma bigeloyii, is a low, slender, much-branched shrub

with fa sic led grayish leaves and white flowers with clawed petals.

It is confined to the foothills and lower slopes and canyons of our

extreme southwestern ranges. This shrub is showy while in flower

but has little promise as an economic plant except possibly as an

ornamental,

ROSACEAE

Cowania stansburlana , Cliff Hose, is comparable to Cercocarpus
and Fallugia in erosion control value. It often forms almost pure

stands on rocky dry slopes. This species has high forage value and

grows through a wide range of altitudes. It ranges throughout the

southern portion of the Rocky Mountains from, central Colorado and
Utah. Like Cercocarpus and Fallugia, this species can best be pro-
pagated ir. the nursery and. plants transferred to the field. It

grows well in the nursery.

* Cercocarpus raontanus, the common Mountain Mahogany, Is one of

the most common shrubs in the mountains of our region. It extends
also far north and south of our territory. Perhaps what is discus-
sed hers represents more than one species, variety or strain. For
example, the form so common in the mountains between Superior and
Miami, Arizona appears different superficially to that in the moun-
tains about Prose ott. The different forms, however, have much the
same habit and can well be considered together. This is one of the
best shrubs in our mountains for both erosion control and for forage.
It usually forms almost pure stands covering large areas and its
roots quite effectively check erosion. In many places grazing has
been severe, resulting in misshapen twigs -and bushes but these always
put out masses of leaves and survive the ordeal.

The seeds of this shrub germinate readily and young plants
can be- easily transplanted. In 1037 in addition to our regular
quota, sample lots of seed for nursery production were collected
from the mountains .above Miami, Arizona. The Baboquivari Moun-
tains offer another desirable form. The plants from the latter
piece grow to bo trees twenty feet high or more and as much as one
.foot in diameter at the butt,

Cercocarpus ledifol ius is another Mountain Mahogany, forming
a well shaped tree well worthy of trial as an ornamental. It is

not uncommon In the Grand Canyon and in mountain ranges of southern
Nevada and Utah. It is not comparable to C, montanus for soil con-
servation or for forage. The wood of this and of C. montanus is

very hard and takes a beautiful shiny polish. It Ts well' suited
for use as bric-a-brac.
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Ceroooarpus intrieatus, Low Bush Mahogany. This is an in-

tricately branched stiff shrub with small revolute leathery leaves.
It seems to be practically valueless for either forage or for ero-

sion control. It is browsed to some extent by sheep.

Prunu s arierioana . This Wild Plum has a wide distribution,
being found practically throughout the Rocky Mountains. It can

in no sense be called drought resistant, being confined to stream
banks or draws where there is considerable moisture. Its habit

of forming thickets so dense that only small animals can get
through then, renders it an excellent erosion control plant. In

places it becomes a weed in the edges of meadows and around farm
lots. The fruits are almost universally used by local inhabitants
for making jams and jellies. There is no native plant which offers
better opportunity for selection work than this. Individual trees
have fruit far larger and superior in flavor to the general run of

the fruit.

In 1936 500,000 seedlings were sent to the Pavajo project
from the Shiprock Nursery and a similar number was distributed in
1937. This wild plum is an ideal nursery plant. The seeds are
easy to obtain, they germinate well, and no difficulty is met with
in hursery production or transplanting. The only drawback is that
the plant is very limited in its adaptability. The question
naturally arises, also, about the desirability of distributing a

tree which produces a mediocre fruit when it might be possible to
obtain selections or other species which would produce a higher
grade. As our program advances matters of this kind must receive
greater attention.

Prunus besseyi, Bepsey Plum. Improved strains of this low
plains cherry are being grown at Shiprock and Albuquerque. Those
at Shiprock produced heavily in 1937 and the seed will be used for
increase and eventual distribution.

* Prunus melanocarpa . The common Choke Cherry is very abun-
dant in our mountains at altitudes from 5,000 to 8,000 feet. It

forms dense thickets on our gentle slopes leading to streams as
well as growing singly in. canyons end on steep banks. In such
places as the valleys west of Durango, Colorado, its erosion con-
trol value is marked. In good sites it produces an abundance of
fruit which is prized for jelly. Farther south this tree is

replaced, by P. rufula, which is much less important as an erosion
control plant as it commonly grows singly. While both of these
arc commonly shrubs or small trees, they occasionally grow to be
quite large.





Wild plum (Prunus americana)

Excellent fruit for man, beast A bird
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*Prunus watsoni , .'/atson Sand Plum. Up to 1935 v.
re Miere unable

to obtain seeds of this valuable plum. It is found in the sand dune

region of eastern New Mexico, western Oklahoma and Texas in very dry

sixes. It is an excellent sand binder and is prized locally for

its fruits. It is a good sheep browse. It has long horizontal roots
which sprout freely. There are se\reral hybrids, some of which are

probably offered by nurserymen under other names.

*Purshia tridentata. This shrub is known by ranchers and

stockmen as Bitter Bush. The fruits when ripe are as bitter as

quinine and the flavor is as lasting. Taste with cows seems a bit
differect from that with man for this bush is relished by all kinds
of stock. Occasional plants are found in the hills about Gallup,

New Mexico, and it becomes more common farther north. In southern
Colorado there aro almost pure stands of it on some of the steep
slopes and flats. Above Bryce Canyon in Utah, flats are carpeted
with it. It extends far beyond our range in the Rockies and in the
Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountains, It grows typically in asso-
ciation with yellow pine but extends well down in the Pinon and
Juniper type. Its prostrate habit, combined with its ability to

root on the layers, make it an excellent erosion control plant. It

is also very drought resistant. It can be recommended for more
general use in the Navajo region and in Utah.

Ame lanchier sop. We have several species of Service-berries

in the southwest and doubtless they should receive a more careful
treatment than is given here. In certain desert regions as in the
dry rocky foothills in southern Utah and northern Arizona, service-
berry bushes arc rather abundant or. sites whore few ether shrubs
or trees can exist. The over present associate is the juniper and
the combination is a bad one as one of the juniper apple diseases
is almost always present and. at times very damaging to both Service-
berry and Juniper. Other serviceberrios are less xerophytic, that
is they require more moisture and still others grow only on shaded
north slopes or in canyons. Junipers in all cases are not very
distant. The fruit of the servicebcrry is almost o.s variable as

the sites. Certain species produce quite pulpy, tasty fruit, (if

perchance you do not enjoy it walk a few miles further without a

lunch), while others produce fruit so dry and insipid as to be
valueless. Frequently, too, the fruits are mere masses of the
fungus which causes the Juniper apple disease. From the stand-
point of erosion control and as wildlife plants, the serviceber-
rios are excellent. Their habit, however, of harboring the Juni-
per apple disease should greatly limit their use,

Chamaebat lar ia mil lefol ium or Fern Bush, is widely distri-
buted throughout the west. It is, however, limited in its
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altitudinal ran^e, commonly occurring in association with yellow
pines on high plateau- as those along the Grand. Canyon and on dry

slopes of stoop and rocky canyons. It has dense panicles of white

flowers and very finely divided loaves. It has distinct erosion
control value but is hardly adaptable to conditions where wo have

projects at present. It should be a desirable ornamental. It has

no, or very low, forage value.

*Coleogyne ramosissima or Black Bush, a low, stiff, bushy
shrub, covers thousands of acres in pure stand, in northern Arizona
and southern Utah • It is especially abundant along the Colorado

River in bhc Vermillion Cliffs region. While this is not consider-
ed palatable, it raust furnish considerable browse for sheep as

flocks are ranged through it when scarcely anything else is avail-
able. It is an excellent soil binder,

Potrophyton spp . There are supposedly two species of this
curious rod: plant in the west. They are widely distributed at
relatively high altitudes, mostly in limestone regions. They form
dense solid masses of roots, oaudiccs and leaves, usually on the
face of cliffs. They are only interesting as ornamentals for roc 1

:

garden s.

Holodiscu s dumosus or Rock Spirea, is common at relatively
high altitudes throughout the west. It has grayish hairy leaves
and dense clusters of whitish flowers. It is a handsome ornamen-
tal and may have some value for erosion control.

:
< Dasiophora fruticosa or Shrubby Cinquefoil, sometimes called

woody Potent i] la, is a common, low shrub throughout the Pocky Moun-
tains from Pew Mexico north. It also occurs from Labrador to Alaska
and in Europe and Asia, It is a handsome low shrub with bright yel-
low flowers which resemble buttercups, Many mountain valleys arc
carpeted with this shrub and erosion stopped or retarded. It is

not suitable to low altitudes, dry or alkali sites.

Throughout the Rooky Mountains at medium and high altitudes
are many species of Potentilia which arc closely allied to D,

frutico sa but which, arc. perennial herbs, mostly of little signifi-
cance. Potent ill

a

anscrina, however, is a low creeper occupying
overgrazed damp valleys in the mountains. It is a very effective
soil binder but a definite indication of land abuse.

Rubua arizonica is a Trailing Blackberry not uncommon in the
mountains in Santa Cruz and Pima counties in Arizona. It commonly
occupies rather protected places either in canyons or on steep
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north-facing slopes, often forming dense low brush thickets. In

such sites it is an excellent soil binder. The berries are so

snail that canaries nust have trouble locating then,

Tli ere are other species of Rubus, all of which have sone

value as soil binders and as wildlife plants. All grow in sites
in the mountains where erosion is not commonly active. Rubus
sbrigosus, the wild Red Raspberry, however, because of its hori-

zontal root system and sprouting habit, should bo considered in

certain sites in the Mountains whore overgrazing has started

active erosion. The fruits of this plant are also delicious.

Rubus doliciosus and its close rt latives are called Thimble ber-

ries. Iii places where the;' are abundant they are quite effective-

soil binders. They are much more drought resistant than the true

raspberries and the blackberries. They have large leaves and

largo white flowers. The fruit." are greedily eaten by birds.

It is not improbable that some of the cultivated raspberries
and blackberries may have a place in erosion control and wildlife
plans. They frequently escape from cultivation in favorable sites
along canyons and draws. At times such species as the Himalaya and
the Evergreen Blackberry, become real pests.

Crataegus spa. There are two, possibly four species of Haw
in the southwest. G. rivulari s lias a much wider distribution than
the one or more others, extending as it does fro:" 1 northeastern
Nevada and Idaho to northern Row bcxico. It is the common black
Haw of southern Colorado. It grows singly or in clumps along moun-
tain streams one is nowhere very abundant • It is suitable for an
ornamental and for bird food. As an erosion control plant it is

indifferent and since it is a host for Juniper apple rusts it should
be used with restraint if at all. C. saligna is a somewhat smaller
tree or shrub confined to northern blew HexTco, northern Arizona and
adjacent Utah and Colorado. It is found in very rocky canyons in

clumps or singly. It is readily distinguished from 0. rivularis
in the fall by its red fruits. C. wootoniana and C, erythrooarpa
are reported In booton t Standley's Flora of New Hexico. Further
studies cf these two species is necessary before the;/ can be even
casually dismissed.

*FalIugia paradoxa
, Apache Flume, is widely distributed in

the west. Vfith us It occupies dry, rocky washes and bottom lands
from 1,000 to 7,000 feet altitude throughout our range. It is a

soil consorver of the first qualitv, is excellent browse and sur-
vives heavy grazing. In washes the tops bend downstream during
floods and often become buried, only to sprout up from the tops.
Often underground stems resembling rhizomes or horizontal roots
become a mass of tangled roots suggesting their use for cuttings.
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Plants of this character, however, handled with extreme care give

practically no results in the nursery or the field. Seeds, however,

germinate readily and one year old seedlings are not difficult to

transplant. Direct planting of the Apache Plume in the field should
give good results if proper methods can be developed.

Vauquelinia californica or Arizona Rosewood, is an evergreen
tree with thick, grayish, linear crenate-margined leaves and large
clusters of white rosaceous flowers. It is frequently a tree up to

30 feet high with a trunk 1 to l-g- feet in diameter. More often,

however, it is a low, much branched shrub. The v/ood is very beauti-
ful and as hard as adamant and very heavy. Apparently it has never
been used for commercial purposes owing to the inaccessibility of

the trees, their extreme slow growth and small size. It is confined
to the southwestern ranges from southwe stern New Mexico to southern
California and south into Mexico. Owing to its extreme slow growth
it is unsuited to erosion control work. Recently this was discovered
to be the host of one of the O-ymnocporangias which attacks Junipers.

Gorbus, soopulina , the Mountain Ash, has a very wide range in

the west but grows at relatively high altitudes. It is frequently
used, as a yard and street ornamental because of its beautiful pin-
nate foliage and large clusters of flowers and fruits. It is one
of the ornamentals which is frequently sold in commercial nurseries.
It has no place in a revegetation program except possibly as an
ornamental along highways at high altitudes. One of the Gyrnnos-

porangia attacking Junipers lives on this as its alternate host.

Peraphyllum ramosissimum, Colorado Bitter Crab, is a tall,
widely spreading shrub, very common in southern Colorado and ex-
tending into northern How Mexico. It has narrow leaves and blos-
soms and fruits which closely resemble those of the apple. It is f

an excellent soil binder on slopes just below the yellow pine reg-
ion and extending into the pinons. Its use in the revegetation
program cannot be recommended, however, where junipers are likely
to be planted or where they arc already present. It is extremely
susceptible to at least two of the Gymno sporangia s

.

MIM03ACEAE

Calliandra eriophylla, Fairy Duster, stands paramount among
shrubs on our extreme southwest ranges both as an erosion control
plant and as forage. It ranges throughout western Texas, southern
Arizona, i-Jcw Mexico and almost throughout Mexico. A good grass
range well dotted with this plant can be considered the ideal stock
range. This shrub can be oaten down close to the ground and thorou-
ghly trampled and yet survive. Seed germinate readily and plant
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grow well in the nursery. Seed, however, are difficult to collect
and plants with well developed root systems are hard to transplant,
at least from the field.

Cal l iandra humil is is hardly comparable to £^ e r iophylla ,

chiefly because of its comparative scarcity. It has a wider range
with us than the latter, extending farther north and reaching into

higher altitudes. It is, however, confined to central and southern
Arizona and outside of Mexico* It ic highly palatable and a fair
soil hinder but does not withstand grazing well,

Call iandra reticulata is even less abundant than C. humilis .

It in so small, usually not more than six inches tall, and so sparce
on tho ground that it is relatively unimportant either for grazing
or for erosion control. Its high oal atability is one reason for

its relative scarcity. It has approximately the same range as C.

eriophylla,

Calliandra schottii is probably confined in our range to the

Baboquivari, Santa Oatalina and Chiricahua Mountains. It is a lar-
ger bush than oven C, or iophylla and is more erect in habit. Clumps
which have not boon severely grazed are three to four foot high.
Each plant is a dense clump of stoma with a root system composed of

numerous fibrous roots a quarter of an inch or more in diameter.
This species promises to be important where it will grow within our

range. Up to the present we have obtained no seed for propagation
work.

Lys iloma thornberii is a very rare shrub found only in our

range in the extreme southwestern mountains. It was described from
material collected by Professor Thoraber in the Rincon Mountains
east of Tucson, Arizona. It occurs also in the Eaboquivaris and
doubtless others of the southwestern ranges. It quite closely re-
sembles Acacia mill ifalia. In fact, the usual observer would
pronounce this plant an Acacia, It is somewhat taller than a.

aillifol ia and probably is suitable for use under similar conditions
and in similar sites to that in which the last species may be used.

.acacia gr egg i

j

, Cat c I aa , is widely distributed throughout the

desert regions of southern Arizona, southern Hew Mexico and Mexico.
It is most abundant alone, draws, swales and rocky canyons from
2,000 to 6,000 feet elevation. Occasionally it makes a small tree
but is more frequently a sprawling shrub. The recurved thorns make
this plant unwelcome to stock and man, though it is a good soil
binder and is browsed to some extent. The flowers arc visited by
innumerable bees and Catclaw honey is highly prized. The wood is

very hard and tough and is used locally for making single-trees,
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double-trees, tool handles, wagon-body stakes and for firewood*

This plant is to be recommended for use on critical areas in draws

where grazing should be discouraged.

*Acacia constricta var. pauc i spina is occasionally a small

tree but more often a tall shrub. It ranges from western Texas

to southern Arizona in very dry rocky moras and along rocky canyons
and draws. The small, abundant and very fragrant balls of flowers I

and the straight thorns separate it readily from the Gate law bush.
In habit this bush is much less desirable for erosion than the

Gate law, as this has an erect habit and commonly a short single trunk
from which the branches rise abruptly. The seeds of this species

are easy to collect and they germinate readily. The shrubs have a

low forage value.

Acacia spp» V.'e have several Acacias in the southwest besides
those already discussed (A. greggii, A. constricta var. pauc i

s

pina)

.

Some of these are thornless and more or less herbaceous but have
excellent rhizomatous roots. A. lemmoni. occurs in the southern part
Arizona and frequently forms a considerable part of the ground cover.
The base of the plant is somewhat shrubby. The leave? are very
finely divided, Y.'hile this is not among the best forage plants, it

is, however, browsed and its value for erosion control cannot be
discounted. It occupies" quite dry slopes in the lower oak belt of
such ranges as the Tluachucas, Santa Ritas and the Chiricahuas.

*Acacia suffrutcscens is very similar to A. lemmoni. Its

range, however, seems to be considerably wider, it being found in
some abundance in the mountains near Globe and the plateaus near
Flagstaff, as well as in the more southern ranges in Arizona. For
all practical purposes it can be considered along with A. lemmoni.

Acacia millifolia* is a low to moderately tall shrub with very
finely divided leaves and rather straight stems. It is found in

considerable abundance on low limestone rieges in a limited range
in southeastern Arizona and adjacent Few Hexico. It doubtless oc-
curs in greater abundance in Fexico. On the ridges east of Douglas,
Arizona it forms considerable stands. It is heavily browsed, par-
ticularly by sheep, it is extremely drought resistant and its value
as a browse shrub recommends it for rove go-tation programs. It is

not unlikel^- that its range can be greatly extended. The region in
which it occurs is frequently quite cold. This shrub should be
tried as an ornamental.

Mimosa biuncifcra is commonly called Gatclaw although this
term is possibly better applied to Acacia greggii. The entire bush,
including the flowers, suggests Acacia. The leaves arc finely
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divided and the stems are fortified with heavy curved thorns. The

shrub is commonly low and spreading and as it occupies dry draws
and canyons, is frequently a noteworthy soil binder. One reason
for its excellence is the fact that stock do not normally enjoy
negotiating the dense stands of the shrub. This shrub is wide-
spread through western Texas and the southern half of New Mexico
and most of Arizona. Naturally it extends into Old Mexico but it

is not reported from southern California. It has very little value
as forage but the extremely abundant small peas must constitute a

good part of the bird food during the fall and winter. This plant
is well worthy of work in selection and hybridization although it

is in many places a distinct pest.

*Mimosa dysocarpa is much loss abundant in our range and does
not extend as far north as does M. biuncifera. It is very similar
in habit but commonly docs not grow as tall and consequently is a

somewhat more desirable shrub. The flowers are pink and form short
spikes and during the blooming time arc a beautiful sight on the
desert. The seed pods of this species are curious in that they
fall apart in segments, each segment carrying a seed.

Mimosa lemmoni is a rare shrub in extreme southern New Mexico
and southern Arizona. It does not grow as tall as the other two
Mimosas mentioned. Its leaves are thorny as well as the stems and
branches. Even the pods are armed with curved thorns. It is com-
parable in erosion control to M. dysocarpa.

Morongia occidentalis is a semi-herbaceous vine occurring in
western Texas and adjoining New Mexico. It is prostrate, has fine-
ly divided leaves and is armed with numerous curved thorns. With
us it is very rare but its prostrate habit and drought resistance
suggest it as having possibilities for erosion control.

**Desmodium cinerascens is a tall perennial legume with some-
what woody base and erect, branching stems two or three feet in
height. It has trifoliate, reticulately veined leaves and pods
which form loments. The group, Desmodium, is often referred to as

the Tick Trefoil because the pods have a way of breaking apart at
the segments and frequently stick to a person's clothing. This
plant is abundant in limited areas in the mountains of extreme south-
ern Arizona at altitudes of 3*000 to 5*000 feet. It is not usually
sufficiently abundant to be a great factor in erosion control but
with some human encouragement it may prove to be worthwhile. Its
palatability is probably rather low.

**This should follow Acschynomene, p. 93*
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*De smodium bachtooaul is resembles somewhat D. cine rase ens but
the stems arc lees erect and more branches and the entire plant is

more fragile in general appearance. It has rather soft, slightly-

hairy, trifoliate leaves which arc only slightly reticulately veined.
The lomonts of the pods are much smaller than those of D. c in eras

c

ons .

This plant is abundant in United areas in the mountains of extreme
southwestern Tew Mexico and it doubtless occurs in southern Arizona
as well. The root system and the semi-prostrate habit of' this plant
make it much more desirable for an erosion control plant then the
D. cinorascons. It is also probably much bettor forage.

*De smodium grahami is a perennial vine or semi-prostrate herb
or vine with trifoliate leaves, the leaflets of which are ovate.
The ].omenta of the pods are quite large. The prostrate habit and
divided woody root system make it an excellent erosion control plant.
It is, however, relatively rare in the southwest. It occurs in the
vicinity of Prescott and doubtless throughout the Mogollon region
of Arizona and adjacent Hew Mexico. Ho data is available on its
palatability but it is probably relatively good.

Desmodium angustifolium is a very rare and handsome tick
trefoil from Santa Cruz County in Arizona. The leaves are simple
and very long and narrow, the blades being often as long as five
inches. The Desmodium arc: commonly thrce-f ol iatc. The plant has
an excellent root system and should make a good erosion control and
forage plant. It is extremely rare, however, and has never been
grown in the nurseries.

Desmoid urn b igelovi i and D. rosoi arc annuals, possibly of no
significance. These plants are confined to the southern part of
New Mexico and adjacent Arizona. It may prove interesting and
profitable to try these in observational work as annual ground cover
legumes

.

*Prosopis glandulosa. This He squite is much smaller than

Z*. HiAAHJeaHEL* ~ ^n fact it is commonly a low shrub froquontly half
covered by sand. Vast areas in southern New Mexico and adjacent
Texas are covered with low clumps of this me squite and with sand
dunes. The Question naturally arises in one's mind what would
happen if the mosquito were not there. It is certain the sand dune

condition is caused primarily by overgrazing. It may be that the

mosquito s in the dunes aggravate the movement of the sand by divert-
ing the wind into channels.

These sand duties offer an excellent opportunity for a study
of grasses suitable to these sites. Setaria macrostaohya, Stipa
eminons .and exotics such as Elymus sabul osus and Aristida pinnata
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should help to fix the snail dunes. Fro s op is gj â^J£-- os3. offers the

same opportunity to make selections for fruits as P. velutina.

*Prosopis vel utina. There can he very little excuse for plant

ing this mesquite for erosion control. Along river bottoms it has

become sufficiently dense to crowd out all grass and most other

vegetation. During heavy rains it is probable the top soil is more
readily carried off than it would be if the ground were covered with
grass or even weeds, such as Russian Thistle. Ilesquites have
steadily spread on grazing land until they occupy even much land on

the slopes of hills. Hesquite trees are browsed but many a cow has
starved to death in a mesquite thicket. The chief value in the
mesquite is the fruit. All kinds of stock grow fat when the beans
begin to drop. Occasionally, however, horses die of impacted boweLs
from eating the pods. At the time of ripening the beans themselves
are too hard to be digested and stock eating the pods easily dis-
seminate the seeds. A broad trail of no .$quite s extends from Texas
and Oklahoma, to Las Cruces, Now i'lexico, where stock in early days
were driven westward.

Pro sop is juliflora. It has been stated that this species,
which is very closely related to P. velutina, was introduced many
years ago into the Hawaiian Islands and hasHoocome a tree of great
economic importance. It is probable, however, that the tree of the
Eawaiians is P. chilensis, a native of Chile.

Host everyone who has traveled through mesquite country has
noticed the difference in the size and color of the mesquite pods
or. different trees. 3ome are very long, thick, juicy and sweet.
Since the pods rather than the seeds constitute the food value, it

should be possible to obtain good selections. The difficulty is

that mesquites do not grow well from cuttings and valuable selec-

tions cannot be obtained through seeds. The propagation of these
selections is evidently a problem for the Bureau of Plant Industry
to undertake. Another problem is the hybridizing of the mesquite
with other trees, sue

1

:: as the Carob or possibly some of the Acacias.

For those who have had a lapse of memory it should be recal-
led that the mesquite has been one of the chief sources of food for
the Indians for perhaps several hundred years. They use the seeds
as well as the pods. tSr. P. M. Gor such of the Wildlife Section of
the Forest Service, reports the mesquite beans to be the chief food
for quail for long periods in summer, fall and winter. They cat the
roods from the faeces of stock which consume the pods.
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Krameria glandulosa, P.hatany, The ?'ramerias are curious
shrubs, so curious that taxonomists disagree about their relatives.
Some say they go in with the peas and some say they are related to
the millcwort. The flowers are pea-like but the sepals are the showy
part and there are only four stamens. The fruit is almost like a

nut and is covered with prickle?;. The above species is an excel-
lent browse plant and is widely distributed: Ve stern. Texas through
southern Hew Mexico and southern Arizona to southern Utah, Nevada
and California. It also extends from Chihuahua to Lower California
in Hexico. Dry rocky sites are nost suitable to it. In the nursery
it has proved curious, A large bed next to a plot of Parryel la

f ilifol ia was planted to Krameria glandulosa * The young plants
wrero uniform upon gemination. Later, however, all the plants away
from the Parryella bed died while those close to it began to grow
rapidly. Shade? No, for the Kramer ia was south of the Parryella
and when tho Kramer ia plants began to show best growth the Parryella
had been dug up, Tho Parryella sprouted from the roots.

,
There is

no evidence of damr.ro to the Parryella and no apparent evidence of

root parasitism. It scorns likely that efforts to grow Krameria
without proper o.ssociation with certain selected plants of symbio-
tic importance to them, will neet with failure,

Krameria secundiflora strikingly resembles K. glandulosa .

It, however, is woody only at tho base and the top trails on the
ground. As it is more herbaceous than glandulosa , it is much
bettor forage. This ranges as far east as Florida but extends only
as far v.

rest as central Arizona, whereas K. glandulosa extends into
southern California but docs not grow further east than western
Texas. Doth species extend far down, into Hexico.

There are other species of Krameria which may prove to be

important

.

CA33IACEAS

Hoffmans egg ia dens iflora ,
usually called Hog Potato, is com-

mon in waste places and abandoned lands from southwe stern Texas to
southern California, southern Kevada and southern Utah, It is a

low, herbaceous leguminous perennial with numerous thick, tuberous
roots, finely divided leaves and yellow flowers. The roots have
been used in the past for human food, especially by the Indians, and
hegs are very fond of them. Since this plant occupies very poor
wasteland raid since it is a soil binder and a legume, it is worthy
of considerable attention. It should be possible bv selection and
perhaps breeding, to produce plants which will fill a real niche
in the economy of the southwest. There are several other species,
some of which may bo suitable for reve getat ion work.
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Caesalrcinia srilliesii or Bird of Paradise, is a tall shrub
i h— *

with bipinnate leaves, very fine leaflets and large showy yellow
flower:-.. It was introduced in the southwest at a very early date ,

as an ornamental and has escaped fro:: cultivation in many locali-
ties. Along rocky arroyos in the foothills it probably has some

erosion control value. It is, however, valueless as forage and be-

cause of its disagreeable odor, not too desirable as an ornamental.

Cassia wislizonii. This is totally unlike the common Cassia
of the southwest. It is a spreading bush with small dark green
leaflets and large fragrant yellow flowers. It is confined to a

narrow belt in southwestern Hew Mexico and southeastern Arizona within
the United States but extends into Mexico. This should be used ex-

tensively as an ornamental in the warmer parts of our range. It is

almost valueless for erosion control or for forage.

Cassia coves ii Is a low gray herbaceous perennial with rather
largo leaflets and yellow flowers. It is very common in southern
Now Mexico and southern Arizona in the foothills. It is of little
value for erosion control and none for forage, and among other things
lias a very offensive odor. Closely related to this are C. lindheimcri

,

and C. roemcriana and C, bauhinioides, scattered near the Mexican
border in Texas, Hew Mexico and Arizona.

Cassia loptocarpa is a rather tall bush-like herbaceous per-

ennial with coarse green leave,:, pointed leaflets and very long,

squarish pods. It has an offensive odor and is of no forage value.
It is sufficiently abundant, however, to be a fair soil binder. It

ranges from western Texas, southern Arizona end southern New Mexico,
south to South America.

It Is highly probable that all of these Cassias are important
bird food plants as they produce large amounts of small pea-like
seeds

.

Chamaecrista nictitans, Partridge Pea, is a sensitive plant
which has an extremely wide distribution as a weed. It occupies
waste places and over-grazed, areas. Being a slender, short-lived
annual with very small roofs, it has but little value as an erosion
control plant although it may prove to be worthwhile as a quick pea
crop and as a nurse plant for grasses or other perennials. It can
readily be recognized by its yellow flowers and distinctly sensitive
leaves.

*Chamaeor i s

t

a wrightii is a perennial with a hard wood" root
and herbaceous toe. It is sufficiently abundant in places to be a

re.A factor in erosion control, and apparently it is a much better
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forage plant than the annual. It is confined in our region to south-

ern Arizona ana" -orclv.--.hly adjacent New J-Jexico. ' *

Cere is occidentalism "..'hen our ".."estern P.edbud is better known
doubtless it will be more widely used as an ornamental* It closely
resembles the eastern redbud which lends such beauty to the hard-
woods regions in the east in early spring. V.'ith us the redbud is

a large shrub or small tree found only in rather secluded places
in canyons ant. rock crevices in southern Utah, Nevada, California
and Ariz or a • It ha s boon located in the Grand Canyon where it is

abundant} in the Superstition fountains and in the Caboquivari
Mountains in Arizona* No c.vper imental work haci been carried on
with this species to determine its adaptability for planting. It

should be remembered that it ;
: a a legume that is drought resistant

and that it is a beautiful shrub or tree*

*01edit sia triacanthos, the Honey Locust, has been planted in

many sections of -'die United States and elsewhere. Some years
back contests were conducted in the schools and elsewhere to obtain
the largest seed pods. Sore experiments were conducted to determine
the sugar' content of the pods. In every way the tree shows remark-
able possibilities, it is much hardier than black locust, not being
subject to borer attacks but docs not produce such durable wood.
The pods constitute excellent food, for- stock and may be utilized
for human consumption. If methods can be devisee to grind the pods
and seeds to add to their value for food for stock, the use of this
species should he accelerated. As a tree for range planting in

Region G its use has bee;;, at least for the present abandoned because
of severe damage to the young trees by rabbits.

Parkinsonia acvloata is probably the rest important of our

Palovcrd.es from the standpoint of use. it is a handsome ornamental
which has gained a place 5xi street planting programs in our 7/armer t-»

sections. Under irrigation it is rapid growing. It lias been intro-
duced to South Africa and has escaped cultivation in many places.
It can hardly be considered, an erosion control plant as it is not
sufficiently abundant. Its boons have been used in the past for
human food and the- are greedily eaten by animals when they can he
reached,

Ccrcid ium torrovanum, the large Paloverde, is one of the most
common sights on the desert. Doubtless its roots play an important,
part in holding the soil along dry washes. Since our work thus far
has been confined to regions in which none of the palovcrdcs will
grow, this tree has not gained a place in our planting or nursery
programs. It, however, plays a part in the economy of the desert.
The. beans are browsed by stock and were formerly oaten by Indians.
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It is hard, to understand why nore use has not been made of beans
produced in such abundance as those of the paloverde. If they are
digestable, as is evidenced by the fact that they were formerly used,

it is high time some domestic science teacher or hill-billy school
teacher learns how to stew them. The wood is of rather poor grade
as the sap-wood decays quite rapidly and is soon honey-combed by
termites. It, however, brightens many a camp fire and liberal
quantit i o s a r o mixed with nc 3quite and sold to the unsophisticated
in the towns.

Parkins onia microphylla, the small Paloverde, is very similar

to Corcidium torreyalmru l't does not commonly reach so large a size.

The beans are comparable to those of the other paloverdes.

PAPILIONACEAE

Sophora seoundif1 ora , Coral Bean, is reported in Sargent's
Manual as a tree. It is, however, usually a shrub three or four
feet high. It is limited in its range to western Texas and extreme
southern New Mexico in rooky limestone canyons. The leaves resemble
those of a .Curiae but are light grayish green, thick and evergreen.
The blue flowers grow on long, drooping spikes and are very hand-
some. The seeds contain a poisonous alkaloid and the plants are-

reported to be poisonous to stock. They, however, arc extremely
rarely browsed. This shrub is one of the most bcantifu.1 in the
southwest and well worthy of extensive cultivation as an ornamental.

Sophora arizonica is very similar to ^ secundiflora but has
smaller cvergre zm leaves and shorter spikes of blue flowers. It is

confined to very limited areas in Arizona, apparently having been
reported only from the lower foothills at the base of the north, end
of the Graham Mountains and the desert regions south and west of

1'ingman. This plant should be used for ornamental purposes. Since
it is probably somewhat poisonous it should not be used in any re-
vegetation program.

*Sophora stenophylla is a very interesting perennial herb
with finely divided leaves and capitate clusters of large blue
flowers. It is a typical sand plant, confined to regions of drift-
ing sand. It has long, horizontal roots which sprout freely and
as it frequently forme a complete ground cover, it is an excellent
sand binder. It seems to be unpalatable to stock. Its known dis-
tribution is confined to northern Arizona, southern Utah, southern
Nevada and northern New Mexico.

Sophora sericea is a low herbaceous perennial with rather
fine leaves. It is confined in its range to the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains and adjacent plains from South Dakota to Texas and
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west to Utah. In Colorado and ITyoming it is frequently quite abun-
dant and constitutes a fair erosion control plant. It is, however,
listod among the weeds that are known to be poisonous and for this
reason should not be considered in a revegetation program.

Crotalaria lupulina , Rattle '..'eed, has been suggested for a

leguminous ground cover and nurse crop. V.'ith a little rainfall it

makes a rapid growth, especially along sandy washes. It is quite
palatable to stock, ".e have not used it in the nursery or on our

observational plots up to the present. Seed is easily collected by
hand.

*Trifolium fragiferum is the Strawberry Clover recently intro-
duced through the Agricultural Experiment Station in Colorado to the
west. It is reported to be a very excellent clover for damp, alkali
ground. The small planting at Albuquerque is doing excellently. Thus
far it has nob been tried on the open range. It requires too much
moisture for use except in selected sites in moist alkali regions.

*Tri"olium brandegii is the Spruce Clover of southern Colorado.
It is confined to the relatively high mountains in the belt of the
spruces or just below it. According to Mr. Mann of the v̂io Grande
Project, Soil Conservation Service, this is a wonder plant as a soil
binder and as forage in the mountains of southern Colorado. We plan
to try this in the nursery at Albuquerque as soon as seeds or plants
can be obtained.

Lotus spp., Deer Clover. This genus includes many of our very
important erosion control and forage plants. It must be remembered
also that they are legumes, and legumes must hold a vital place in

any program of soil rehabilitation. There are numerous species in
the southwest. Some of them are annuals of very little importance
except for wildlife, while others are deep rooted perennials which
are active in Controlling soil erosion* Among the very common ones
are L. rigidus , L. greenei, and L. iongibracteatus. All of these
are perennials. Tie first, L, rigi dus, is common on dry rocky slo-

pes of the southwestern ranges. It is rather stiff and almost
leafless. In general appearance it resembles a shrub. The top,
however, dies down during the winter. While it is an important for-
age plant, it is less palatable than many of the others and its root
and crown habit do not recommend it so highly for erosion control.
This and the other species are important bird food plants.

*Lotus wrightji has a much wider general distribution than L.

rigidus. It is an important erosion control and forage plant on
dry slopes in the Kaibab Region of Arizona, in the Hogollon Plateau,

the mountains and plains about Prescott end Kingman, Arizona, the
mountains about Cedar City, Utah, and those of southern Hew Mexico.
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It is probably our most valuable southern Lotus.

Lotus grecnoi is a perennial with sproo.ding habit and dis-
tinctly silvery colored leaves, found on our extreme southwestern
ranges. It is comparable to L. wrightii and possibly can be grown
at a somewhat lower altitude.

Lotus longibracteatus can readily be confused with L. greenei.
It apparently is relatively scarce but has been reported from a wide
range, for example, Zion national Park in Utah and the Graham Moun-
tains in Arizona.

Two very rare species of Lotus have been recently reported
from southern Arizona. One of those , L. hamatus, is a low spread-
ing annual which occupies extremely dry sites. Annuals of this type
should not be overlooked as they constitute excellent ground cover
on waste sites. It has been found only on the flats northeast of the
Baboquivari Mountains. Another Lotus which has every appearance of
being a much worthwhile plant for erosion control is L. alamosanus*.
It is abundant in rather moist situations in Sycamore Canyon, Santa
Cruz County, Arizona. Until recently it had not been reported north
of Mexico. It forms very dense turf and effectively holds the soil
in canyon bottoms during flood periods. Its use will be limited to
rather moist situations comparable with those where it was located.
However, our erosion control program calls for work in many sites
of this ohoracter= This is without question the best turf-forming
Lotus we have indigenous to our territory.

*Vicia exigua is a native perennial Vetch which closely re-

sembles in habit V. pulcholl a. It, however, grows in much drier site

at lower altitudes. It has been reported from the Baboquivari Moun-
tains, the Coyote Mountains, from Sycamore Canyon and from the moun-
tains south of Ruby, Arizona. These are all in Santa Cruz and Pima
Counties, Arizona. This plant should prove of greater value for
erosion control than V. puroho11

a

because of its greater drought
resistance. In general appearance it is strikingly like that species
There are doubtless other wild vetches, some of which may prove to be
worth investigating. Some are annuals. One curious vetch, with very
narrow loaves, V. sparsiflora, occurs in the mountains about Alpine,
Arizona.

Indigofera sphaerocarpa, Indigo Bush, is a leguminous shrub,

slight!;, resembling Arnorpha and like it, having very short pods.

In our range it is confined to southern Now Mexico and southern
Arizona. In tho mountains west of Animas, New Mexico, it attains
a height of three or four feet, grows in quite dry, rocky bottoms
and on rocky slopes, and is quite heavily grazed. It is never in

dense enough stands to constitute a good soil binder.

( °Correction: This should follow discussion V. pulchell a, p.96.)
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Psora lia nicrantha is a low, extremely glandular weedy herb

with long rhlzonatous perennial roots which occupies beds of almost

pure sand. It is not infrequent in sites of this kind in the south-

ern part of the Pocky Mountains from western Texas probably to
California, The plant is too low to constitute a windbreak of im-

portance. However, it is an excellent soil binder and probably
could bo used to advantage in stabilizing sand dunes. It is, how-

ever, quite unpalatable. In fact, it has been suspected of being
poisonous and as a result cannot be recommended for revegetation
work until it has been given a clear bill of health.

There are several other Psoralias in the ".'est which are simi-

lar in growth habits to Ps oral ig micrantha. Most of them, however

,

arc useless or nearly so for erosion control work and arc valueless
for forage. One Psoralia of a distinctly different type is P.

esculenta, which is a low, somewhat spreading perennial with a large

tuberous root which was formerly used extensively by the Indians for
food* This is confined in its natural distribution to southern
Arizona, southern Hew Mexico and western Texas. Since its spreading
habit makes it a fair soil binder, its acquaintance should be courted

in nursery practice.

Amorpha occidenta l is and close relatives, are frequent but

not abundant throughout the west. They are sometimes called Indigo
bushes. Specimens from the Black Range in New Mexico are frequently
large shrubs or small trees. To date we have not tried the Anorphas
in any of our programs in the southwest but reports given at the
Colorado Springs Conference regarding the use of this group in
Regions Six, Seven and Nine are so favorable that nursery plantings
will be tried at a couple of the nurseries in Pegion Sight from seed
collected in the Black Range. The fruits and leaves of this plant
hare an odor similar to that of Parrye

1

1a filifolia, a decoction of

which is used by the Hop is bo repel bed bugs. If, as is reported,
Amorpha is resistant to jackrabbit and insect (including grasshoppers
attack, should it not be tested for substances which may prove use-
ful in man's fight to the finish with the insect world?

The Amorpha s produce seed in abundance and production in the
nursery will doubtless prove easy.

*Eysenhardtia orthocarpa, Kidnoywood, is a shrub or small tree
confined in our territory to extreme southern New Mexico and Arizona.
It, however, extends far south in Mexico and is widely distributed
in the Tropics. It is a leguminous tree with spikes of small white
flowers, very short pods and pinnate leaves. It is one of the finest
browse shrubs in the southwest and since it grows on dry, rocky sites
it is a worthwhile erosion, control plant. If you will refer to
Standley 1 s Trees and Shrubs of Mexico you will see that the account
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of the uses of this plant reads like a fairy tale. It has been
used for all sorts of medicinal purposes. The wood has been turned
into many small articles, such as spindles and bric-a-brac. It

gives water in -which it has been soaked a peculiar iridescence.

*Galactea wrightii is a pea vine with grayish, somewhat silvery
leaflets and heavy woody root and very numerous stems. The leaves
arc trifoliate; the pods are rather long and narrow and quite hairy.
It is an excellent ground cover and erosion control plant and prob-
ably is good forage although this has not boon established. It is

found in considerable abundance in extreme southern Arizona, espec-
ially in the foothills of the Baboquivari Mountains and in Sycamore
Canyon. It is very drought resistant but not suitable for alkali
land. This is a species well worthy of extensive trials in the nur-
sery end observational plots.

Daloa spp., Pea Bushes. This genus includes some of our most
valuable leguminous shrubs. Host of them are lev/ spreading plants
with heavy woody crowns.

* Dalea formosa is a low shrub (frequently owing to direct action

by cows and horses, very low) with dark green small leaflets and
handsome heads of purple flowers. It is not infrequently used as
an ornamental. Its natural range is confined to the mountains of
western Texas and southern New Mexico and Arizona. It is usually
not sufficiently abundant to be considered of any great value on the
range as a browse plant. Since, however, it is quite abundant in

some localities, it should be used in our observational work with
the thought ever in mind that a grass range without browse plants
is never a good range.

*Daloa frutescens is similar in habit to D # formosa but is

a lower, more spreading shrub. It is found in abundance in the
region of Fort Stanton, he?: Mexico and in the canyons of the Guada-
lupe Mountains, ITcw Mexico and Texas. Its habit of forming low
spreading clumps on the slopes and in the dry bottoms make it an
excellent soil binder. It is comparable in forage value to B,

formosa,

Daloa sanctao - o

r

ue i s Is similar in habit to the last two
discussed but is a somewhat taller and more widely spreading plant.
It is confined to extreme southwestern ranges such as the Baboqui-
vari s .and the Santa P.itas and adjacent mountains. Vilhat has been
said of the last two species applies equally well to this one.

*Da

l

ea sp. A remarkable Dalea was recently found in the
foothills south of the Guadalupe Mountains of southern New Mexico
and adjacent Texas. It is often more heavily browsed than other
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species mentioned and forms much larger denser clumps. It has a
widely spreading crown, and a single plant frequently covers several
square feet. The root system seems to be superior to other species
discussed for the control of erosion. The leaflets are somewhat
silvery and the flowers are rose colored. It is probable that this
species is either one known previously only from Mexico, or one that
has not been described. It seems to be one of our most promising
plants for erosion control purposes.

Dales, spinosa. Within our range this is the only species of

Daloa which becomes a tree. Its range is southwestern Arizona and
adjacent southern Nevada, southern California and adjacent Mexico.
Common throughout the southwest it is known as the smoke tree, and
when in blossom is one of the most striking plants of the desert,
being a solid mass of dark blue blossoms. The stems and twigs are
almost leafless but arc themselves green with a greyish tint. The
density of the sc grayish green twigs on the plant give it a dis-
tinct resemblance to smoke at a distance. This plant requires a

very hot dry climate and is doubtless unsuitcd for other sections
of the country than those in which it grows naturally. It should
be generally used in the dry southwest as an ornamental,

Dalea emoryi is another Dalea occupying extremely dry hot
regions such as those about Yuma, It is a low straggling bush with
beautiful flowers and extremely glandular leaves, stems and flower
clusters. The oil or resin from this plant was formerly used by the
Indians as c dye and this use suggests the possibility that the
plant may contain valuable properties either from a pharmaceutical
or commercial oil standpoint. Owing to site and climate requirements
this shrub is rot likely to gain a place in a distinctly erosion con-
trol program. One very curious fact regarding this p^.art in the
region of Yuma is worth mentioning. It is subject to the attack
of a very curious parasitic flowering plant, Pilos cylis... Frequently
the stems are almost completely covered with this parasite, an in-
dividual plant of rhich is very little larger than the head of an
ordinary pin. It consists almost entirely of the flower. Superfi-
cially the parasitized Dalea looks as though it has been attacked
by a fungus disease or by a type of gall-forming insect. This
parasite is closely related to a flowering plant in the tropics
which produces the largest flower known to science, frequently two
or three feet across and is exceptionally beautiful. In this

case also, practically the entire plant consists of the blossom,

Daloa polygodenia in general habit resembles D, emoryi but
on the whole it is a smaller more nearly prostrate bush. The" glan-
dular character of this plant suggests its use for dye and oil. In

natural distribution it is confined to the extreme desert sections
of southern Nevada and adjacent California.
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Daloa johnsonii is a straggling open bush often three or four
foot high with very few narrow leaflets. The entire hush has a

grayish green color similar to that of the smoke tree but the bush
is far less compact and the branches more tortuous. It has rather
long spikes of intensely blue flowers which make the bush very showy
during the time of blossoming. This species is confined to the
extremely dry desert region;; of southern Utah and adjacent Nevada
and California, It is too open to be of much value as an erosion
control plant, and it does not seem to be browsed. It is possible,
however, that the glandular leaves, stems and flower clusters may
yield a valuable oil or dye, and the plant should be worthy of

consideration as an ornamental in desert gardens.

Daloa ameena is a species closely related to D. johnsonii.
It, however, is a smaller bush and has much smaller flower clusters.
Its range is southern Utah and adjacent northern Arizona. VJliat has
been said of D. johnsonii is equally true of this species.

Daloa wrightii is a low spreading herb with a large woody root.
The leaves are silvery gray and tho plant for the most part is pros-
trate or nearly so. Commonly the growth is spareo on the range,
possibly due to over-grazing. It occurs on the dry rocky slopes and
hilltops of southern Arizon." and southern New Mexico. Owing to its
woody, much divided caudex and its prostrate habit, it would moke
an excellent erosion control plant if it could be obtained in ade-
quate stands. This probably should be considered a browse plant
though it con hardly be thought of as a shrub.

Dalo a pogononthera is a plant resembling superficially the
plant last discussed. This one, however, is commonly orect, and
for that reason may not be as good an erosion control plant. How-
ever, it is one of the important browse plants in certain sections
of the foothills of the Santa Rita and Baboquivari Mountains. Its

general range is southern New Mexico and southern Arizona. This

plant should be given a careful trial in the nursery and in observa-
tions 1 work.

Daloa parryi is a low suffrutescent perennial with widely
spreading branches. It grows in extreme southern Arizona and adja-
cent Mexico. On the west slope of the Baboquivari Mountains it forms
an appreciable part of the ground cover in small areas and constitu-
tes a fair soil binder. A plant growing in the nursery at Tucson
lias formed a beautiful, wide-spreading plant with an abundance of
spicate blue flowers read seed pods. Nothing is known at present
about its palatability but otherwise it is a plant of promise for

revegetation work

•
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Petal ostcmon alb if

l

orum , Prairio Clover, is a perennial
legume with woody root and caudox and tough, wiry stems. In general
appearance it resembles a Dalca but the heads of flowers are very
compact and the leaves and stems less glandular than most of the
Daloas. Its range is very wide in the Rocky Mountains and the
west generally. Commonly it is considered rather unpalatable but
in certain quarters of Mew Mexico and Arizona it seems to be quite
heavily browsed, especially by sheep and goats. It is doubtful
whether the plant can be made to grow in sufficient abundance to
constitute a real agent in controlling erosion. However, it fre-
quently occurs naturally in some abundance.

Tophrosia spp . There arc several species of Tephrosia in

extreme southern Arizona raid in Hew Mexico. An eastern species,
T» virginiana , is cultivated for the rotenonc content of its roots.

Thus far the southwestern species have not shown sufficient rotenone
content to be of commercial significance. Most of them are rather
low in forage value but probably constitute fair erosion control
agents. T. tenella is one of the best species from, this standpoint
as it forms widely spreading clumps on loose rocky slopes. It is

particularly abundant in the Baboquivari Mountains where it grows
to be perhaps two feet in height and produces immense quantities
of pods and small beans. It is probable that it is a significant
bird food plant.

*Bonthamantha edwardsii has been frequently mistaken for
Tephrosia in the southwest. The long slender pods closely resemble
those of I. tone 11a except that the pod has a peculiar cross-lined
appearance. The plant itself is low and has silvery leaflets. It

forms pure stands in rather sandy dry bottoms whore the grazing is

not too severe. It seems to be quite heavily browsed* Because of
the rhizomatous character of the roots and the fact that it forms
a dense carpet en the ground, it should be tried in the nursery and
in observational work.

Alhagi camelorurn, the Camel Thorn, was introduced into the
United States from Asia Minor in comparatively recent years. The
State of California has spent large sums in an attempt to eradicate
it. The plant has been introduced into several parts of New Mexico

and Arizona. North of Albuquerque it has become well established
on sandy bottom land and has become a very distinct pest because
of its persistence in cultivated lands. It has long slender hori-
zontal roots which sprout and which are very difficult to thoroughly
eradicate. The tops are slender and quite thorny. While this plant
is considered a distinct pest at the present time, it has its good
points, and like the Russian Thistle, may sometime be considered a

godsend in certain sections of the country. It is also relatively
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drought resistant and in spite of many reports to the contrary, it
is fairly good forage. Horses and mules particularly, give no evi-
dence that they object to the thorny character of the plant and eat
it with avidity. One farmer near Joseph City, Arizona, showed a
large area of this -to one of our seed collectors and went to some
length to explain what a wonderful plant it was as a stock food. He
did not know the plant or surmise that thousands of dollars were
being spent to eradicate it in California. At. the present time its
use is not to be advocated oven under restricted conditions.

Peteria sc oparia is a leguminous plant with the habit very
much like that of the camel thorn. It is nowhere abundant, being
reported only from eastern How Mexico and adjacent territory, and
recently from the Petrified Forest in Arizona. It is not impossiblo
that with e. little human encouragement it might be of value as a
sand binder.

^oursetia glandulosa is a tall shrub with abundant white to
yellowish pea flowers and rather snail pinnate leaves. It is us-
ually found growing in dense clumps. This is confined in our range
to canyons and dry rocky slopes in southern Arizona at altitudes of

3,000-5,000 foot. It is a fair erosion control shrub, is quite
heavily browsed and con be grown readily in the nursery from cuttings.

Rob inia pscudo-acac ia , the common Black Locust, is not native
in our region but has been extensively introduced in all but the war-
most sections. Formerly it was used for woodlots and shade trees in

eastern Hew Mexico, more extensively than at present although the
species is still used for street plantings in most of the towns and •

cities. The trees are rapid-growing whero water is available, very
drought resistant and not subject to diseases. The borer, however,
damages the trees seriously and frequently discourages ranchers
from planting this species. Special strains arc gradually replac-
ing the more common types. The Shipmast Locust is one of those*
It has not come into use in Region 3 but is being used in Soil
Conservation Service work in the cast quite extensively. The Hill—
culture Section of the Soil Conservation Service has done special
work with the Black Locust. At present it is having remarkable
success in growing locust hardwood cuttings after treating them with
growth harmones. This method should make the propagation of desir-
able selections easy. It is hoped that the same or a similar treat-
ment can bo applied to propagating other trees and shrubs.

Hob

i

nia ngo -me

x

icana , Hew Mexico Black Locust, This small,

very thorny tree is not uncommon in the mountains In the southwost.
Frequently north-facing slopes have almost pure stands. This is

true on the mountains north of Raton, Hew Mexico; on the north side

of Hose Peak on the Coronado Trail, Arizona; and the slopes of
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Baldy in the Santa Rita Mountains of Arizona. Usually, however, it

is an under shrub, exceedingly annoying to the one who wanders off
the mountain trail. Because of a horizontal root system and a ten-
dency to sprout, it has a distinct erosion control value. The
seeds are rather expensive to collect because the trees are too
thorny to climb, too tall to permit picking pods from the ground,
and after the pods are ripe striking them with a stock scatters the
seeds in all directions. The seeds and young plants are not dif-
ficult to handle in the nursery. The young plants furnish good
forage (not poisonous). The flower clusters are choice morsels,
being eaten raw oven by the Indians. Thornlcss forms of this spec-
ies probably exist, A report of any such form to the Nursery Sec-
tion will be greatly appreciated,

*01neya to seta, Ironwood, should be considered along with the

paloverdo s. It is commonly said that where it grows Citrus fruit
will grow. It may well be considered the most noble tree of the

desert,- evergreen, symmetrical, long-lived, extremely drought resis-
tant. Its wood is dark, hard, very heavy and burns like a high-
grade coal. Normal years the beans are produced in abundance.
These have been used extensively for food by the Indians.

*Parryclla filifolia. Dure Broom, This plant is common in

northern Arizona 1 and northern Hew Mexico in the dry sand-blown re-
gions. It is one of our best sand binders. Many of the plants in

which wo become interested prove useless because they do not respond
to nursery practice or the seed arc too expensive to collect. This

plant, however, produces seed in abundance. These germinate readily
and plants are easily produced even at Tucson which is 2,000 or 3,000
feet lower altitude than that in which the plant normally grows,
Vvhen plants ere taken up the small roots remaining promptly sprout.

The Hopi Indians claim that they use a decoction of this
plant to drive out bed bugs. For this reason we had Br, Sievers of

the Food & Drug Office, United States Department of Agriculture,
test its insecticidal properties. It was learned that while it

had insecticidal properties, its value was low. It is highly pro-
bable that this plant and the related Paroselas contain oils which
may prove cf economic importance. Among the Paroselas rich in

oils and possibly dyes are Parosela scoparia, P, emoryi, P, johns oni ,

and apinosa,

Erythrina flabel

1

iformis , Western Coral Bean, Is a shrub or

occasionally a small tree with large heart-shaped grayish leaves,
abundant curved spines and long, scarlet flowers. It is confined
to warn canyons and foothills in our extreme southwestern ranges
hire extends far south into Mexico, Other members of this genus are

highly prized as ornamentals in the Tropics. This shrub is tender,
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very frequently freezing back to the ground during the winter. It

has possibilities as an ornanental but has very little value for
erosion control and none as forage. The large, red, very hard
seeds are poisonous.

Fhaseolus spp. Beans. There are several true beans in the
southwest. Sone of then arc perennials and arc among the most pro-
mising of our legumes • Like most other plants they have definite
requirements as to site and altitude and probably soil,

*P. metcalf ii , Metcalf Bean, is a vine with a very large woody
root and numerous prostrate stems. It has trifoliate loaves of

rather largo size which makes the plant quite conspicuous, Many
years ago this plant was successfully cultivated by Dr. Metcalf at
Silver City, Nov; Mexico. Ho^found it to bo very satisfactory as a

stock food but strange to say this load was never consistently fol-
lowed up and nothing worthy of note has been done with the plant.
It produces rather large pods and large beans, which arc palatable
to stock. Thj s plant is found growing on rather loose soil on steep
slopes and recently made road grades. It frequently forms almost a

solid ground cover and while the stems do not root, the prostrate
vines prevent erosion quite effectively. It is not at all improb-

able that this plant with proper selection and possibly proper breed-
ing could be made not only useful as an erosion control end forage
plant, but even for the production of very palatable beans for
human c on.sumpt ion •

P. rhitonsis and P, rotusus for our discussion here can well
be considered "the same as P. metcalf ii. They are very similar in

growth habits and soil requirements, "While these three species seem
to be limited in their natural range to central and southern ITew

Mexico and Arizona, it is not at all improbable that they can be
used far beyond their natural range. These beans are not suitable
for use in alkali land or in extremely dry situations,

*P. dilatatus is a very promising vino bean with large woody
root found in our range only in southern How Ilcxico and southern
Arizona. It is a much smaller plant than the Metcalf bean but
forms a good ground c over and is effective in controlling erosion
on dry stoop slopes. It is usually found, however, on partially
wooded or north-facing slopes. It can be di stinguisked from the
Metcalf bean by its lobed and smaller leaflets contrasted with the
entire and large leaflets of the Metcalf.

*P, macropo id-cs closely resembles P. dilata_tuc. It has a

large woody root and grows in comparable sites. In the southwest
it seems to bo more abundant but is confined to our extreme south-
western ranges. Like the last, it forms excellent ground cover on
rp.thor dry rocky slopes.
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There are doubtless others of the true beans which are worthy
of some attention. For example, P. acutifolius , a bean with tri-

foliate but very narrow lobed leaves, looks promising. Also P.

angustissimu s , another one with narrow lobed leaves which is a

trailer or twiner. These beans should first be raised in the nur-
sery and if they prove promising, tried in our observational plant-
ings. In no case should we overlook the role of legumes in our
program of revegetating the range.

*Rhynchosia texana. This plant resembles a true bean in its

vinelike character. It has rather small trifoliate leaves and very
numerous stems from a woody spreading root system. In many places
in draws, swales and canyons in trie southwest it forms a consider-
able part of the vegetation and is an active erosion control agent.
It is apparently somewhat less palatable than the true beans. From
the standpoint of legumes, however, this is one of our most promis-
ing.

His sol

i

a sohottii is a true climber with woody perennial root
but herbaceous top. Frequently in warm sites, however, the stems
become perennial, only the leaves dying in the winter. In many
parts of its range it freezes to the ground each, wihter but makes a

vigorous growth during the summer. It is a delicate, beautiful vine
suitable for use as an ornamental on trellises. While this is a

legume, tho pods form a samara similar to those on the maple or ash,
and the vine can readily be distinguished in fruit by these pods.
This vine is confined in our range to southern Arizona but probably
will survive much more severe winters than those of regions where it

occurs. It can be usee! as an ornamental, as a windbreak, on trel-
lises or in the absence of something on which it can climb, as a
spreading vine or erosion control in draws and on deep slopes.

Aesohynomene virginica, or a very close relative, was recently
found in southern Arizona end Sycamore Canyon. This is a plant which
closely resembles the sensitive pea and is sometimes called sensitive
joint vetch. The interesting feature of the plant in that region is

the abundance of nodules on the roots. In this respect it is more
outstanding than most peas, indicating its possible use as a nitro-
gen fixer. It is not sufficiently abundant in southern Arizona to
be of significance at present but it should be tried in the nur-
sery because of its possible use as a nitrogen soil vitalizer.

Clitoria mariana, the Butterfly Pea, which is not uncommon
in the woody sections of the East has been reported from Santa Cruz
County, Arizona. In that section it grows on dry rocky or semi-
timber slopes and. in places is quite abundant. It is a low peren-
nial bush bean, the tops of which have a slight tendency to become
vine-like. Its pods arc rather short and thick and are quite sweet.
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Apparently the plant, judging from, its condition where found, is

highly palatable. Its root system and its abundance in the site
where found suggest it as an excellent erosion control plant. It

should be mentioned also that it has been used as an ornamental, and
the seed of it is probably available from seed houses in the East.
It is possible, however, and even probable, that our southwestern
plant is either a different species or a remarkable drought resistant
strain.

Astragalus spp. , Milk Vetches. This genus is a Dr. Jekyl and

Mr. Hyde. Several species are excellent forage and good or fair
erosion control plants, besides being legumes which build up the
nitrogen content of the soil. Many others are weeds, some of them
locos of the worst typo. In recent years much study has been given
to the element Selenium. First it was studied because of its pecu-
liar electrical properties, a study of which led to the invention
of the Selenium cell, the light-directed torpedo and similar devices.
The element was suggested for use as an insecticide and as such
proved very effective but it was soon learned that it was readily
absorbed by plants and that it rendered fruits and grains poisonous
to stock and to nan. For a time it was used as a depilatory but it

was soon learned that the hair disappeared from the crown of the
head as well as from the arm pits. But what has this to do with
Astragalus? Only this: Some species of Astragalus, and some other
plants as well, absorb selenium from soils containing it in the in-
organic form and upon decaying, return it to the soil in organic
form, in which condition it is readily absorbed by many plants which
are unable to absorb it in the inorganic form. Thus many plants
palatable to stock arc rendered poisonous. Fortunately not all soils
contain selenium in sufficient quantities to produce serious results.
It is highly probable that some of the poisoning ascribed to loco in

the past has really been duo to the selenium in the Astragali or to
that passed on by them to other plants. It can be seen by this that
the Astragali must be investigated thoroughly boforo they arc recom-
mended for use for erosion control or as forage. »

At least two Astragali have recently come into prominence
not only as forage and erosion control plants but as crops. These
two, A. rubyi and A, mortoni, have not been given adequate trial in

our region to warrant conclusion regarding their value. Several
species Onobrychis, legumes similar to Astragalus, have been intro-
duced from Asia Minor and are being grown at the nursery at Tucson.
Before these can be planted on the range feeding experiments will
need to be conducted to determine their palatability, their relation
to the selenium of the soil and of first importance, whether they
are locos or not.

Among the Astragali in the southwest which look promising for

forage and erosion control are A. 1 onchocarpus and A, nuttallianus

.
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Both of those aro good erosion control plants which form a good
ground cover and aro frequently heavily browsed. Before they can
be recommended for range use, however, it will bo necessary to learn
more about their properties in relation to alkaloids and selenium.

Aragallus see., Locos. This genus contains some of our most
serious locos. In some regions, particularly within national Forests,
eradication campaigns have boon attempted. It is probable that the
best control, however, is careful range use. An abundance of Aragallus
is an almost certain indication of overgrazing and range abuse.

*Lathyrus_ docaphyllus , Wild Pea, is closely related to our
native vetches. It is often abundant in ground that has boon dis-
turbed either through read building or by floods. In northern Hew
Mexico, particularly in the region of Wagon Mound, New Mexico,
Canyon Padre, Arizona, and in Zion National Pari: in Utah, it forms
quite dense plants with abundant perennial rhizomatous roots. It

has handsome blue flowers and rather narrow leaflets. Per situa-
tions in which it will grow, mainly those on freshly made road
grades and in places whore there is likely to be considerable ero-
sion from flood water, this plant makes an ideal erosion control
plant. It also has a value for forage.

Lathyrus leucanthus Is a plant closely allied to L. docaphyllus .

In the southw est it is relatively scarce and apparently is suited
only to considerably higher altitudes and more shady plo.cos.

Lathyrus anerioanus is widely distributed in the west at rela-
tively high altitudes and in timber or shady situations. It is an
excellent forage plant and whore sufficiently abundant is an active
erosion control agent, being a perennial with widely spreading root-
stocks. Its use in erosion control practices is distinctly limited
because of its altitude and soil requirements.

Lathyrus graminifelius is another species found at relatively

low altitudes In Santa Cruz County, Arizona. Judging from its dis-

tribution and. relative scarcity, it is probable that it will bo of
little value for erosion control or for forage. Owing to its habit,

however, and abundant foliage, it will be; grown in the nurseries
and if promising results arc obtained, will be tried in observation-
al plantings.

*Vicia pulchella is one of our most promising perennial vetches.

It is abundant on "the' slopes and in draws in the lower yellow pine

belt of our mountain ranges in central Hew Mexico and Arizona. Whore
bushes, or rather upright plants are available for attachment, this

plant is a climber. Commonly, however, it trails on the ground.
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Each root produces numerous long, lax stems with abundant leaves.

It has short spikes of white flowers. Its spreading habit and per-

ennial roots make it a desirable erosion control plant. It must

also be considered excellent for forage and wildlife. It produces
an abundance of small peas,

Desmanthus illinoiensis is not uncommon as a weed in some

parts of the southwest. In general habit it closely resembles wild
licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepitoda) , forming as it does dense stands of

erect stems and numerous horizontal roots. It, however, has clusters
of smooth curved pods instead of the burs produced by the licorice.

The loaves of D. illinoiens is arc very fine and arc bip innate. Ho

work has boon done to prove the value of this plant for erosion

control. It doubtless requires sites which receive some overflow
during the summer but the root system is excellent and the fact that

the plant is a weed, though not a bad one, should not preclude its

use at least on some demon strati on areas. It produces an abundance

of small peas which suggest it for wildlife. Its forage value is

low.

*Desmanthus janes ii is a small, almost prostrate plant with
a woody base and fine bipinnate leaves. It has clusters of rather

long, somewhat curved pods and grows on very dry, rocky sites in the

foothills in the southwest. It is fair forage and doubtless excel-
lent for wildlife, such as quail. The field worker is likely, if

not careful, to confuse this with Calliandra eriophylla. The latter,

however, is a true shrub and 1ms purple flowers with very long

exserted stamens contrasted to the yellowish flowers with rather
short stamens of D. jane si i.

Desmanthus virgatum was discovered recently in southern
Arizona and southern JTew kexicc. It doubtless is not uncommon in

northern Mexico. In general habit that from southern Arizona
resembles D. illinoiensis but is much taller, often being four or

five feet high and much more showy. The specimen from southern New
Mexico grew in a very dry site and was almost decumbent. The bi-

pinnate leaves are large in outline but the leaflets are very
small. It has a good root system, evidently is oaten by stock and
must supply abundant: peas for bird food. It may prove to be a

worthwhile plant on the range in warn situations.

GEEAEIACEAE

*Erodium cicutarium , Alfilaree, is am exotic which has become
thoroughly naturalized and has made a very desirable citizen. It

has spread- into out-of-the-way places almost throughout the south-
west and when there is a reasonable amount of rainfall during the

winter it produces abundant forage. Two or three other species of
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Erodiu.rn have been introduced into this country and ive have one native
one. All of these arc inferior to E. deuterium. It is worthy of

note that E. texanum, our common native species, is frequently at-

tacked by what appears to be an erinose mite, or at any rate by an

organize which makes maple leaves. Eh_ cicutarium seems to be free

of this trouble.

ZY60PHYLLACEAE

Choisya dumosa, Starleaf, is a low shrub growing in protected
places in canyons and on stoop slopes in west Texas, southern New
Mexico and southern Arizona and extending into Mexico. It has

finely divided remarkable glandular leaves and fragrant white flow-

ers capable of perfuming whole canyons. The bushes are rather ten-
der and difficult to propagate. They are suited for erosion control

work in partially shaded north-facing slopes. They should be excel-

lent ornamentals, particularly in shaded roc:-: gardens. 3tudi.es

should bo made of the oil and rosin content of the foliage.

Thamnosma montana is a very curious, nearly leafless shrub

with green, extremely glandular stems and purple flowers. It is

not uncommon in the foothills of the southwest. Since it has a foul

odor and. is so extrenelv glandular, it may contain valuable oils or

resins. Nothing larger than a bug will condescend to eat it and
it is of no value for erosion control.

Thamno sma texana, slightly resembles T. montana but is a much
smaller plant and less offensive. It lias a more limited range, being
confined in this country to western Texas and southern New Ilexico

and Arizona. It is valueless for forage and practically so for ero-
sion control.

Ptelea trifoliata, Trefoil, is a shrub very widely distributed
in the west and southwest. The name, P. trifoliate covers a great
variety of forms and it is probable that it should be considered
two or more distinct species. These shrubs are frequently abundant
on north-facing slopes and in canyons. In no place, however, can
they be considered of distinct value for erosion oontrol. They
should be interesting additions, however, to shrub arboreta and for
ornamentals in yards. The trifoliate leaves are rather foul-smel-
ling and the fruits have wide wings somewhat similar to those on
the Elm. The plants are not palatable to livestock.

Larrea tridentata or Creosote Bush is one of the most common
shrubs in the southwest from western Texas to southern Utah, Nevada
and California. It extends also into Mexico, It occupies hundreds
of square miles in almost pure stands today whore it was only scat-
tering fifty years ago.' This is commonly the result of overgrazing.
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The Creosote Bush is unpalatable and a very poor erosion control
plant. The leaves of the plant have been used medicinally by the
Indians and attempts have been wade in the past to commercialize
it as a medicinal plant. The leaves are rich in resins and oils
and attempts to analyze it by destructive distillation have result-
ed in rather serious poisoning to the men conducting the work. If

the plant were loss common it would be highly prized as an orna-
mental as the leaves arc dark, shiny green and the flowers are a

showy yellow. One of the pleasant memories for the traveler in the
southwest is the odor of creosote after a shower.

Peganum harm.ulu.rn, African Rue, is a low spreading shrub with
an abundance of fleshy narrow green leaves which are unpalatable to
livestock. The plant was introduced from Asia into the valley east
of Doming, New Mexico some years ago and has spread over considerable
area since that time. It lias a root system which grows a fraction
of the distance between here and China. It seems likely that the

plant is one which should be eradicated. In valleys of the type of

that around Doming it is a serious competitor of the more palatable
shrubs such as Chamiza, and it seems likely that the extremely deeply-
bedded roots will eventually cause a serious depiction of the lower
ground water. The plant has practically no superficial roots and
for that reason is not an ideal erosion control plant and since it

is unpalatable and seems to be an ideal pest, not only should It not
bo distributed but it should be eradicated if possible.

SIFA.RU3ACEAE

Holacantha omoryi, one of our Crucifixion Thorns, is one to
which the term seems most applicable. The bushes or small trees
are not only all thorns but the thorns are stiff and point in all
directions. In the United States it is confined to a small portion
of Maricopa, Pima end. Pinal Counties in Arizona. It lias been
reported doubtfully from Mexico. Though it is usually a small tree
with a distinct trunk it frequently forms thickets which collect
wind-blown dirt end tend to form dunes. These are usually a harbor
for some plants which do not thrive under our intensive civilization
with its attendant land abuse. It is of little value as an erosion
control plant.

Ailanthus glandulosa or Tree of Heaven, is an exotic from
China, which has been planted practically all over the United States.
The fact that it produces wood unsuited for use as posts, lumber
or even firewood, and sometimes becomes a weed, has put this tree
i?i an unfavorable light with most of tho Soil Conservation people.
The tree, however, has its favorable points, among them drought
resistance, ability to seed itself in an area and form thickets
which are good soil binders and which supply abundant shade for
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stock; and ability to withstand severe abuse. The Tree of Heaven

has been planted along the highway in eastern Oregon as an orna-

mental with complete success and it is used as an ornamental shade

tree along city streets. Thus far it has been used to a very
limited extent, if at all, in erosion control work in the southwest.

BIJF.SERACEAE

Elaphrium microphyllum, Elephant Tree. In the early days of

the Spanish invasion of the southwest this small tree supplied vast
quantities of bark which was shipped to Spain for its tannin. The

tree is much more abundant in Sonora than it is in Arizona. In the /•

hills southeast of Yuma, along the Mexican border, however, this

curious tree is rather abundant. It resembles a pepper tree except
that the compound leaves are very small and the fruits are borne
singly on the twigs instead of in long panicles. The trees are

low and squatty with trunks which are very thick at the base and

which taper abruptly upward. The small fruits and leaves arc very
glandular and quite fragrant with a pungent odor, When and if our
activities spread into the hot regions south of the Gila, this tree
should occupy a place in our program. Yvhercvcr it grows oranges
and probably avocados will grow if given water.

POLYGALACEAE

Polygala spp., Milkworts. Most of the Polygalas are of no

significance for forage or for erosion control. Some are annuals
with possibilities as ornamentals in cultivation. One, P. poly c ladon ,

is a rather abundant shrub in the region of Vermillion Cliff s, Arizona,
but it is very thorny and apparently not browsed. P. rusbyi is a

low perennial with a deep root and very short, somewhat spreading
woody caudex which has handsome creamy, pinkish purple flowers
rather large for a Polygala. This might be a good erosion control
plant if it grew abundantly enough. It is a rare plant found on the

flats between Kingman and Seligman in Arizona, and doubtless else-
where. P. macradenia, however, is an important browse shrub which
has a rather wide distribution in northwestern Arizona and adjacent
regions, and in the Santa Rita region of southern Arizona. It is

a deep-rooted, very low shrub with spreading caudex, small leaves
and purplish flowers. At the base of tho Kofa Mountains it is

abundant and Is always browsed very close by mountain sheep.
Professor Thomber reports it to be a good browse plant in the
Santa Ritas. This plant has not been grown in the nurseries and
nothing is known of its propagation possibilities.

EUPHORBIASEAE

Bernard ia myricaefolia is a shrub three to five feet high
with small, thick grayish leaves with Irregular dentate margins and
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inconspicuous flowers. It is abundant in extreme southern Hew
Mexico, southern Arizona, southern California and Hexico, in low
rocky foothills where the temperature in the summer becomes very
high. Though it is a good erosion control plant where it grows
naturally, it probably is not well adapted to nursery practices
and its range is very limited. Its forage value is low*

Pitax is sericophylla is a low shrub with narrow gray, silky
leaves and similar gray silky stems. It grows only in the extremely
dry, hot low ranges of southwestern Arizona and adjacent Sonora.
As an erosion control plant it can never be considered unless reve-

getation work is undertaken in these extreme desert sections. It

is an erosion control plant and is relished, by mountain sheep.

Acalypha pr inglei is a very tender shrub confined to Pima

and Yuma counties in Arizona and adjacent Hexico in extremely dry
situations. In the nursery at Tucson it makes a handsome shrub

but without protection freezes to the ground in the winter. It

is suitable only for an ornamental at present but at such time as

our work is extended into the Phoenix and Yuma regions it may have
its place.

Sapium biloculare is abundant in southern Pima County, Arizona
and is widely distributed in Hexico. It is a tall shrub with nar-
row leaves and milky juice which has been used medicinally for
probably hundreds of years. It is visciously poisonous. The leaves
are used by the Indians for stupefying fish. The milky juice
gotten into the eyes even in the minutest quantity, as by rubbing
the eyes after handling the plant, causes extreme pain for hours.
It is not improbable that this plant will be found to have commer-
cial importance when its latex is studied carefully.

Ricinus communis, or 'Castor Bean, is an introduction into

all the warmer portions of the United States. In many places it

is raised as an annual ornamental because of its rapid growth and
showy leaves and flowers. Attempts have been made to raise it

commercially in this country but without success, probably because
of high cost of labor here. It is unsuited for use for anything
except an ornamental.

Manihot angustiloba may be considered a rare plant in the
United States, occurring only in a very limited area in Pima and
Santa Cruz Counties in Arizona. It is probable that it will never
become an erosion control plant of significance but the great im-
portance of this plant and its near relative, M, esculent

a

in the
Tropics for the production of cassava and starch, make it worthy of
mention. In Arizona it grows as a perennial herb in extremely
rocky sites. The growing tubers push their way into all sorts of
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crannies and cracks and are very effective in opening up the rocks.
"While this plant nay not, or .nay be important in erosion control in

•warm parts of Arizona, it is worthy of careful experimental work as

a crop not only for Indians but for whites as well.

Jatropha c ardiophylla occurs only in Arizona within the Uni-
ted States but is common in Sonora. It is a lovf, very tender shrub
likely to freeze to the ground in winter evon in the foothills about
Tucson. The loavos are rather small and heart-shaped and the stems
peculiarly pliable, giving one the impression of being rubbery. The

plant grows in the driest, rockiest of sites. It is never eaten
and has little value as an erosion control plant but the dried roots,

according to Standley, contain much tannic acid, thus suggesting the
use of the shrub as a commercial crop in the extreme desert regions

of Arizona. It has long been used for tanning and probably for dye.

Owing to trie color of the juice the plant has been called Gangre de

Cristo.

Jatropha spathulata is a tall shrub somewhat resembling in

habit the Sapium described above. It occurs in western Texas and
southwestern Arizona and far south into Mexico in the driest, rock-
iest of sites. It will withstand very little frost. As an erosion
control plant it is probably of little value but owing to the various
uses to which it has been put in the past it is possible that it nay
prove of value as a commercial crop in regions which produce curious
tilings but which take their own sweet time in which to do it. It

is almost a foregone conclusion that crops cannot be grown in regions
of two to five inches of rainfall and harvested every year. It is

not evident, however, that valuable crops such as tannin, dyes,
alkaloids, gums and resins cannot be harvested every five or ton
years and the plants not exploited to the point of extermination.
Vfeeds and diseases are not troublesome in the desert and frequent
cultivation is hardly desirable. All that is necessary is to give
God and the desert a chance. The branches of this plant have been
used in basketry and the baric was formerly exported from Mexico
for tannin and for a dye. The plant has been used medicinally for

everything from toothache to syphilis. It is highly probable that
the chief product worthy of investigation is the tannin.

Jatropha angustidens , Mala mujer, is not reported by Standley
as occurring in Arizona. It is, however, very common in Pima and
Santa Cruz and Cochise Counties in the foothills. With us it is

herbaceous, dying down completely to the roots each fall but forming
in the summer a dense bush-like plant one to three feet high. Once
seen it can never be confused with another plant. The leaves arc
clothed with white shiny, stiff hairs above, below and along the
edges; the stems are similarly clothed and even the flowers and
fruits. The loaves arc large and the whole plant makes a striking
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ornamental. The "mala mujer", or bad woman, as the plant is called,
is best observed at a respectable distance as the stinging hairs are
very painful to the touch. The plant is never browsed and its ero-

sion control value is questionable. It should, however, be inves-
tigated for its latex and possible medicinal alkaloids.

Jatropha macrorhiza is similar in growth habit to the last.

Its range is southern New Mexico and Arizona and south into Mexico.
It is herbaceous and coarse and bushy in appearance, with large green
leaves without spines. It has a very large, fleshy root of pleasant
flavor not unlike new potatoes. Children occasionally dig it up and
eat the roots with serious results, as it is violently purgative.
The purgative properties have long been recognized by the Mexicans,

who froquontly use it for this purpose. The root is occasionally
sliced and dried. A thin pieco the size of a quarter, is ample, and
then some, according to reports. The only possible interest in this
plant is an ornamental and for its medicinal properties.

Proton spp. With us the Crotons ore for the most part worth-
less weeds. Thoy are commonly erect or spreading, matted plants with
grayish leaves and stems. The gray appearance is due to the peculiar
stellate hairs covering the surface. Great fields of these plants
occur along the highway where there has been heavy grazing and the

plants "stink to high heaven". On such sites the plants doubtless
serve to bind the soil during heavy rains but the root system is not
suited for the best erosion control and the plants themselves rob
the soil of moisture which might be available for other plants. All
the Crotons are unpalatable to stock. The seeds, however, are eaten
in great quantities by doves, in spite of the highly purgative oil

they contain, A very exceptional Croton, C. sonorea, is found in

Santa Cruz and Pima Counties in Arizona. It is a shrub three to four
feet high with grayish green leaves and large seeds. It is not weedy
like many of the Crotons and may make a desirable ornamental in the
warm dry sections of the southwest. Nothing is known of its properties.

BUMACEAE

Gimmondsia cali.forr.ica, Jujube or Deer Hut Bush, is one of

our most common shrubs in the mountains and foothills in central and
southern Arizona, southern California and adjacent Mexico. The ac-
count of it in Standley's Trees and Shrubs of Mexico reads much
like a fairy tale. The plant is extremely drought resistant, form-
ing almost pure stands in many places. As an example, some of the
north-facing slopes of the hills between Roosevelt and Globe ,Arizona
are almost completely covered by it. The plant is excellent browse,
the leaves and nuts both being eaten by all kinds of stock and game.
According to the account in Trees and Shrubs of Mexico the nuts
contain 4-8 percent oil. This oil is medicinal and is good even for
cancer, according to reports. It is also used as a salad oil. The
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nuts arc caton raw or parched and used for making coffeo and other
nutritious drinks.

Recently the ' Simmondsia has been suggested as a commercial
crop for the Pima and Papago Indians. It is being investigated by
commercial companies to ascertain the oil available and uses for
it.

The seed germinates quite readily but the plants are rather
slow-growing at first. Since it is dioecious only a portion of the
bushes bear. Some work has been done at the Boyce-Thompson ITursery

at Superior, Arizona, in growing the bush under cultivation. Results
have been satisfactory. This nursery has also sent nuts away to
have them treated, V/hen the tannin is removed the nuts arc tasty
and wholesome. A problem facing the Bureau of Plant Industry should
be to learn how to propagate selections made by our seed collectors
and others so that plants of superior quality can be used at least
for experimental and commercial plantings in the future.

AITACARD IACEAE

*Rhus cismontana. This is our common Sumac of the southwest.
It is confined to relatively high altitudes along streams or on
moist slopes in the yellow pine type, and extends slightly below
this zone. It forms thickets, new plants springing up from long
horizontal roots and very effectively holds the soil. It is value-
less as forage and limited in soil erosion control value because of

the soil, moisture and altitude requirements. "Where it is suitable,
however, it is a plant of high merit.

Rhus microphylla, the Small-leafed Sumac, is abundant in the
foothills about Socorro and to the south and west. The bushes are
commonly larger than the squaw bush and arc often almost tree-like
with less tendency to spread out at the base. It is comparable to
the squaw bush in erosion control value. It is browsed slightly and
the berries arc used the sa?no as those of the squaw bush by the
Indians. It is easy to handle in the nursery but must be grown from
seed.

Rhus trilobata, the Squaw Bush, is widely distributed in the
Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Nevada and the Cascade Mountains. Its

various forms extend from low altitudes to quite high altitudes.
It is not a good forage plant though it is a starvation ration for
sheep and goats. It grows singly or forms thickets of considerable
size. Frequently it is sufficiently abundant on steep slopes to
constitute the chief factor in erosion control. In the "White Sands
of Rev/ Mexico this becomes covered in dunes and seems to be holding
the sand but where the wind begins to cut around the base, the bases
arc loft high and dry with naked roots holding the bushes in mid-air,
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In many places the Indians gather the fruits which they use in

various ways. The berries are added to water to make a sour drink,

used fresh for seasoning or as an appetizer, or dried and ground to

a meal which is used in various ways. It is quite easy to handle
in the nursery. The seed, however, are often blank and germination
for that reason low. The best method is to immerse the seeds in

water and float off the poor ones before planting. This will not
grow from cuttings.

We have at least eight other species of Rhus in our region.
The single-leaf squaw bush (Rhus utahensis ) , resembles R. tr ilobata .

It grows in the extreme desert sites of northern Arizona and southern
Utah. While it is more drought resistant than any of the others, the
difficulty in obtaining seed has thus far prevented the nurseries
from growing it.

Rhus virons, Evergreen Sumac, is confined to the mountains of

southern Arizona, within our range but is common in Texas and Mexico..

It has possibilities as an ornamental evergreen tree but is hardly
suitable for erosion control work.

Rhus ovata. is a smal] handsome round-topped evergreen tree
with large ovate leaves, found in central and southern Arizona. It

is even less hardy than R^ virons and suitable for ornamental work.

Rhus integrifolia got lost from its headquarters along the
coast about San Diego and established itself in the Tinajas Altas
Mountains of Arizona. It is an evergreen suitable only to frostless
regions. Unlike most Rhuses, it layers quite readily but it refuses
to grow from cuttings.

Rhus choriophylla is confined to the mountains of southeastern
New Mexico and western Texas. It is a handsome evergreen sumac
probably suited only to ornamental work • It closely resembles R.

virens

.

Rhus lanceolate, associated with R. choriophylla, is a small
tree resembling a common sumac but with very hard. wood. This is

suitable for ornamental work and may prove to be worthwhile for
erosion control.

Rhus glabra forms thickets in the mountain valleys of the
Huachuca Mountains of Arizona and doubtless is to be found elsewhere
in the southwest. It has a wide distribution in the west. This
species is probably the most promising of our sumacs for soil erosion
control work and its other uses are important. The bark end leaves
are used for tannin, the roots yield a yellow dye, the fruits are
edible and have medicinal value. Incidentally, the shrub is a
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handsome ornamental.

*Rhus rydborgii , Poison Oak, is widely distributed in the

Rocky Mountains • It is similar to the Poison Oak of the east and
the Pacific Coast states. Its sprawling habit where it does not
have trocs to climb makes it ideal for erosion control in moist
bottoms of oanyons. Its use of course cannot be advocated. If

the economic importance of the Poison Oak and Poison Ivies could
be accurately computed it would doubtless run into the millions in

the United States ever;/ year, on the debit side. The fi-rst cost
is in medicine and doctor bills which the United States over is

enormous; the next is in lost time which is doubtless much greater.

CELASTRACEAE

Murtonia s cabrella . The traveler in the southwest who visits
the old mining town of Tombstone, Arizona, is likely to become
curious regarding a shrub which is very abundant on the rocky slopes
in that region. This shrub is stiffly erect and has curious, very
thick, hard oval leaves. In fact the leaves look like little pieces
of leather with rolled edges. They are grayish green. This shrub
is confined in our range to southern Arizona. It is valueless as

forage but owing to its abundance does play a worthy part in binding
the soil.

Canotia hclac antha is sometimes called Crucifixion Thorn al-
though it is a very different plant from the Crucifixion Thorn of
Palestine. This term is also applied to two other southwestern
plants, each representing a distinct family of plants. As the com-
mon name implies, the plant is a macs of thorns. These in common
with the stems, are green. There are no leaves. The plant is a

large shrub or small tree of erect habit. It has been reported from
a limited area in southern California but is most common in central
Arizona where it forms forests of limited extent. Growing as it

does in very rough, rocky slopes of rather loose soil, it is a good
soil binder. Owing to the fact that the plants are utterly useless
for browse and of little value as fuel, no attempt has been made to
propagate the species in the nursery.

Pachystima myrsinites
,
Uyrtle Boxlcaf, is a low shrub found

in the high forests throughout the west. It has beautiful small,
shiny lea\res and inconspicuous flowers. It is a good erosion con-
trol plant in regions whore erosion control is not a problem. It

is totally unsuited to arid regions or low altitudes.

ACEPACEAE

Acer negundo or common Box Elder, is widely distributed in
Region 3 as well as elsewhere in the west. It is reasonably drought
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resistant but it is not suited for use on sites where water is not

available while the trees are becoming established, nor for use in

our low and extreme desert regions. As it is a fast growing tree

it has been used extensively in the past for ornamental and street

planting. It, however, harbors a bug which becomes very annoying

about dwellings and for this reason such trees as the ashes, elms

and walnuts arc much to be preferred even though they require a much
longer time to become shade trees. The box elder is probably better
for erosion control along mountain streams than the cottonwood,
being less likely to be toppled over by flood waters.

Acer grand ident a turn may we 11 "be called the Western Sugar
Maple* It resembles the' eastern sugar maple and has been used, though
not extensively, for the production of maple sugar. It is not un-
common in canyons in the mountains throughout the Rocky Mountains.
Commonly it is a small, symmetrical and very handsome tree which
grows singly or forms dense thickets • It, however, occasionally
grows to a height of 40 to GO feet and roaches a diameter of a foot
or more. This is worthy of a much wider use both as an ornamental
and for erosion control. Its small size and comparative scarcity
probably precludes its extensive use as a sugar tree.

Acer glabrun, Rocky Mountain Maple, is abundant in many parts
of the Roc ley Mountains. It becomes relatively scarce in our south-
western ranges. It can be classed as a large shrub, never becoming
a real tree. Dense clumps of it form excellent soil binders but it

can hardly be considered an erosion control plant of significance
as it grows at altitudes and under moisture conditions where erosion
is not so seriously considered at present. It i s probable, however,
that, in the not distant future our erosion control program will ex-
tend up into the high summer sheep ranges much more than it is at

present. At this time this shrub maple may prove a boon. It should
be mentioned that this plant is used successfully as an ornamental
in the western plains regions and in the Rocky Mountains. Its

loaves turn scarlet in the fall.

Since the maples generally, produce wood of excellent quality,
are usually fairly rapid-growing, beautiful ornamentals and are good
soil binders, they should rocemmend themselves for selection work
and even extensive hybridization. The work of the Chinese and
Japanese with the maples might wo11 be emulated by nurserymen in

this country.

SAPIMDACEAE

Dodonea visco sa, Hop Bush, is an abundant shrub in southern
Arizona. Along the Apache Trail it covers whole hillsides in al-
most pure stands. Outside of our boundaries it is practically world-
wide in the Tropics. Being quite sensitive to cold it is found only
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in the foothills in the southwest. In the winter of 1936 most of

the bushes were frozen to the ground. The plants, however, wore not
killed and soon now shoots sprang up from the roots. This is an
excellent erosion control plant tut is worthless as forage. It is

interesting, however, from the standpoint of the uses to which it

has been put in the past. The seeds, which are borne in abundance,
are said to be edible. The winged fruits were formerly extensively
used in Australia as a substitute for hops in the making of yeast
and beer. The bark and leaves have been used medicinally for
practically everything from corns to TB. It is a plant well worthy
of careful study to ascertain its medicinal value and possible use
of the seeds for food.

*SapIndu s drummondii, Soapberry Tree, is a small tree extend-
ing from southern 'Jew Hoxico to southern Arizona. It has leaves
which resemble the Sumac but fruits which resemble those of the
Umbrella Tree. Occasionally along rocky washes this tree is a

desirable erosion control plant. At times thickets of it occur on
rather steep slopes and on such sites is an excellent soil binder.
The loaves are unpalatable to stock and the fruits are definitely
poisonous, containing an alkaloid saponin. In fact the fruits are
richer in this drug than any other plant in the west. For this
reason the berries have been used as a substitute for soap. This
small tree seems to suggest itself for study as an erosion control
plant and as an ornamental. Doubtless selections of it can be made
which are rapid-growing and which attain considerable size. For
example, trees along the Upper Minores in Hew Mexico are magnificent
specimens, frequently 25 to 30 feet high and a foot cr more in dia-
meter. These are a distinct contrast to the usual run of trees in

southern New Mexico and southern Arizona, which arc usually 10 to
15 feet high and four or five inches in diameter.

Ungnadia speciosa is called the New Mexican Buckeye. It is

confined to deep, rocky canyons of extreme southeastern Texas and
southern New Mexico. It is a largo shrub or a small tree of rather
sprawling and ungraceful habit. The leaves resemble those of the

Eastern Buckeye, The fruit is a somewhat triangular three-culled
husk containing three seeds. It is a very rare plant with us and
should constitute a novelty in arboreta. It probably has no value
for forage or for erosion control.

PJIAMNACEAE

* Ccanothus fendleri, commonly called Buck Brush or sometimes
Soap Bush, is a low spreading shrub with small grayish leaves which
are darker green above than below. It i s common throughout the yel-
low pine region in our territory and far to the north and west. Its

low sprawling habit combined with its tendency to form complete
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ground cover, make it an ideal erosion control plant. Owing to its

altitu.dinal range, however, this is not being used on any of the

erosion control projects at present. VJhen our work takes in yellow
pine regions not within the national Forest, it is .not unlikely that
this shrub will be .found useful. The leaves and twigs are heavily
browsed by doer and less extensively by stock. The blossoms parti-
cularly, contain saponin and have been used in tho past as a substi-
tute for soap.

Ceanothus greggii is also called Duck Brush locally. It

should be remembered, however, that most any kind of brush may be
called locally Buck Brush. It is a more erect and taller shrub

than C. fendleri with much stiffer branches and with thick, leathery
loaves. It normally grows at a lower altitude than C. fendleri,-
in fact in xvestern Texas and central and southern Hew Mexico and
Arizona it is associated with the Junipers and Oaks. It has some

value as an erosion control plant but very little as forage. The

blossoms are sweeter than nest of the Ceanothi and the shrub can
be recommended as an ornamental chiefly because it is unusual.

Ceanothus intogerrimus is a very uncommon shrub in Region 0,

being more typically a northwestern shrub. It occurs in the Oak
Creek region and perhaps elsewhere in central Arizona. It is

hardly significant as an erosion control shrub but should be used
as an ornamental because of the dark green foliage and the large
pannicles of white flowers. It commonly grows in sandy rocky, very
dry sites.

* Ceanothus martini is common in the Grand Canyon and in Zion
National Park. It is reported to occur in the Pinyon (pinon) Belt
of Utah and. Nevada. It is a low spreading shrub which layers
readily and since it is highly palatable it should prove to be a

valuable plant in erosion control. It is best suited to sandy,
rocky sites which are relatively dry and hot.

Rhamnus californica var. t orientel la, Buckthorn, It is pos-
sible that both the species, B, californica and the variety, grow
in our range but they are at best not extremely different. This
buckthorn is rather common but soarccely abundant in central and
southern Arizona in the foothills of the larger ranges. It is

much more common in California. It sometimes grows to be a small
tree but more frequently with us it is a large shrub, often very
"symmetrical and handsome with grayish green leaves and black ber-
ries. The shrub has some value for erosion control along sandy
rocky arroyos at the mouth of canyons. It is valueless as forage
but should be worthy of cultivation as an ornamental. The berries
arc relished by birds.
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Rhamnus crocca is often called Holly though it is not related
to it. It is a shrub with holly-like leaves and bright red berries.
This is much raoro common in California than in Hog ion 8 but in cen-

tral Arizona about Jerome and Oak Creek and in the Baboquivari
Mountains, it is rather abundant. Its value as a soil binder is

doubtful but as an ornamental and for bird food it should rate high.

According to Stand ley, the berries if eaten in quantity by humans,

give a reddish tinge to the skin.

Rhamnus bctulacfolia is a rather tall shrub or small tree

with large, bright green leaves which c oncwhat resemble elm leaves.

It is very widely distributed in sheltered places in the mountains
throughout our range, a:; well as southwest and north of us, but may
be considered rare at that. It may have value as an ornamental.
Its bark may be expected to have medicinal properties.

*Sageretia wrightii is a very thorny shrub with recurving
branches which root readily, and small bright green leaves. It is

to be found in the foothills and canyons from west Texas to southern 1

Arizona and southward. It is a good erosion control plant owing to

its drought resistance and its layering habit. Gecd arc hard to ob-

tain chief lv because they arc hard to collect from so thorny a bush
and because they arc too highly prized by birds. The plant is worth-
ies s as br ows e

.

' *

C

ondalia spathulata, small-leafed Jujube, is an extremely
rigid, spiny shrub found in western Texas to southern California on

very dry, reel.?/ slopes. It frequently forms small but very dense
thickets which are almost impenetrable to anything bigger than a

small bird. In the Tucson region and doubtless throughout its range

berries of distinctly different color are produced on different
plants. One bush will produce berries which are white and translu-
cent when ripe while an adjoining plant may produce jet black ber-
ries. The berries are very small but arc juicy and sweet and
relished by birds. In the Kofa Mountains in western Arizona a plant
which has been called;. £. spathulata usually grows taller. It

produces berries which are very bitter. C. mexicana is a similar
shrub reported from southern Arizona. It is much rarer. All of

these are fair erosion control plants and are good for bird refuges.
The berries last for but a short time.

*2izyphus lycioides, Southwestern Jujube, is related to
Condalia,- in fact some authors place Zizyphus in the genus Condalia.
It is a coarser shrub or small tree with grayish bark and leaves,
large thorns and black berries as large as peas. This is one of
the commonest shrubs in the extreme southwest. It forms thickets
along the bottomlands and in the canyons in the lower mountains,
and. is a good soil binder. It is worthless for forage but excel-
lent for birds as the fruits are edible and the thickets afford
protection.
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*Miororhamnu

s

erioooides is a densely branched, low spreading
shrub common on some of the foothills of western Texas and south-
eastern New Mexico, The branches are very stiff and the clumps of

brush rather forbidding. It has fascicles of rather small leaves

and black fruits. This shrub has excellent erosion control value
but is worthless as browse. We have no reports regarding it as a

bird food plant although the fruit suggests that it may be eaten
by birds. (Note: This should be considered along with Condalia
and Zizyphus).

VITACEAE

Vit is spp . There seems to be considerable confusion about
the names of our native Grapes. For convenience we have been cal-
ling them all V. arizonica. We arc making an effort to grow tho
different specie's and variations in the nursery for comparison and
identification. We hope to be able to select one or more of these
for propagation. From work already done it seems there is great
difference in the response' of cuttings and roots. For example, a

collection made below Ruby, Arizona, responded readily, while a
similar collection made a little earlier on the west slope of the
Black Range did nothing. While possibly some attention should be
paid to the fruit on collections made, the chief aim is to obtain
erosion control plants and not fruit bearing plants. We, however,
bear in mind the possibility of obtaining plants which supply bird
food.

Parthenocis sus vitacea, Virginia Creeper, is widespread,
almost, throughout the United States except in the extreme west.
In regions where it is not native it is extensively cultivated.
It should prove suitable for use as a soil erosion plant in upland
valleys with some moisture. It is doubtful, however, whether it

will prove as satisfactory as our native wild grapes which are
suitable for use in the same sites. This vine, like the grapes,
supplies considerable food for birds.

Cissus incisa, Treebine, with us is a rare woody vine con-
fined to draws and canyons of the southern part of New Mexico and
Arizona within our range but extending eastward to Florida and
south to the Tropics. It lias thick, fleshy three-foliate leaves
,and tendrils and is suitable for an ornamental. The fruits are
eaten by birds and the thick leaves have boon used for' salads. The
plant has been accused of being poisonous to tho touch, like poison
ivy. This is probably a gross exaggeration.

MALVACEAE

Abutilon spp. Several species of Indian Fallow occur in the
west and southwest. Some are interesting erect herbs with large,
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soft velvety cordate leaves. None are of importance for forage.
An introduced species, A. theophrastii, has been suggested as an
erosion control plant. It is a tall velvety annual with small yel-
lowish flowers, of little value (because of its erect habit) as a

soil binder, and capable of becoming an undesirable weed. Its use
cannot be recommended,

Thurberia the spesioides is the common wild cotton plant of

the extreme southwestern ranges. It closely resembles the tame
cotton and is chiefly interesting because it is a host to a weevil
very similar to the common cotton boll weevil and one which is known
to attack cotton. Thousands of dollars have already been expended
in the eradication of this shrub from the canyons and mountains ad-
jacent to the Santa Cruz, Gila and Salt River valleys. If it were
not a host it might readily be considered favorable as an ornamental.
It has a little erosion control value.

FRAMEIIIACEAE
Fr^nkenia jamesii is a low shrub from a few inches to thirty

inches high, occurring in southern Colorado, New Mexico and western
Texas, in very sandy, alkaline soil. It has rigid branches and
short, slender hairy leaves in snail crowded fascicles* It is hea-
vily browsed in the Navajo region and probably elsewhere. Its low
spreading hal.it suggests that it nay have value for erosion control
work.

TAI IAH ICACEAE

Tamarix gallica or Salt Cedar, is not a native of this coun-
try in spite of its wide distribution and abundance. It was intro-
duced from Europe many years ago. In the Soutir rest it is variously
rated as an excellent erosion control plant and as a:i obno.xj.ous

weed. It may well be considered a godsend in portion ? of the Rio
Grande valley and in the Pecos valley where the dense stands are
very effective in stopping erosion. It occupies alkali flats and
bottomlands where there is some overflow and where erosion, without
it, might be severe, During starvation times stock browse the
green twigs and leaves. This shrub or small tree is hardy in all

but high altitudes in the southwest. Along water courses it spreads
rapidly by seeds. In cultivation it .is most easily propagated by
means of cuttings or young plants taken from sandy bottoms.

*Tamar ix articulata , often called Evergreen Tamarix, is an
extremely rapid-growing tree introduced perhaps forty years ago to

the warm portions of the southwest from north Africa. It resembles
a cedar, remains green throughout the year, produces an abundance
of shade, posts and wood, and is readily propagated by cuttings.
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It is, however, not hardy except in regions comparable to those at

Tucson, Phoenix and Yuma. In the lower Colorado River Valley cut-

tings will produce trees 30 to 40 feet high and one and one-half
feet in diameter in seven or eight years. In the Coachella Valley
in California the trees are accused of harboring small gnats which
cause serious eye troubles with children. While this tree is not
suitable to extremely dry sites, in bottomlands or where it can
receive a little irrigation in warm regions, it produces perhaps the
quickest growth of any of our trees and provides abundant shade.
The trees can be planted sufficiently close together to make a very
effective check or diversion for floods.

FOUQUIER IACEAE

Fou.quioria splendens, Ocotillo, is one of the commonest shrubs
of the deserts from Texas to California and south into Mexico. Its

clumps of tall, straight, very thorny stems arc familiar to everyone
who has traveled through the southwest. It is sufficiently abundant
on many dry, rocky slopes to have considerable beneficial effect as

a soil binder. It is valueless for forage but the stems are used
extensively for building fences and for roofing adobe shacks. The
freshly cut stems when placed in the damp ground root readily. The
bark contains considerable rubber and attempts were made in the past
to commercialize the plant for this purpose. The bark of dead
Ocotillo is a godsend to the camper during rainy times, which in spite

of everything to the contrary, do occur in the desert. Shreds of

this bark burn freely in spite of any amount of soaking. It is said

that sheep and goats occasionally become entangled in the butts of

the Ocotillo and. being unable to extricate themselves, die of

starve t ion.

BIXACEAE

Amoreuxia pinnatifIda is chiefly interesting because of the
beauty of its flowers and its comparative rarity. In our range it

is confined to extreme southern Arizona in the rocky foothills. It

is a low herb, six to ten inches high with palmately divided leaves
and large, slightly irregular yellow flowers* It forms a very
large, starohv root and a fruit slightly resembling that of okra only
shorter and smoother. Mr. Gentry, who has done considerable collect-
ing in Mexico, reports that the fruits of this plant are considered
a delicacy in southern Sonora and Chihuahua. There seems to be no
record that the roots are used for food.

KOEEERL ITT IACEAE

*KoeberIinia spinosa, another of our Crucifixion Thorns, has
a much wider range than Canotia, extending from western Texas to
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southern Arizona and southwest into Mexico. Occasionally or in

certain localities, it forms a small tree but usually only a low
spreading mass of shrubbery or better, mass of green thorns. These

shrubs usually occupy low heavy alkaline stretches frequently where
erosion may become active. The bushes harbor grasses which cannot

withstand grazing in the open and collect the top soil blown or

washed from the surrounding areas. Up to the present this plant has

not boon used for erosion control practices but seems well adapted
to such use. It should of course only be used in strategic places

and then only in limited quantities because of its impenetrability
as well as unpalatability.

PASSIFLORACEAE

Pa ss iflor

a

mexicana is a perennial vine with a woody base.
It seems to be confined in our range to extreme southern Arizona but

extends into Mexico. In a region southeast of Fort Huachuca it

grows in such abundance in small me s quite trees that it kills them.

The entire tops of the bushes become a solid mass of the leaves and
later of the fruits of the Passiflora. The flowers of this species

are typical of the Pasque flowers but are seldom more than one inch

wide. The fruits are jet black and about one-quarter inch in diame-
ter. This species is wcrth ,r of some careful investigation as the
immense amount of vine procuced may prove to be helpful in certain
locations for erosion control. The fruits are probably edible for
birds.

There are at least two other species of Pasque flowers in

southern Arizona,- one in the Baboqulvaris and one in Santa Cruz

and Cochise Counties. The fruits of both of these are edible (if

you like them) but the plants r re apparently exacting as to site.

Both are vory drought resistant.

L03ACSAE

Petal onyx thurberi, the Sandpaper Plant, is unusual in our

range but more abundant in the desert regions of southern Nevada
and southern California. It is rather abundant in draws west of

the Cataiina Mountains of Arizona where it Is a fair erosion control

plant. It can be recognized by its rather strict habit, showy heads
of small white flowers and its small, very thick harsh leaves which
have a sandpaper finish.

CACTACEAE

Cactus. At the present time Cactus is not being used in our

soil conservation work. Certain species, however, seem to offer
possibilities. In fact a few were tried with some success several
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years ago. Several of the round stemmed Opuntias form bushes of

small trees and propagate themselves mostly by means of the broken
and detached .joints. By building retaining structures of those,
growing masses of Cacti arc formed. Prickly pears have been used
in the same way. Cacti on the range, however, arc never exactly
popular and such practices as planting them where they arc already
too numerous has been discouraged. For the most part the jointed
Cacti or chollas and the prickly pears may be considered weeds, the
growth of which is promoted by heavy grazing. Many of the Cacti
play an important part in the life of the Indian. The fruits of
such Cacti as the Giant and the Organ supply fruits which are eaten
raw or made into preserves. The fruits of the prickly pears are
similarly used though not so highly prized. The woody portions
of the Giant Cactus are used in many types of construction such as

in buildine fences and in thatching houses. The commercial value
of the Cactus for ornamental planting cannot be overlooked. Thou-

sands of dollars are spent every year in the purchase of Cactus for
Cactus gardens and curiosity window plantings.

ELAEACUACEAE

*Elaeagnus argentea or Silverberry, is a shrub one to three

meters him with silvery leaves and fruits. It closely resembles
En aagusv, 1 Cclia but, is smaller. It is confined to the mountains
and '".h ins regions, mostly in the northern part of Region 8 and
northviara into Utah and Colorado. It has been cultivated as an
ornaTTGV.cal and as a windbreak in the plains country east of the

Rocky Mountains • It is well worthy of more extended use than it is

receiving today as it is an excellent erosion control plant, as -well

as an ora omental.

*Elaeagnus angustifolia, Russian Olive, is a small tree of

such excellence for the Rio Grande region and for Utah that it ,

deserves careful consideration on any revegetat ion program in these

regions. Its range extends from northern Arizona, and Hew Ilexico,

far to the north and cast. It grows in practically any type of

soil where there is a reasonable amount of moisture. It is rapid-
growing, produces a high grade post wood and fruit much relished by
birds. It is hard to understand why fruit with such a high degree

of sugar lias not been commercialized in some way. This tree has

been planted on some of the projects with promising results. Seed

are produced in abundance -and are easily collected. Direct seeding

on the range may prove to be feasible.

*Shepherdia argentea, the Buffalo Berry, is much more common

in Wyoming, Utah and Col v.* - do than in Few Mexico and Arizona. It

is a tall silvery-leafed shiut which bears bright red berries. The

bushes are excellent erosion control plants in somewhat moist swales
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at moderate altitudes. They are frequently cultivated for wind-
breaks, ornamentals and for their fruit which makes very good jelly.

Shophordia rotundif ol ia , the Round-leafed Buffalo Berry, is

a rare shrub found along the San Juan River, in the Grand Canyon in

Arizona and in Zion National Park. Scouting vail doubtless give it

a wider distribution. It is an interesting shrub of a prostrate
or nearly prostrate habit, #iich grows in dry sites below cliffs as

well as similar sites where there is a little seepage. Its habit
suggests its use for erosion control work. Up to the present we

have net grown it in the 2iurseries.

A third Buffalo Berry, Shcpherdia canadensis, grows in the

high mountains. It has no significance for erosion control work
but is sometimes used as an ornamental. The fruits are bright red
and as bitter as quinine.

ONAGRACEAE

The Evening Primrose family contains many showy annuals and
perennials, some of which are fair forage. The low creeping type
may even have som.e value for erosion contrcl. Host of the important
ones can be classified in the large composite genus, Oenothera,
which contains both the large white-flowered forms and those with
small or large yellow flower::. All of these can be recognized by
their four petals and inferior ovary. Zauschne ria, californica
goes in this family but has a strikingly different flower. It is

red and somewhat irregular. The leaves are clamy. The plant has
a rhizomatous root system and is an excellent soil binder in draws
and in the mountains at about 4,000 feet elevation. This plant has
a wido distribution in the southwest.

ARALIACEAE

Aralia humilis is a very uncommon shrub occurring in the

United States only in southern Arizona. It has large bipinnate
leaves and umbels of flowers ana black fruits. It occurs only in

rocky canyons and en steep rugged north-facing slopes. It is a

tender shrub of no erosion control value but one vhich may prove to

be of value for an ornamental and for medicine.

CQRI'TACSAE

Garrya spp . These tall shrubs are sometimes called Coffee
Berries because of the peculiar odor of the plants. They have
rather large, ovate to oblong, thick hard grayish leaves. There
arc three species in the southwest which quite closely resemble
each ether, the chief noticeable variation being in the pubescence
or hairiness of the berries. Those occur in spikes and are black
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upon ripening unless the color is obscured by the thick covering of

hairs. These shrubs are valueless for forage and because of their
upright habit not particularly suitable for soil binders.

Oarrya flavoscons , probably the best one of the group, would
make an interesting addition to shrub arboreta. The nost common one

in the southwest is G. wrightii.

Comus stolonifera is the common stream Dogwood of the west.
It is widely distributed and very abundant along mountain streams.
The branches bend over and often became tangled masses. These are

not infrequently the consternation of the fisherman* These shrubs
are good stream bank binders bi.it who re they will grow they arc usu-
ally present and as they are neither drought nor alkali resistant,
they are of little or no value in any of our work as now formulated.

ERICACEAE

*Arctostaphylos pungons is the common Manzanite of the south-
west. It forms almost pure stands at medium altitudes in many places
throughout New Mexico and Arizona and extends into California, Utah,

Colorado and Mexico. It occasionally reaches almost tree dimensions
but has such a spreading habit that it is always bush-like. In the

extreme southwest it occasionally reaches a height of twenty feet

or more and a single plant may spread fifty feet. Where the pros-
trate branches touch the ground they root freely, making this shrub

one of our best erosion control plants, bp to the present it has
not been grown successfully from cuttings and seed germination is

very unsatisfactory. It is more than likely, however, that the

possibilities of this shrub for our use have not been exhausted.
Its growth habits should warrant extensive and careful work in its

propatagion and even in the selection of rapid-growing and vigorous
strains. Y'Jhile the leaves of the nanzanites are not extensively
eaten the fruits which are produced in abundance constitute the main
food for wildlife during extensive- periods. Turkeys in northern
Mexico grow fat on the berries and foxes and bears are fond of them.

Arctostaphylos patula. While this species docs not occur
in Region 8 it should be discussed here becaiise of its pronounced
value as an erosion control plant and because of its economic value
for fuel. It covers very wide areas of loose volcanic soil in
California, particularly on Mt. Shasta. When fires sweep over the
region the crewns and roots remain uninjured and continue to hold
the soil. Locally the crowns are dug out or chopped out and used
for fuel.

1

Ar c t
o
gtaphyl o s platyphyll a is abundant in our region only in

southern Utah. It is the common Manzanite in Zion National Park.
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It resembles A, pur.gons but is a lower shrub with a snore prostrate
habit. It is an excellent soil binder and should receive attention
along with A, pun

g

ens

.

A. pr ingle

i

is confined to Arizona and Mexico. It reaches its

maximum development in the Pine and Payson 'region where it is an
erect shrub often ten feet or more in height* It docs not constitute
as good an erosion control plant as A. pungens but is comparable as

a wildlife plant.

Ar ct o staphyl o s uva ursi, the common Kinnickinnick or Bear-
berry-, occurs at high altitudes in northern Hew Mexico but is much
more common northward, occurring in Canada and across the continent.

YJhilo its habit suggests it as an ideal erosion control plant (it

is creeping and forms dense mats), its altitude and moisture require-
ments preclude its use except possibly in unusual cases in our ero-

sion control program. The loaves of this shrub constituted one of

the chief substitutes for tobacco for the Indians c half century ago.

It was commonly used also to mix with tobacco until the white man
substituted the lowly cabbage.

*Arbutus arizonica , our native Iladron, is a handsome tree

often forty feet high or more and two feet in diameter with bark
which exfoliates from the young "branches and dark evergreen leaves.

It is hardy from 4,000 to 8,000 feet altitude in the southwestern
ranges, not occurring at low altitudes and may well be considered,

a woodland species. It Is very slow growing. The bright red ber-

ries which remain on the tree for a long time are very ornamental

and arc good bird .rood. The flowers also, are beautiful, resembling
those of the Manzanite. This valuable tree has not been grown in

the nursery.

Arbutus texanu.s is a tree similar to A. arizonica, which

occurs in the mountains of western Texas and southeastern Hew
Mexico, It has broader leaves, somewhat larger fruits and is a

smaller tree. It has not been grown in the nursery.

SAPOTACEAE

Bumclia rigida, or Chittimwood, is common in the south and

Mexico. In Pegion 8 it occurs in southern Hew Mexico and southern
Arizona in rocky canyons and. occasionally on dry, steep rocky
north-facing slopes. It Is a small tree with very stiff branches
and vie I out: stiff thorns. Groves of it are very effective soil

binders as the horizontal roots arc abundant and sprout freely. It

is valueless as forage. The wood with us is too small for anything
but small tool handles. The exuded gum is interesting to children
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but of no commercial importance. This tree is not being grown on
the nursery. The root cuttings germinate readily but seeds are dif-
ficult to geminate. It is not to be recommended except for canyon
bottoms and stoop slopos where grazing is to be discouraged.

CLEACEAE

Menodora s cabra is not uncommon almost throughout the south-
west. It ranges from 2,000 foot or less to 5,000 foot or mere,
on the -very dry sites. Although it is hardly significant as an
erosion control plant because of its root one top habit, it serves
to extend grazing far beyond the usually soverolv overgrazed bottoms,
swales and canyons because of its high palatability. On observation-
al plantings in the Tucson region this plant shored the best results
of all the plants direct seeded. It is a perfect plant for nursery
use - it germinates well, survives well and produces about three
good crops of seed each year at Tucson. In harvesting seed in the
nursery the tops of the plants arc cut and piled on a canvas or floor
and allowed to dry. After drying the seed shatter readily, .Iced

can be broadcast or used in a planter. The sites for which the plant
is best adapted, however, preclude the use of machinery, 2incc a
pure stand is never desirable, the amount of seed per acre should
be relatively small, perhaps two to five pounds, depending upon
c onditions

.

Menodora scoparia . Our initial crop of seed for this species
was collected near the Natural Bridge, Arizona and near Prescctt,
Arizona, In both places it constitutes a significant portion of
the forage. It is even more widely distributed in the southwest
than II, scabra. Its root system makes it a much better erosion con-
trol plant than ?!, .scabra hut its altitudinal range is higher and
it is not so well adapted to lower elevations. At Tucson it is not
quite so good in nursery production . On the range it germinated
equally well. A strain of this species from the Kofa Mountains is

being tried. It grows naturally in a much drier site at a lower
altitude. We do not have seed for increase at present. At Tucson
M, scoparia produces two crops of seed per season. The collection
and handling is similar to that of M, scabra.

Men odor ops is long iflora and MiJncdora laevis are comparable
to the Ilonodoras discussed, lie plan to grow these for comparison.
Henodoropsis Io.n£iflora. is a larger plant, is much more bushy and
may prove to be a better erosion control plant.

Syringa vulgaris , the common Purple Lilac, is used only as

as ornamental in the southwest at the present time but in regions
to the east and north of us it has come to 'be a favorite for use
as low windbreaks and as such seems very desirable. Observational
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work may prove to "bo a worth while erosion control shrub in the east-

ern portion of cur region.

Forestiera nc o-mex i cana . Considerable attention has been
paid to our New Hexicb Wild OTive because it forms dense clumps and

its branches root readily where they bend over and touch the ground.

It has considerable erosion control value but generally grows in

scattered clumps instead of stands, thus preventing it from playing
a very important part. Occasionally it is found in the beds of

washes where floods have flattened out the trunks and branches. Here

it sprouts abundantly and forms effective gully plugs. It grows
quite readily from cuttings but since seed is produced abundantly
and germinates readily, the cutting method has been abandoned in our
nurseries. This raid olive is sometim.es browsed, ever: heavily, but
it is always when stock have been starved to it. Apparently nothing
has been done with the fruit to determine its oil content. It is

possible, even probable, that the berries are rich in oil and since

they are frequently produced in great abundance the plant may have

some economic importance other than that of erosion control.

Forestiera phillyreoides. This Wild Olive has a very limited

range in our territory, going confined to the extreme southern and
western portions of Arizona. It is highly probable, however, that
its range can be considerably extended since it grows well up in the
Baboquivari Mountains where it gets quite cold. It is a handsome
small tree often found in small dense thickets which shade out all
underbrush and the lower limbs of the trees leave clean boles and
a dense canopy above. In contrast to the ITow Iiexico wild olive this
drops its fruits about as soon as they ripen. It grows readily from
seeds and for this reason cuttings have not been tried. The wood of
this, which is very hard, may be of some economic use as well as the
berries.

Fraxinus spp. Our Southwestern Ash trees differ so much from
each other that they cannot be well compered. Gome are very small
trees while some are large enough to be considered excellent shade
trees or even to furnish wood and small dimension lumber though
apparently they are never used for the latter.

Fraxinus anomala, Single-leafed Ash, is a small tree which
grows in abundance but not in pure or dense stands in southern Utah
and northern Arizona in extremely dry sites on rocky slopes. It

can readily be recognized by its single leaflet to a leaf, in con-
trast to the others with three to several leaflets. It is a fair

soil binder and a good browse plant.

Fraxinus cu sp i

d

ata, Flowering Ash, should perhaps be classed
as a soil erosion control plant. It, however, forms thickets (grow-
ing singly at times) and may have some value for erosion control.
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It should be noro extensively planted as a street ornamental as it

has showy fragrant flowers Mid small glossy green leaves. It is to

bo found only in isolated spots in New Ilcxico and Arizona and west-
ern Texas.

Fraxinu s -groggii, Gregg Ash, occur in Texas and Arizona,
It is a small handsome tree or tall shrub which grows on very arid
sites on rocky slopes, not along streams. Its value is probably as
an ornamental only though it may bo of some use in erosion control
and it may be browsed to some extent.

In New Mexico much of the ash for ornamental purposes has
apparently been supplied by nurseries in the mid-west, the most
common one being Fraxinus lanecolata,

Fraxinus lowellii, Lowell Ash, is closely related to F,

anomala, lbs range is further south in Arizona. It grows on steep,

dry, usually north-facing slopes. The trees are somewhat larger
than F, anoma la , and there are three leaflets coramonly to the leaf.

The seeds and general aspect of the tree arc similar to F. anomala
but it usually forms dense thickets of small size.

Fraxinus standioyi , Standi oy Ash, is one of the common native
ashes of large size of Arizona but apparently it is not usually
cultivated.

In our erosion control work we arc more concerned at present

with the small ashes which are fair erosion control plants and which
supply considerable forage. With all of these our experience is

limited.

Fraxinus tourney

i

, Tourney Ash, is our most outstanding large

ash and ThT one most commonly used for shado ana street planting in

s outhera Ar i z ona

.

GERTIANACEAE

Eustoma rus sol liana is a perennial herb closely resembling
the gentians, -in fact it belongs to the gentian family. It is

'

widely distributed from Nebraska and Colorado to Hew Mexico,
Louisiana and Mexico, In our range, however, it is rare, being
confined to alkali soil such as regions adjoining the V.hite Sands
and the Bottomless Lakes in Lew Ilexice. It is valueless for ero-
sion control and forage but is a very handsome flowering plant
suitable for flower gardens,

Frasera spocicsa , sometimes called Deer's Lars, is widespread
in the west at comparatively high altitudes. It has large, basal
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rosettes of grayish green leaves, tall leafy stems and spikes of

greenish flowers. It is listed among the poisonous plants.

Frasera pan ioulata is a curious plant, related to P. speciosa ,

and found only in desert sands of New Mexico and Arizona. It has o

large, fleshy root that grows deep into the sand. The stems are
slender, the leaves rather narrow and white margined. As far as is

known it is valueless.

APOCYEA.CEAE

Ilapl ophyton cimicidum is a very rare plant in our region,
being confined to extreme southwestern ranges' in Arizona. It,

however, is more abundant southward, becoming a plant of some im-

portance in portions of the Tropics. It is an herbaceous perennial
with very slender steirja and leaves, bright yellow flowers and long,
narrow fruits which arc always 121 pairs. This plant scorns to be
quite heavily browsed whore it occurs in stock ranges and is a good
erosion control plant. its use as d soil binder or for forage, how-
ever, should be questioned until further investigations of it have
been made. The Mexicans apply the term" dcor-ki 1 ler " to the plant,
indicating that it is poisonous and it has been used for many decades
in Mexico to prepare a solution for killing insects. Our chief
interest in the plant is its possible use for the manufacture of a

commercial insecticide. A beautiful bed of it is growing on the
nursery at Tucson and seed lias been sent to !*r. Russell at Texas
A. c. ?.!• , and to Dr. Sievcrs at Washington, D. C, for experimental
work.

Mac ro s iphon ia brachysiphon is a low shrub confined in our
region to southern Arizona but common in northern I.exico. It has
a wide-spreading root system in which the roots sprout freely and
as it occupies the heads of small draws it constitutes a good, in
fact one of bhe best, erosion control plants in regions where it
grows. Funnel-shaped flowers and opposite leaves suggest the
Periwinkle, which is common in many flower gardens. T 'acres iohonia
is related to the Periwinkle and lias a similar habit. The flowers,
however, are white or occasionally hove a pinkish tinge and are
very fragrant. The shrub is quite heavily browsed but withstands
grasing well. Up to the present it has not been used in revegeta-
tion work but its qualities recommend it for this and for use as
an ornamental

.

ASCLEPIADACEAE

Asclopias albicans. Several of the Hilkwcods have been
tested for choir rubber content. This and the following two species
appear to be our best rubber producers. A. albicans is confined
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to the very hot dry regions of the extreme southwest. It often-

grows in large clumps with many stems to the plant. The stems are

unbranched, straight and three to seven feet long. The rocky dry
sites in which this plant grows suggest the possibility of raising
it for rubber in the worst desert regions in the southwest. Its

value for erosion control purposes on any of our projects as they
exist at present is out of the question.

Asclopias erosa i;j reported to be our best Milkweed for latex.
It is nowhere abundant in our region and its range is limited to the
hot dry sections of the extreme southwest. In the Tule Tank country
in western Pima County, Arizona this plant occupies the beds of sand
washes and has an intricate system of horizontal roots. Plants are
frequently five feet high. On cutting the stems a stream of juice
exudes. If this is rich in rubber this species should be worth
planting in sitpis of this kind.

Asclopias subulata resembles A. albicans and has about the

same range. It is a somewhat smaller plant. Experiments indicate-

that it is valuable for rubber. None of the above Asclcpias plants
have been grown in the nursery at Tucson.

CONVOLVULACEAE

Dichondra argentea is too rare to have a common name and
too unusual and pretty to leave unmentioned. Where it grows it is

frequently abundant but it is suited only to very dry, rocky vara
situations. Naturally, it is confined to western Texas, southern
New Mexico, southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico. The leaves and

stems of this plant are silvery gray and the stems cling close to

the ground and root freely. Where it will grow it is an ideal
erosion control plant and should prove a novelty in rock gardens,

POLEMONIACEAE

The Gilia and Phloxes are abundant in the southwest, mostly
in tnc mountainous sections. Seme of the former are annuals. Many,
however, arc perennials. All of our Phloxes arc showy perennials
and some are fair erosion control plants whi£h nay sometime find
a place in our work. They resemble the cultivated phloxes and arc
interesting as ornamentals.

HYDROPHYLLACEAE

Eriodictyon angustifolium or Yerba Santa, is a shrub which
is abundant in many of the mountains of the extreme southwest from
southern Arizona to southern California, Utah and Nevada, at alti-
tudes of about 3,000 to 5,000 feet. The traveler between Superior
and Globe, Arizona is likely to observe the largo patches of this
shrub along the highway embankments. It forms dense stands, sprouting
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frooly from the roots and the caudiccs. For this reason it is an
excellent soil binder. It is probably browsed to some oxtent, par-
ticularly by shocp and goats. The leaves contain a balsam-like
resin which is not unpleasant to the taste. The balsam has been
utilized for cough preparations. The dried leaves are official in

the U. S, Pharmacopoeia.

BORAGINACEAE

Coldenia canoscons is a low spreading suffrutescent perennial
common to the hottest, driest sections of the southwest, from Texas
to California. It doubtless has so-ie value as a soil binder but as

it never makes a complete ground cover and as it is valueless as

forage, its only plo.ee is to excite the curiosity of the traveler.

Coldenia greggii is a shrub with small gray ovate hairy leaves
and white flowers. It is very common on some of the dry limestone
hills of western Texas and southern New Mexico. Its value for for-
age is not known and its value a-s. an erosion control plant is slight.
It should make a hardy ornamental for rock gardens.

Col denia hispidissima is a common sight in the White Sands
region, the sandy deserts of Central and Northern Arizona and those
of southern Utah. It is a true shrub but the steins are almost al-
ways buried in sand and only the ends of the branches with their
small hispid leaves arc visible'. This plant has a marked value as

a soil binder and should be suitable for propagation on sand dunes
and in reel: gardens.

Euploca c on

v

o 1vu 1 a c ea e is an annual confined to the sand dunes

or very sandy land from Nebraska to Arizona. It is a creeping vine
with rather small, ovate-lanceolate leaves covered with long, stiff
appressed hairs, giving the leaves a grayish appearance. This plant
grows in profusion and in spite of being an annual is an effective
sand binder. It is valueless as forage but should make a beautiful
ornamental

.

VERBENACEAE

Lippia wrightii is a common shrub in the foothills of the
southwest from, we stern Texas to southern California and south into

Ilexico. It is a mint with small crenate leaves and a very pleasant
odor. The white flowers are in short spikes. These have an even
more delicate perfume-like odor than the loaves. The bush is of
some value for forage and grows sufficiently abundant in many places
on stoop slopes to be of value for erosion control. The plant should
be used more extensively as a garden shrub because of its flowers
and its delightful odor.
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*I,ippia ligustrina is a shrub somewhat like L, wrightii but

one which grows considerably taller. It is not uncommon in western
Texas but it does not occur in New Mexico or California. It has
been found in a few places in Santa Cruz County in Arizona, close
to the Mexican border. This shrub has quite long spikes of small

white flowers and even more pleasing odor of leaves and flowers
than L, wrightii. In Sonora, Mexico it is highly prized as a for-
age plant. 7.3 it is easily propagated from seeds and cuttings it

should be used as an ornamental and may have value in the future
as an erosion control and forage plant in our rovogetation work in

the extreme southwest.

*Lippia canescens, often called L. repons, is an introduction
in the southwest. It has been used for many years in lawns in south-

ern California and in southern Arizona. It is a low creeper which
roots freely along the prostrate stems and thus constitutes a par-
excellence erosion control plant. Its tenderness to frost precludes
its use in the northern part of our range

.

Lippia nod iflora is a

plant quite similar to L. canescens but It has a more erect habit.

•

According to reports from California it is an exceptional erosion
control plant, and should be tried extensively in our range. It is

not so suitable for lawns as L, canescens.

Lippia cunoifolia, a native of western Texas and southern
New Mexico, is very similar to the last two and may have the advan-
tage of being much hardier. It is being tried at Tucson.

LABIATAE

Poliomintha inoana . This Mint promises to become very im-
portant in our revegetation program. It is a low spreading shrub
commonly found in deep sand, being very abundant in the "White Sands
of New Mexico and in the sand hills in the Kopi and Navajo regions.
Since it spreads close to the ground it is much more effective in

checking drifting sand than plants having single erect stems. This
plant is perfectly at home under cultivation, growing luxuriantly
at Tucson and Shiprock. If it is kept cut back each season it

forms a handsome plant for border planting. The flowers are abun-
dant and showy but not loud. The young shoots are tender and of a

pleasant minty flavor. They are used extensively by the Hopis for
food. It can be said reasonably that they might well grace the
tables of whites in garnishes and salads.

SOLANACEAE

Lycium exsertum, Vfolfberry. This species "produces fruit
in great abundance and it is easy to handle in the nursery. It is
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not adaptable to the wide range in which L. pallidum is found and
is not particularly good as an erosion control plant. We have
beautiful bushes growing on the nursery at Tucson and these supply
us with more seed than we require. Perhaps a more careful study
should be made of other southwestern species of which we have sev-

eral in southern New Mexico and Arizona. It is possible too that
strains can be developed which will produce fruit of desirable size
and flavor.

*Lycium pall i dum , Pale Wolfberry. While there are other
Lyciums the fruits of which are used to some extent by the Indians
and by birds, this is the most outstanding as a soil erosion plant.
It forms thickets on mounds and on bottom lands and since it has a

vast system of horizontal roots it is a good soil binder. It is

browsed by sheep and goats. The association of this with old Aztec
ruins has led to the belief that the Aztec either cultivated it or

used it extensively and scattered the seeds about their dwellings.
ThQ plants are found almost throughout the southwest at altitudes
i rom 3,000 to 6,000 feet. It is much more abundant, however, in
the Navajo country and in southern Utah than elsewhere. Up to 193^
it had not been planted in the nursery.

SCROPHDLARIACEAB

Antirrhinum antirrhiniflorum and Maurandia wislizeni are
herbaceous perennial vines with handsome blue flowers and small

* «
triangular arrow-shaped leaves. The normal range is western Texas,

southern New Mexico and Mexico. A. antirrhini florum extends into
southern Arizona also. These plants may have little value for
erosion control but both are worthy of use as ornamentals and may
become of importance as windbreaks in association with brush. They
are extremely drought resistant.

BIGN0NIACSAE

*Chilopsis linearis , the Desert Willow, can be compared to
the Catalpa as the flowers are very similar and the two belong to
the same family. This species is being more generally used for
revegetation and erosion control work than most any plant outside
of the true willows and cottonwoods. Along our desert washes and
draws it forms natural thickets which quite effectively hold soil
and boulders. This tree is well worthy of more serious attention.
Under cultivation it grows rapidly and should with proper pruning,
make a tree of sufficient size for a good post or even two posts.
After being cut it sprouts vigorously. The wood takes a satiny
finish, has a pleasant odor and is very durable. In nursery prac-
tice it is best to use seed, as they germinate readily. Cuttings
are also very satisfactory.
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Thecoma stans, Wild Trunpet Plant, is confined in our region
to western Texas and southern New Mexico and Arizona. It is a very
handsome low shrub with pinnate leaves and large brilliant yellow
trunpet- shaped flowers. Years ago Mr. M. E. Mus grave of the Soil
Conservation Service introduced this plant into the commerce of the
southwest. For many decades, probably hundreds of years, it has
been used by the inhabitants of Mexico as an ornamental. At pre-
sent Mr. M. E. Musgrave has plants growing in his yard at Albuquerque,
Hew Mexico. Frequently, even in southern Arizona, this plant freezes
to the ground but it readily sprouts from the roots.

ACAHTBACEAE

*Anisacanthus thurberi, Desert Honeysuckle, is confined to

southern New Mexico, southern Arizona and Mexico. It is a shrub
with opposite, rather broad lanceolate leaves and white papery
bark. It is browsed extensively when more palatable forage becomes
scarce. It is a fair erosion control plant along dry washes. It

is ideal for nursery production from cuttings but seed production
is small because of a tiny fly which infests the seed pods, des-
troying the seeds. Cuttings and nursery stock used for range plant-
ing is severely injured by jack rabbits. Although nursery stock has

been raised at Albuquerque it is nob yet known that this species
will withstand the climate of the Upper Rio Grande or of the north-
ern portion of Hew Mexico generally.

There are several other Acanthaccous plants which arc interest-
ing as forage or erosion control plants. These have not yet been tried
en the nursery or on the range but they are worthy of mention and some
of an early trial.

Belopcrone califomica is a tender shrub confined with us to
the warmer portions of southern Arizona and southern California.
It has drab, hairy opposite thick leaves and red flowers. It is

a good erosion control plant in some of the extremely hot south-
western deserts as it protects the banks of dry washes but it is

hardly suitable in any regions on which we are at present conduct-
ing control work.

Tetramerium hispidum is a low herbaceous perennial which is

abundant in rocky sites at lower altitudes in our southwestern
ranges and is found not infrequently in me squite regions where it

is difficult for stock to get. It is highly palatable and will not
withstand heavy grazing. Plants are easy to establish in the nursery
either from roots collected in the field or from seed. This species,

however, is hardly significant as an erosion control agent.
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Elytraria tridentata, another member of the family Acanthaceae ,

grows in rooky dry sites in the extreme southwest. The plants are
low and except for the leaves at the woody base resemble a club moss.
The flowers are rather showy and the plant recommends itself for
rock gardens and for border. As it has a good root system and is

palatable, it may be useful for erosion control work since it grows
readily from seeds and can be easily transplanted. It is likely,
however, that its uso will be insignificant because of the diminutive
size of the plant.

Piaped.run re sup inaturn, is considered a rather rare plant
probably because it is eaten wherever stock can get at it. It has
been grown in the lathhouse for roots and lias escaped there, coming
up among the pots. It produces an abundance of stems and leaves
and should be tried as a crop under irrigation. It is also suit-
able for use as an ornamental • The natural distribution of Diapedium,
the foothills of our southwe stern ranges, suggests that it will not
withstand much cold. It may be worthwhile, however, to try it

further north as an annual.

Car 1 owr

i

gh t i a linearifolia is a shrub in the foothills of

western Texas but the stems are delicate and. the plants arc commonly
found in the protection of other shrubbery. This plant has not
been tried in the nurseries but may be found useful as a forage
plant as palatability is high. Its erosion control value is doubt-
loss slight.

Carlowr

i

ght i a arizonica and Siphonoglossa longifolia, are

both low shrubs w' ioh are highly palatable but which are only suit-

able for extreme desert, warm sites in the foothills of our south-
western ranges. Ho experimental work has been conducted with these
in the nurseries.

Jacobinia candicans lias been reported as occurring along
Salt River below the Roosevelt Dam. Up to the present the nurseries
have been unable to obtain seed of this shrub. It may prove of

value along streams in our warmer regions and as an ornamental. No
member of the Acanthaceae should be considered lightly as the group
contains valuable forage and erosion control plants.

PLA!"TAG 12TA CEAE

*Plantago fastigiata. This is probably the most important of

our Indian VJheats though this is not certain. Several species be-
come very abundant in our deserts in years of sufficient winter
rainfall and produce an abundance of feed for all kinds of stock.

In contrast to many of our annuals these plants remain palatable
even after they become dry. There scorns to be abundant evidence
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that this plant can bo overgrazed as areas in the Paradise Valley
north of Phoenix, Arizona, which produced solid stands in previous
years, produced sparingly this year after a few seasons of heavy
grazing by sheep. The Indian wheat itself is an evidence of over-
use of the range.

Mr. H. C. Gambee of the Phoenix Union High School attempted
in 1936 to collect and market Indian Wheat as psylla. While the
seed proved of high grade judged by the amount of .jell produced,
he found himself unable to market his product in competition with
seed producers in foreign countries. It is possible, however, that
selections of good strains and irrigation and cultivation, may pro-
duce plants, the seeds of which can be harvested more inexpensively,
and cleaner seeds produced. It is doubtful, however, whether the

blonde seeds as produced by this and related species, can ever suc-

cessfully compete with the black psylla.

Results in the nursery with Indian V.heat have been quite
discouraging. Indications are that the seed should be planted the
same season it is collected and not stored for use one or two sea-
sons after collection.

These plants produce a close ground cover but it lasts but
a short time and has very little effect on erosion. As a nurse
crop, however, it is probably good.

RUBIACEAE

Bouvardia ternifolia, a very showy shrub at blossoming time,

is confined in our range according to Standi ey, to western Texas,
extending from there to Sonora and far south in Mexico. It is

highly probable that it occurs in southern New Mexico and Arizona.
It has bright red tubular flowers and quite dark green leaves. The
plant has been extensively used in Mexico medicinally. As an ero-
sion control plant it has distinct possibilities as it is a good
soil binder, often growing quite thicket-like in dry washes in the

oak belt. It is doubtless better suited to use as an ornamental.
B. glob err ina is quite similar to B. ternifolia . It is confined
to southern Hew Mexico, southern Arizona and Mexico.

C epha

1

anthu s occidental is or Button Bush, grows across the
continent and from Canada to Mexico. In our range it is rare but
widely distributed along streams in rock;,'' canyons. It is an excel-
lent stream bank binder but its use for this purpose ia very limited.
It may be recognized by its large dogwood-like leaves and flowers
and seed which occi^r in round balls.
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Sambucus caerulea. A great variety of elderberries have

been lumped in literature under this name. There is so much varia-
tion between them that it seems there should be some division made.
There is a form #iich is abundant in most of our mountains at rather
high altitude. This, often called S. neo-mexicana, is seldom more
than a largo shrub. It grows along streams and on moist north-
facing slopes and in .some places appears to be a fairly good erosion
control plant. Yilhere it grows erosion control, however, is not
commonly a problem. The fruits are edible after a fashion and are
sometimes used, for making wine and pics. For the latter purpose they
serve well for something to be sweetened and on proper flavoring,
may servo as a substitute for pie. The berries are delectable
food for birds.

A southern form of this is called Sambucus caerulea var.

arizonica. It often forms a large tree. VVhcrc these trees are nu-
merous frequently much jroung growth sprouts up. This is browsed
often to the point of extermination. The fruits are much the same
as those of the mountain form. It appears that the young growth
of this plant may be excellent for the control of erosion.

Sambucus me x ic ana is quite commonly planted in southern New
I.Ioxico and south rn Arizona. The leaves of this arc quite hairy
in contrast to those- of S, caorule a, which are smooth-. These are
cultivated for their shade and for the fruits which arc similar to
those already described.

Symphoricarpos occidentalis, the Coralberry which is so

common in swales and valleys in the foothills en the east slopes of

the mountains in Colorado, is probably superior to S, oreophilus
as an erosion control plant. It has the same habit of growth and
is extensive in many places even in the valleys in Kansas and
Nebraska. It is reported to be a good sheep browse.

Symph or icarpos oreophilus. This Coralberry Bush is an
excellent erosion control plant for swales and deep draws in the
mountains of the southwest at altitudes of 4,000 to 0,000 feet. It

is not suitable for lower altitudes nor for extremely dry sites.
It has a mass of horizontal roots and the stems layer readily. The
plant furnishes a fair forage for sheep.

Lonicera alb iflor a or Honeysuckle, has a wide range in the

lower mountains at altitudes from 3,000 to 6,000 feet in south-

western New Hexico and southern Arizona. It doubtless extends
also into Old Hexico. It may be necessary to divide what we have
been calling by this name into two distinct species. The true L,

alb iflora should be a vine but in Santa Cruz County, Arizona, for
example, it is an erect shrub with just an inclination to be vine-
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like at the tips of the branches. Perhaps the only value of this
plant will be as an ornaraenta] but it lias an excellent root system,

grows well from cuttings and is quite drought resistant, points

which may qualify it for observational work. The plant thrives on

the nursery at Tucson.

COMPOS ITAE

Artemisia tridentat

a

. The Black Sage is one of our contro-
versial plants* In many portions of the Hocky Mountains it now
occupies thousands of sections once grass covered. Its value as

a soil erosion plant, particularly in heavily grazed sections, is

very slight as stock, particularly sheep, make trails through it

which soon become water courses curing storms. On the ether hand,
in some quarters it is unquestionably the climax type, the brush
being eight feet high or more and forming a complete- ground cover.
The brush probably supplies mere sheep food than any grass cover
the laud might support. Eventually, however, the brush is certain
to give way to overgrazing and the result is a flood hazard of the

worst type. In many places an attempt is being made to eradicate
the brush and to permit such grasses as western wheat to come in.

As black sage land is commonly fertile it is not usually difficult
to establish a grass cover once the brush is removed. All things
considered, the black sage is not to be recommended in a rsvegotation
program except on sites where the land is sufficiently level to

prevent severe erosion, or where grazing can be properly regulated.

Some other sages are closely related to the Black Gage and
it is probable that their use should be governed by the same rules
as those of the black sage. Artem isia nova, A. trif ida, A. arbuscula
and A. bigelovii are all much smaller plant s and for this reason
can form a closer ground cover and possibly better erosion control
cover. A. nova and A. bigelovii arc reported to be particularly
good forage.

Another sage quite closely related to the black sage is A,

cana. This forms probably the best ground cover of any but it
grows naturally only at quite high altitudes.

There are still other sages common with us. Some have not
been carefully studied. A, filifolia forms pure stands covering
large areas on usually quite candy land. It is doubtful, however,
that this and such plants as Pare so la scoparia help much in pre-
venting drifting of sand. In fact they may even aggravate it by
diverting air currents into small channels. A. filifolia supplies
an abundance of forage for all kinds of stock. It is reported,
however, as being poisonous at times to horses.
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Artemisia frigida is probably much more important than stock-

men and ecologists credit it with being. It is low, has an extensive

system of rhizomatous roots which are effective in binding the soil

and it is quite palatable to stock, particularly sheep. It with-

stands grazing remarkably well. The condemnation is that it is an

undoubted indication of overgrazing. On well regulated ranges it

tends to disappear. Its use is to be recommended as a soil binder
and a forerunner of grama grass and western wheat grass where the
grass cover has nearly or completely disappeared.

Other sages of very similar nature to A. frig ida are A.

kansana, which is particularly abundant in the Capitan foothills,

and *A. wrightii, in the Mule Crook and Black Range sections of Hew
Mexico. The latter is unquestionably one of the best soil binders

occupying sandy stream bottoms and extending far up the slopes. Its

rhizomatous roots hold the soil very effectively. It is apparently
rather unpalatable raid extensive stands indicate an overgrazed

condition. Another one to be classed with this group is A^ ludovi-

ciana. One place where it is abundant is in Cimarron Canyon in New
Hex! CO.

Artemisia gnaphaloid.es is much less common with us than the

species mentioned above. It has a good rhizomatous root system,

is browsed to som.c extent and has been used, according to Dr. E. F.

Castetter of the University of New Mexico, by the Indians for

decades to poison insects.

*Baccharis glutinosa, Batamote or Seep Willow. Mr, Hamilton,
Regional Agronomist in Region 8, declares that this is one of the

best erosion control plants in the Gila water shed. Its use i.3

confined to valleys and bottoms where there is considerable moisture.
It occupies the banks of the streams next to land that is likely to

be most heavily eroded and even invades the rocky bottoms themselves,

thus serving to cause the silt and rocks to become deposited. An

advantage in its use is that it is easily propagated by cuttings.
Only the stomach of a Jackass, however, can tolerate it as food.

We have, other species of Baccharis. Two of these, 3. emoryi

and B. sarothroides , are tall shrubs interesting only as possible
ornamentals. B

Ti
thes io ides is fair forage but Is not very abundant

and is hardly to be classed as valuable for erosion control. * B.

wrightii has passed out of the picture in many places because of

heavy grazing. Stock seem to prefer it to grass or most other

browse. It is not of much value for soil erosion control but its

high forage value, its extreme drought resistance (it is found in

some regions where the rainfall is less than five inches), arid the

fact that it is readily propagated by cuttings, make it a plant to

be considered in the warmer sections of cur territory where graz-

ing can be regulated.
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Another Daccharis which is quite widely distributed in Arizona

at altitudes 4,000 to 7,000 feet, is B» pterinoides ,
Yerba-depasmo.

It is commonly found in excellent grass land and is never browsed

except in times of extreme drought. It is reported to be one of

the worst poison plants in the southwest. It is used as a remedy

for chills by the Indians and Mexicans.

Sclidago spp. There arc several species of Goldcnrod in the

southwest. Seine of them extend far to the north while others are

confined to the southwest and Llexico. For the most part they are

good erosion control plants but valueless for forage. Our chief
interest in them at present is for their rubber content. Some

species seem to run four or five percent rubber and such plants are

comparable to guayule. None of the species are adapted to use in

the extremely dry, desert regions but some are suited to the Juniper
and Pinon belts.

Parthenium argenta bum, the Guayule, sometimes called the
Mexican rubber plant, is a low composite shrub with divided, grayish
leaves end small whitish, rather inconspicuous flowers. It is a

native of western Texas and northern Mexico and has been introduced
extensively into California, and southern Arizona. The main intro-
duction in southern Arizona was made some years ago by the Conti-
nental Rubber Company about twenty miles south of Tucson. This
company made elaborate provision for growing the Guayule in quanti-
ty under irrigation. It, however, failed to produce adequate rub-
ber when given the added moisture and the project was abandoned*
In no place in this section does the Guayule seem to have escaped.
Plants arc still growing experimentally at Las Crucos, New Mexico
and at the Soil Conservation Service nursery at Tucson, as well as
on the Continental .Rubber Company plantings in southern California.
It has been reported that the Guayule is being very successfully
grown in portions of Russia and that the Soviet Republic is extract-
ing rubber from it satisfactorily. It seems unlikely that this

plant will ever be used extensively for the production of rubber
within continental United States unless perchance future wars cut
off the supply from tropical regions. Even in this case it seems
likely that other plants such as some of our milkweeds, spurges
and goldcnrod s, may prove to be even better for rubber production
than the Guayule.

Parthenium incanum, False Guayule, is a low shrub closely
resembling the Guayule. It is abundant in western Texas, southern
New Mexico, southern Arizona and northern Mexico. It has practical-
ly no rubber content but grows sufficiently abundant in places to
be a fair ground cover. It should, however, bo considered a pro-
duct of overgrazing and replaced by more valuable plants. It is

quite unpalatable.
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*Hymenoclea roonogyra is a very common shrub along sandy washes
at moderate to low altitudes from western Texas to southern Cali-
fornia and southward. It is an erect, rather slender-branched bush
with fine, slender leaves. It has a root system which is calculated
to hold sand, rocks and soil to perfection. It is one of the best
soil binders in the desert regions of the southwest. This tells
the whole story for it is good for nothing else. In eny program of

revegetation it should only be used as an extreme (last) resort.
Many of the alluvial flats which it now occupies arc- suitable to

plants of higher forage value.

Hymenoolea sal sola resembles H. monogyra only in leaf and
fruit character. It is a rather low, small spreading bush with a

tap-root and is of no particular significance as an erosion control
plant. It is likewise valueless for forage. It is to be found on

higher, more desert land than the other species.

Gut icrrezia sop., or the Snake weeds, are extremely abundant
throughout the west. Y.hen in abundance they are definite indica-
tors of overgrazing. In some sections they are considered fair
forage during the winter. They are, however, definitely placed on
the ledger .as poisonous plants and serious results may occur where
stock is forced by starvation to eat large quantities of them.
These plants arc commonly woody at the base and have rather deep
roots. They arc rather poor competitors of grass where grass is

given the opportunity to properly develop. The young snake-weed
plants cannot gain a fcothold in a grass sod. They are far. less
serious plants on the range than the Burrowoeds, which upon gain-
ing a foothold on the range are hard to dislodge.

Plaplopappus hartwegi and related species, are the Burrowoeds
of the overgrazed southwestern ranges. Like the snakeweed, these
only become abundant after the range lias been abused. Commonly
they grow at a somewhat lower altitude than the snakeweeds and as

mentioned above, arc difficult to eradicate from the range. Ex-
tensive experiments have been carried on with these plants on the
southwestern range preserve south of Tucson, Arizona. They quite

closely resemble the snakeweeds but have divided leaves and com-

monly more shrubby habit.

Helianthus annuus is the common annual Sunflower which is so

abundant throughout the west. It has little value as an erosion
control or as a forage plant but the seeds arc important wildlife
food and the plants have been used for ensilage, in which condition
they are reported to be fair stock food. One of the sunflowers,
probably a selection from this species, is grown by the Hopi
Indians. The seeds of this are -used in the preparation of a dye as

well as for articles of food.
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Helianthus c iliari s is a Sunflower which none of us would
accuse of being such. It is a low perennial with bluish green

leaves and long, perennial root stalks. It is very common in the

lower Rio Grande agricultural areas where it is called Blueweed,
and loved no better than snakes. Its use has been advocated by
erosion- -control

.
people .because of its excellent soil-binding habits.

It 'should, however, be remembered that it constitutes a very trouble
some weed in farm lands and if it is used at all this should be

done with extreme caution.

Lygodcsmia juncoa, Skeleton Plant, is a perennial which is

shrubby at the base but has an herbaceous top. As the name '^'uncoa"

indicates, the stems arc; slender and almost leafless. The plant has
small, bluish-white flowers and milky juice. Commonly it is not con
sidered cf value for forage purposes but observations in the desert
leads us to believe that the plant has much more value than is com-
monly noted. At times it is very heavily browsed and as it is

extremely drought resistant it nay have a place in revegetation
programs. The plant should also be tested for its possible rubber
content. It is widely distributed in the west. In some regions
it is suspected of being poisonous.

Lygodcsmia grandiflora probably is of no significance as a

forage plant but why it has not been introduced into flower gardens
is hard to comprehend. It blooms through a long season and has
very showy, pinkish-white flowers. Its low bushy habit and its
ability to withstand drought and to grow in poor soil, make it

ideal as an ornamental in many southwestern situations. It does
not range as far south as L. juncca , coming only into northern New
Mexico and northern Arizona. Otherwise the range is comparable to

that of juncea .

ChrysothamnuG sop . The Rabbit Bushes are extremely abundant
at moderate to high altitudes throughout the west. They are low to
rather tall shrubs with bright yellow flowers. T.'e have several
species in the southwest. While they are effective soil binders
in many localities they must be considered weeds as they are not
browsed and their growth and abundance are promoted by heavy graz-
ing of the range. Extensive tests have been made on several spe-
cies of this genus to determine their rubber content. Some arc
promising from this standpoint.

Scnoc io f ilifoliu s , Groundsel. We have many species of this
genus of composites in the west. They range from rare to abundant
but none are so wide in distribution and so generally abundant as
this species, ranging from Colorado and Utah, south into Mexico.
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The light-grayish green shrubs bloom early and late, the yellow
blossoms appearing every month in the year in our southern valleys
and rooky draws. Frequently it forms almost pure stands over large

areas on alluvial fans at the mouths of canyons. It is extremely
drought resistant. In very dry years stock browse it severely. It

is, however, a starvation ration which is never touched when better
plants arc: ovaliable.

Wycthia scabra . This low sunflower-like composite has a

wide distribution in the Rocky Mountains from Hew IJexico to Wyoming
and Utah. It is, however, relatively rare, being found only in dry
sandy places in the Juniper belt. The plant lias long, broad, green

shiny leaves coming out from, the base of the plant .and rather short
flower stalks with large flowers resembling those of the sunflower.
The plant is very harsh to the touch. It is, however, browsed to

some extent and has a good spreading root system making it an excel

-

lend erosion control plant.

Tetradymia inormis, Horse Bush, is a low, grayish composite
bush with bright yellow flowers, widely distributed in the foothills
of the Rocky Mountains and westward but extending south only into
northern Hew Mexico and northern Arizona* It Is abundant and con-
stitutes a fair ground cover on many dry sites. It is variously
reported as fair to poor sheep browse. Its use as a revegctation
plant should bo postponed until its palatability has been more care-
fully studied. The plant may even prove to be poisonous when con-
sumed in large quantities. The following species is definitely
known to be poisonous to stock.

Tetradymia axillaris, horse Bush, is a very weak«»s teuraried

,

straggling shrub, always found in the protection of other shrubs.
It has bright, yellow flowers, very long spines and clusters of

plumose seeds. It is confined to extremely dry mesas in southern
Utah and northern Arizona, and is reported to be poisonous to stock.
The flowers are among the most fragrant in the desert and suggest
the possibility of their use in the manufacture of perfumery. There
are several other species of Tetradymia s in the west. They are

often confused with the rabbit bushes ( Chrysothamnus) . With these
they must be considered generally speaking, as undesirable shrubs.

Franseria dumosa, White Bur Sage, is a low desert shrub

which forms pure stands over very large areas in the Mohave Desert
from California to Utah and Arizona and south into Mexico. It has

whitish bark and grayish green leaves which are quite finely divided.
It is heavily browsed throughout its range and since it forms pure
stands it is unquestionably a valuable erosion control plant. It

will not, however, grow in anything but the warmest portion of our

range

.
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There are several other species of Franseria in the southwest,

most of which are considered weeds. They are for the most part un-
palatable and some have burs resembling cockleburs. One of the nost
outstanding of these rani: weeds is .?, ambrosioides , which is a com-
mon sight along the sandy draws from Tucson, Arizona westward. It

has rather long, coarse leaves with serrate-dentate margins and

slender petioles. As it grows along the edger of washes it has some

value as an erosion control plant. It is not, however, recommended
for planting.

Bncclia farinosa , Vihite Brittiebush, is a common shrub in

the hot, dry regions of southern Arizona as well as northern Mexico.
It has grayish leaves arid bright yellow f lowers. It constitutes
an almost complete ground cover in places and may be significant as

a soil binder. It, however, does not have a good root system or a

low-spreading habit so characteristic of excellent erosion control

plants. It is browsed slightly. As a hay fever inducer this rates
high.

Br i eke?

l

ie squamulosa , Brickollbush, In the draws and bottoms
about Hillsboro, Hew Mexico, is a perennial plant with a woody base
end with abundant straight stems. It somewhat resembles rabbit
brush. The base:, of the plants are thick and well rooted and consti-
tute excellent soil binders. Vfliolo bottoms in this vicinity are

hold in plo.ee by this plant. Its soil binding properties seem to
be all to recommend it, as it is useless as forage or nearly so.

There are several other Brickellias which occur in the southwest,
some of which are reported to be fair forage. Further work is re-
quired to determine their value as erosion control plants.

Oxytenia aceres a ic a perennial composite which resembles
slightly a sage. It is shrubby at the base and has a strong
rhizomatous root system. It occur;; in cry alkali flats in south-
western Colorado and adjacent Utah and Arizona where it forms pure
stands. It is incomparable for erosion control in these areas and
is browsed to some extent, probably only as a starvation diet.
Selenium tests have been run on this plant and not more than a

trace has been found. It, however, has been definitely proved to

be a serious stock poison and must not be considered in any erosion
control program.

Malamped I. urn leucanthum is a low perennial composite with
ho.ndso.me white rays. Its only possible value is as an ornamental
but for this purpose it should have a distinct place in the south-
western flower garden. It is abundant on many dry plains and rocky
foothills.

Flourensia cernus, Tar Bush, is a glutinous composite shrub
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often' called Black Bush. It ranges over wide areas in western
Texas, southern Hew Mexico and Arizona and adjacent Mexico* The
shrub is encouraged 'by overgrazing and now occupies extensive areas
which doubtless were formerly in grass. It is worthless as forage
and its more or less erect habit does not recommend it for erosion
control. This has been used extensively in the past medicinally
for every disease practically, to which the human body is subject.
It is likely that its use is based on the superstition that the
nastiest thing is the best medicine.

Euryops mult

i

f idus. Euryops is one of our more promising
exotics as far as its ability to withstand drought and to seed it-

self arc concerned. It is reported to have some value as a sheep
browse but our work has thus far not permitted any feeding experi-
ments. It lias a habit very similar to many of our rabbit bushes

( Chry sothamnu

s

s pp . ) . The habit of the plant and its root system
do not make it outstanding fcr soil conservation work. If, however,
it proves to bo worthwhile as a forage plant it may prove to have
a distinct value in the warmer sections of our region. It blooms
profusely and atrracts bees in groat numbers. Wo do not have in-

formation on the grade of honey produced,

Tripteris pachypteri s. This is another of our exotics from
South Africa, It is very similar in general habit and root growth
to Euryops, What applies to Euryops applies equally well to
Tripteris. It is reported to be fair sheep forage but we need to
conduct feeding experiments to establish its real value. It is

blooming almost constantly and is a favorite with bees. Here again
we do not know the quality of the honey produced.

Pcntzia incana . Our most outstanding exotic from South
Africa of the sheep browse type Is Pentzia. It is lower and more
spreading than either Euryops or Tripteris. In fact it forms a dense
tangled rooted, mass on the ground. As intimated, it is recommended
as a good sheep browse. It was treated at some length in a back
number of Soil Conservation by Dr. Franklin J. Crider, Vdiere it

becomes established in our warmer regions individual plants sur-
vive well. Mr. Prichard of the Forest Service Nursery at Superior,
Arizona, says that it reproduces itself on the desert so sparingly
as to make the plant practically valueless. At Shiprock, New
Mexico it freezes out where it docs not receive the protection of
snow or buildings. It is a plant of such outstanding characteris-
tics that it should be given a trial in many places throughout the
southwest, including California and Nevada. In any region where it

will survive the winters and reproduce itself readily it should
prove very valuable. We plan to use it on all the observational
plantings we establish in Arizona,
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lutca
scrrulata
sonorae

Cliff lose
G 1 itoris mariana
Clover

Doer
Spruce
Strawberry

Cock's Combs
Coffee Berries
Coldcnia

cane scens
greggii
hispidissima

Coloogyno
ramo s i s 3 ima

Colorado Beeplant
Colorado Sitter Crab
Colorado Blue Spruce
Compositao

68

68

70,71

80

80,81
56,57

61

56-60

125
52

117,118

17

17

97

69

134
71

110

42

62,63

63

63

62

62

62

68

93,94

83

83

83

60

115,116

123
123
123

71

62

73

6

130-137
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Condalia 109 Dactyl is glomerata 17

mexicana 103 Dalea
spathulata 109 amoen

a

38
C onvo 1 v, 1 g c ca e 122 enoryi 87

Coral Bean 82 fonaosa 86

vie stern 91,92 frutescens 86

Coralberry 129 johnsonii 88

•Cornaceae 115-116 parryi 83

Oonius pogonantlaera 88

stolonifera 116 polygodenia 87

Cotton, ~.Tiid 1 1 1 sanctae-crucis 86

C ottontop Gra s s 40 Sp. 86,87
Cottonwood spinesa 37

Lance leaf 48 scp. 86

Narrow- leafed 48 wrightii 88

Sargent 48 Dallas Crass 33

Coulter Pine 7 Dasiophora
Coursetia fruticosa 71

glandulosa 90 Dasylerion
Cowan ia leiophyllum 43,44

stansbur iana 68 wheeler

i

43
Crataegus Deer Clover 83

erythrocarpa 72 Deer Crass 27,28
rivalaris 72 Deer ITut Tush 102,103
saligna 72 Deer's Ears 120,121
spp. 72 Desert Crabapple 4

wootoniana 72 Desert Honeysuckle 126
Creosote Bush 97,98 Desert Salt Tush 58

Crested T'heat Grass 7 Desert Salt Grass 18

Crinkle Awn 40 Desert TTLllcw 125
Cr ossosoiTia Pesnanthus
bigelovii 68 illinoiens is 96

Cross osonataceae 68 jamesii 96

Crotalaria lupilina 83 virgatura 96

Croton Desnodium
sonorae 102 angustifoliun 77

spp. 102 bacht oc aul i s 77

Cruciferae 61-52 bigelovii 77

Crucifixion Thorn 93,10 5,112,113 cinerascens 76

Cupressus grahami 77

arisonica 5 rosci 77

arizonica var. Diapediucn

bonita 5 resupinatun 127

Curly Ilesquite 21 Dichondra argentea 122

Currant Digitaria eriantha
Squaw 66 var • stolonifcra 17

Vila 67 Diatiohlia stricta 18

Yell ow-f 1 ower i ng 66 Ditaxis

Cyperaceae 41-42 soricophylla 100

Cyperus 41,42 Dock 56
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Dodonea viscosa
' Dogwood
Dondia spp#
Douglas Fir
Downy Chess
Drcpseed

Giant

I.Iesa

Sand
Spike

Dudley ITUlow
Dime 13 room.

Echinochioa
colonum

Elaeagnaoeae
Elaeagnus

argentea
august ifolia

Elaphrium
miorophyllum

Elderberries
Elephant Gra s s

Elephant Tree
Elymus

gigantea
sabulosus

Elyonurus
barbieu Ira s

Elytraria
tridentata

Enoelia farinosa
Snglenann Spruce
Ephedra

ant i syph i 1 itica

nevadensis
sinica
torreyana
trifurea
viridis

Equ i s etura spy

.

Eragrostis
brizantha
chi oronela •

curvuia
lehnanniana
obtusiflora
parosa

Ericaceae

106,107 Eriodictyon
116 angustifolium
60 Eriogonum
5 baker

i

16 ccrnuum
fasiculatum

39 James ii

30,39 loptophyllum
38 polifolium

37,38 wrightii
49 Erodium
91 cicutarium

texanum
Erythrina

18, IS flabellifonais
114-115 Eschscholtzia

califomica
1 14 Eupho rb iac ea

e

114 Euploca
c onvo 1vulaccae

99 Eurotia lanata
129 Euryops
33 multifidus
99 Eu stoma

Pais sell iana
18 Evening Primrose
13 Evergreen Tamarix

Evergreen Sumac
18 Eysenhardtia

orthocarpa
127
136 Fagaccae

3 Fairy Duster
Fake Cane Grass

3 Fallugia paradoxa
3 False Oucyule

2,3 False Hellebore
3 Fendlera. spp«

3 Fern Bush
3 Fern Clover
2 Fescue

Ari z on a

20 Meadow
20 Festuca
19 arizonica

19, 20 arundinacea
20 olr.tior

19 Idahoen sis
116-117 Finder Grass

122,123

55,56
56

55

55,56
55
55

96,97
97

91,92

65
99-102

123

59,60

137

120
115

111,112
104

85,86

51-52

73,74
16,17
72,73

132

45
66

70,71
2

20

20,21
21

20,21
21

21

21

17
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Fir
Arizona 6

Douglas 5

White (Common) 6

Flcurensia cernus 136,137
Fluff Grass 41

Forestiera
neo-mexicana 119

phillyreoides 119

Fouquieria
splendens 112

Fouquieriaoeae 112

Four-o'clock 61

Frankenia jamesii 111

Frankeniaceae 111

Franseria
ambrosioides 136

dumosa 135,136
Frasera

paniculata 121

speciosa 120,121
Fraxinus

anomala 119
cuspidata' 110,120
greggi.i 120

lowellii 120

spp. 119

stand leyi 120

toumcyi 120

Galactea
vrright ii 86

Galleta Grass 21,22
Big 23

Gambell Oak 51

Canada Blue Grass 35

Garrya
flavoscens 116

spp. 115,116
wrightii 116

Geniculate Love Grass 19,20
Gentianaceae 120-121
Geraniaceae 96-97

Giant Dropseed 39

Giant Love Grass 19

Giant Panic 31

Giant Sacaton 39,40
Giant Salt Bush 58,59
n iant Sand Grass 17

Cilia 122

Gled.it s ia

tric-:c-'.nthos 31

Glycyrrhiza
lepidota 96

Gnctacoac 2-3

Goldenrod 132

Go o s eb crr-;
- , V, i 1 d 66,67

Grama
Alkali 14

Black 12

Blue 13

Hairy 14,15
Rothrook 15

Santa Cruz 14

Side Oats 12

Six-.:ocks 15

Slender Side Oats 15

Spruce Top 14

Cramineae 7-41

Grapes, Native 110
Grec.sewood 60

Green Holly 59

Gregg Ash
1

120
Groundsel 134,135
Guayule 132

False 132
Gunn i s on Oak 51

Gutierrezia spp. 133
Gyrmo sporang ia
speeiosun 66

Gyrmo sporang ium
cupressi • 5

Hackberry 52

YJhite Bark 52

Hall's Panic 31,32
Haplopappus

hartwegi 133
Haplophyton

cimicidum 121

Harriman Yucca 45
Havard's Oak 52

Haw 72

Helianthus
annuus 133

oiliaris 134
Hi 1aria
bclangeri 21
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Hilaria (Cont.)

jamesii 21,22

mutica 22,23
rigida 23

Hoe Grass 25,26
Hoffnan se ia

densiflora 79

Hog Potato 79

Holacantba emoryi 98

Holly 109
Holodiseus dumosus 71

Honey Locust 31

Honeysuckle 129,130

Hop, V/ild 53,54
Hop Bush 106,107
Hop Ho rr.bean 50

Bailey'

s

50,51

Horse Bush 135

Huachuca Century Plant 47

Humulus lupulus
var. neo-nexicana 53,54

Hvd.r ophy 1 1ac ea e 122-123

Hvnenoclea
nonogyra 133

s a 1 s o 1 a 133

Hyparrhenia hirta 23

Indian 'la 1 low 110,111
Indian Pice Grass 30

Indian ?Jheat 127,128
Indigo Bush 84

Indigofera
sphaerocarpa 84

Ironv/ood 01

Jacob inia candicans 127

Japanese Barberry 54

Jatropha
angust id ens 101,102
cardiophylla 101

nacrorhiza 102

spathulata 101

<Juglandaceae 54

Juglans
maior 54

rupestris 54

Jujube
Small-leafed 109

Southwestern 109

Juncaceae 43

Juncus balticus 43

June Grass 25, 24

Jungle Pice 18,19
Jun i pe r

Alligator Bark 3,4
One-seeded 4

Rock^ :
Tountain 5

Utah 5

JUniporus
nonespema 4

p a chyph 1 o ea 3,4

scopul crura 5

utahens is 5

Kentuckv Blue Grass 35

FCi dn fiw/ondJ l X v«- A » v wW \A 85,86

K inn i ckinn i ck 117

Knot Grasr 33

Koohia airier icana 59

Kceber linia

sp inosa 112,113

Kocbcrl iniaceae 112-113
Kocleria cristata 23,24
Krame r ia

~landulosa 79

s e cund if 1 o r

a

79

Xranor iaccae 79

Labi atae 124

Lane c 1 e af C ott onwo od 48

Larr c a t r ide ntat

a

97,98
Lathyru

s

anericanus 95

docaph'-'llus 95

gr arnin if ol iu s 95
Icucanthus 95

Le c liugu i 1 1 a 46,47
Lepidiums 61

Lie or ic o , . . i 1

a

96

Lilac, Purple 118,119
Lii iaceac 43,46
Lippia

cane 3 cons 124

cuncifolia 124

ligustrina 124
nodiflora 124

re ioens 124

wrightii 123
Little \

:alnut 54

Locos 95
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Locust Maple (Cont.)
1UOBlack (Common) 90 Western Sugar

New Mexico 90,91 Marsilea vestita 2

Shipmast 90 Maurandia
Lonicera albiflora 129,130 wislizcni 125
Loranthaceae 54 Meadow Fescue 21

Losacoae 113 Melampodium
130Lotus leucanthun

alamosanus n 1 Menodora
groonei a)

8/4 laevis llo

hamatus 8I4. scabra 118

longibractcatus ol
84 scoparia 118

rigidus 83 Menodoropsis
spp. 83 longiflora 118
wrightii 33,84 Mesa Dropseed 38,39

Love Grass Me squite 77,78
Geniculate 19,20 Mo s quite Gro.ss 25,26
Giant 19 Mexican Gama Grass 4I

Stoloniferous 20 Mexican Rubber Plant 132
Low Bush Mahogany Mexican White Pine 7
Lowell Ash 120 Microrhamnus
Lycium oricoides 110

exsertum 12/4,125 Milk Vetches 94,95
pallidum 125 Milkweeds 121,122

Lycurus phi eo ides 24 Milkworts 99
Lygcdcsmia Mimosa

75*76grandi flora 134 biuncifera
juncoa

'

134 dysocarpa 7^
Lyrocarpa coulteri /Co52 lemmoni 76
Lysichiton Mimosaceac 73-78

kamt s chatons c
I r-

45 Mint 123,124
Lysilcma Mi stletoo t— 1

54
thornberii Mock Orange Ac A£09, 00

Mohave Yucca 45
MacDougal Poplar 148 Moraceae 53.54
Maclura pomifcra 53 Mormon Tea 3
Mac ro s iphonia Morongia

brachysiphon 121 occidental is 70
Madron 117 Mortonia
Mahogany

69
OO

scabrella 105
Low Bush Mo rus
Mountain microphylla 53

Mala Mujer 101, 102 Mountain Ash 73
Malvaceae 110-111 Mountain Birch 50
Manihot Muhlenbergia 1

24
angustiloba 100 arenacea 30
esculent

a

100,101 arenicola 29
Manzanitc 116,117 arizonica 29,30
Maple

105,106
asperifolia • oi24

Box Elder dumosa 24,25
Pocky Mountain 106 emersleyi 25
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Phaseolus t ra chv spema 62, 63

acut i.r o 1 iu s 93 Pol PTHOT) n n cfis f
% 122

angu s t iss inn g 93 Pol io.?.in"fcha incrjia 124
dila"ba"bus 92 Poivrala
ms-ci-onoidA' s 92 99

notcalfii qo v^nl vr> 1 ' PPl^Ulv Vy JU IX 1-1 U 1 ^.

qo

J o w u*. o o 92 V l 1 d- 11 L4 (J \ X 99
T'V. 1 4- r- Ti c; "i r;1 OIL] no QQ

- w x : .. a j Vj l uv

Philad.Glt)hus spp. 65, 66 Pol^coriaccae 55—56
Phlox 1 Cj L_- - w j-> X v. X

Phoradondroii spp. 54 J iicBougal 43
Phragnit c s c ammuii i s 34 Silver-leafod 48
Picoa Wislizon 48

engelmannii 6 Poppy
pungens 6 California 65
spp. 5,6 Prickly (T.Mte) 65
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Populus Rhnmnaceao 107-110

o cuminata 43 Rhannus
alba 40 botulaefolia 109

angu s t i£ o ] ia 43 californica var#

?
rac Douga 1 i i 48 to.'.cntclla 108

sargenti 1 48 crocca 109

wi s 1 i ?, en i i 43 Rhatany 79

Portulaca oleracea 61 Rhus
Portulacaceae 61 c i smontana 103

Potentilla anserina 71 chor i o "ohy1 1a 104

Prairie Clover 89 g labra 104,105
Pro sop in integrifolia 104

oh i Ions is 78 lanceolata 104

glandule sa 77,73 microphy11a 103

juliflora 78 ovata 104

valut ina 73 rvdocrg i i 105

Prunus tr ilobata 103
amor i cana 69 utahensi e 104

bes s ey

i

69 vir'ens 104

me lanocarpa 69 Rhynochosia
rufula 69 texana 93

watsoni 70 Ribes
Pseudotsuga taxifolia 5 aureum 66

Fsoralia cereun 66

osculenta 85 inebrians 66

mi crantha 85 inerme 67

Ptelea trifoliata 97 leptanthum 66,67
Pfce r i dophyt e s 2 mescaler ium 67

Purple Lilac 118,119 p inetorum. 67

Purshia tridentata 70 Rice Grass 30,31
Purslane 61 Indian 30

Pinon 31

Qun.noc 1 id i on Ricinus communis 100
mul tiflorum 61 Rin£ Grass 29

Que reus Rob in is.

emoryi 51 ne o—nexicana 90,91
gambellii 51 p sou do-acacia 90

gunnisonii 51 Rock Plant 71

havardi 5^ Rock Spirea 71

neo-mexicana 51 Rocky Mountain Juniper 5

turbincl la 52 Roc Icy Mountain Llaple 104
undulair.a 51 .'.'orioa Nasturtium—
utahensis 51 aquaticum 62

Rabbit Bushes 134 Rosaceae 68-73
Ranunculaceae 63 Rubiaceae 128
Raspberry, Red (Vfild) 72 dubus
Rat-Tail 11 arizonica 71,72
Rattle V/ced 83 del iciosus 72

81 strigosus 72

Redfieldia flexuosa • 35 Rusnex hymenosepalus 56
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A 74o Schleropogon
Russian Oliv© 114 brevifol ius 36
Russian Thistle 59 ocounng hush 2

Scratch Grass 24
oacaton ocrophulariac-eae nor"125
anca±1 o f Sedges 41,42
a A „ n fi-r ±d.n c oJ

} 4U Seepwced ^A

Sage Seep v/illow T 7 Tlol
.u 1 a. c Jc 160 Selenium 94

Sagoretia wrightii 109 oenocio filnolius 134, 135
Salicaceae 4o-50 bcnsixive—uomt; vetcii yo

oalix Serviceberry 70
bonplandiana var. oe car la

tourney i 49 macrostachya 36, 37
exigua 49 Shad Bush 58

exigua var. A C\49 Sh( phcrd ' s Purse 61

goodd ingii &y bhoph ord i

a

nigra 4o argontea 114, lib
taxii oJ. la 49 c anadens is

t i r115
oaisoia ::aii 59 rotundii olia 115
oait U'UsJi Shipmast Locust 90
Australian 57 bhru b by omquel oil 71

c; q Silve rberry T T /I114
it. obo Silver—loafed Poplar 4o

58, 59 oimarubaceae 98-99
rim;tall ' s 57, 58 oimmonasia
rniexas 59 calii omica 102, 103

oalt ^edar 111 -'lphonoglossa

oambucus long it olia 127
caerul ea TOO

j. c y S i symbrlum <^ Tbl

cacrulea var. 1 7/1lo4
arizonica TOO12? Skunk Cabbago 4b

me xi cana icy O j. v- 1 1 - Lc LO^lcllX T T1

1

no c "Tug x i cana TOOi ^ y A 1

o an. dpaper M ant 113 Snako— i'

'gcd s Loo
°anc. berbenas 60, 61 ooapberry lroe 107
Sangre de Cristo T AT101 Solonaceao 1 c4 - 1 b

Sapindaceao 106-107 Solidago spp» 132

Sapindus Sophia 61

druromondll 107 Sophora
oapium biloculare 100 a.rizo?iica 82

Sapotaceae 117-118 secunciif lora 82

Sarcobatus sericea 82, 83
vern i cu 1 a tu

s

60 stcnophylla 82

Saururaceae C A T rz04 ,oo S o rbus scopul ina ( 6

Saxlfragaceae 65-67 Sotol 43,44
3cb.ism.us barbatus 55, 36 Spider Grass 10
Schott's Yucca 45 Spike Dropsood 37,33
Scirpus Spike Pappus 33

occidental is 42 Sporobolus airoides 37
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Sporobolus (Cent.) Three Awn 10, 11

contractus 37,33 Fcndler 10

cryptandrus 38 Ilavard 10

fimbriatus 40 Pinnate 11

flexuosus 36,39 Poverty 10

giganteus 39 Red 11

wrightii 39,40 Six-1 ecks 10

Spruce 5,6 Smooth 11

Colorado Blue 6 Thurboria
Englemann 6 thocposioides 111

Spruce Clover 33 Tobosa 22,23
Squaw Bush 103,104 Toxylon

Single-leaf 104 pomiferum 53

Standleya albescens 62 Trachypogon
Star leaf 97 montuf'ar i 40

Strawberry Clover 33 Tra il ing Blackberry 71,72
Strcptanthus 61 Tree of Heaven 98,99

Sumac 103 Troebino 110
Small-] eafed 103 Treefoil 97

Evergreen 104 Tic I: 77

Sunf ] ower 13o,134 Trichachnc
Switch Grass 32,33 calif or;-: ica 40
Sycamore, Native 67 insular is 40

Symphoricarpos pr tens 40
occidental is 129 sp. 40

oreophilus 129 Trifolium
Syr in ga vu 1 ga r i s 118,119 bro.ndegii 83

T&nar icaceae 111-112 fragiferum 83

Tamarix Triodia
art icu lata 111,112 albescens 41
gallica 111 e longat

a

41
Tans?/- ''ustare 61 mutica 41

Tar Bush 136,137 pilosa 41

Tacoma stans 126 pule he 11a 41
Tephrosia spp» 89 Tripsacum

tc.-iella 69 lonceolatum 41

virginiana 39 Tripteri

s

Totradyraia paciiypteiis 137
axillaris 135 Turkeyfoot 9

inerrds 135 Typha"
Tetraneriun ' latifolio 2

hi spidum. 126 Tyhacoae 2

Texas Finger Crass 17

Texas Ilillet 32 Ulmac co.e 52

Texas Timothy 24 Ulmus pumila 52

Thamnosma Uhgnadia spociosa 107
montana 97

tcxana 97 Vauquolinia
Thelypodiun 61 californica 73

Thimbl eberry 72 Yeratrum
Thlasoi 61 specie sum 45





Verbenacoae 123,121+ Wo Ifberry 12k- 125
Vetch 8k. 95. 96 Pale 125

Vicia

3U

Woody Potentilla 71

exigua Wycthia scabra 135
pulchcl la 95.96 Yell 017- f1owe ring Currant 66
ST5B.I* s i f*lo i*a 8k Yerba— de—pasmo 132

Vi n s Ms r on i "to 32 Yri*bn Ms n s n 5k 55

Virginia Creooer 110 Yerba Santa 122,123
Virgin' s Bov/er 63 Yucca
Vitaceae 110 baccata kU
Vitis elata kL.' V 1

nri KOTlica 110 cr I n 1 ] fi 1 lik

spp • 110 Vi n t r "1 Tiin *n i n k5
Wallflower 61 1 - 1,1- C V/ X v W X t~f LV lil, L5
Walnut xnoliavons i s k5

Black s chotti i k5
Little 5k Yucca.

v V C. kjJ.iJ.llC ^ ^ -LI LI

'i|2

Hn r* c* n "h kk
iik k5

filifera k2.k3 H n r jr irinri k5
Water—Cress 62 I.'iohavej>-\»'i x<_4, v k5
Watson Sand. Plum 67 Schott '

s

k5
Western Coral Bean 91.92
We s tern Re <Ibud 81 Zauschnoria
Western Sugar kaple 106 californica 115
Wheat j Ind ian 127,128 Zi zvdItus

Wheat-Gras

s

lycioides 109
Crested 7 Zvcophvllaccae 97-98
...... j - . _ . i ±i. 7 8

Wii+T> PiTi chn ^Vi 1^6
White Bur Sage 135.136
Wild Cotton 111

Wi 1 d Cur rant 66
Wild Gooseberry 66.67
Wild Hop 53. 5k
WiId Licorice 96
Wild Olive

New Mexico 119
Wild Pen 95
Wild Plumnil .1 ± -L 'la 69
Wild ^rumnet Plant 126
Willow

Basket
Black U8
TVi l n 1 <^rJ_V Ll v.L X ^ V L.Q

Goodding U9
Tourneyi k9
Yewleaf k9
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